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Abstract
There are two primary challenges for instructors in oering a high-quality course at large
scale. The rst is scaling educational experiences to such a large audience. The second major
challenge encountered is that of enabling adaptivity of the educational experience. This thesis
addresses both major challenges in the way of high-quality scalable education by developing new
techniques for large-scale automated assessment (for addressing scalability) and developing new
models for interpretable user behavior analysis in educational environments for improving the
quality of interaction via personalized education.
Specically, I perform a study of automated assessment of complex assignments where I
explore the eectiveness of dierent types of features in a feasibility study. I argue for re-framing
automated assessment techniques in these more complex contexts as a ranking problem, and
provide a systematic approach for integrating expert, peer, and automated assessment techniques
via an active-learning-to-rank formulation that outperforms a traditional randomized training
solution.
I also present the design and implementation of CLaDS—a Cloud-based Lab for Data Science—
to enable students to engage with real-world data science problems at-scale with minimal cost
($7.40/student). I discuss our experience with deploying seven major text data assignments for
students in both on-campus and online courses and show that the general infrastructure of CLaDS
can be used to eciently deliver a wide range of hands-on data science assignments.
Understanding student behavior is necessary for improving the quality of scalable education
through adaptivity. To this end, I present two general user behavior models for analyzing student
interaction log data to understand student behavior. The rst focuses on the discovery and analysis
of action-based roles in community question answering (CQA) platforms using a generative model
called the MDMM behavior model. I show interesting distinctions within CQA communities in
question-asking behavior (where two distinct types of askers can be identied) and answering
behavior (where two distinct roles surrounding answers emerge). Second, I nd that where there
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are statistically signicant dierences in health metrics across topical groups on StackExchange,
there are also statistically signicant dierences in behavior compositions, suggesting a relation-
ship between behavior composition and health. Third, I show that the MDMM behavior model
can be used to demonstrate similar but distinct evolutionary patterns between topical groups.
The second model focuses on discovering temporal action patterns of learners in Coursera
MOOCs. I present a two-layer hidden Markov model (2L-HMM) to extract a multi-resolution
summary of user behavior patterns and their evolution, and show that these patterns can be used
to extract latent features that correlate with educational outcomes.
Finally, I develop the Piazza Educational Role Mining (PERM) system to close the gap between
theory and practice by providing an easy-to-use web-based interface for leveraging probabilistic
user behavior models on Piazza CQA interaction data. PERM allows instructors to easily crawl
their courses and run subsequent MDMM behavior analyses on them. Analyses provide instructors
with insight into the common user behavior patterns (roles) uncovered by plotting their action
distributions in a browser. PERM enables instructors to perform deep-dives into an individual
role by viewing the concrete sessions that have been assigned a specic role by the model, along
with each session’s individual actions and associated content. This allows instructors to exibly
combine data-driven statistical inference (through the MDMM behavior model) with a qualitative
understanding of the behavior within a role. Finally, PERM develops a model of individual users
as mixtures over the discovered roles, which instructors can also deep-dive into to explore exactly
what individual users were doing on the platform.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Quality-Scalability Trade-o
Education is perhaps the singularly most important aspect of a well-functioning society.
Without an educated populace, after all, there are no doctors to tend to the sick, no lawyers to
protect the innocent or prosecute those who commit crimes, no engineers to build the infrastructure
upon which we depend for our daily function. It would seem critically important, then, for us as
educators to provide high-quality educational experiences to all people in the world, regardless of
demographics like gender, age, location, or socioeconomic status. After all, the need for educated
individuals knows no bounds, and the human race as a whole stands to benet from the steady
march of progress ushered in by educated citizens. And yet, we are still just beginning the process
of transforming education at all levels to be simultaneously high-quality and readily obtainable
by all, instead of just the privileged few who happen to be in the right place at the right time.
The Internet has been a driving force toward improving the accessibility of education world-
wide. Of particular note and popularity in recent years is the Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
phenomenon. These massive courses oered through the use of the Internet as a delivery mecha-
nism seek to provide a level of accessibility to educational material that is unprecedented—and for
doing so they have garnered a lot of attention. Not all of the attention has been positive, however:
many have doubts about the MOOC as an eective educational medium, citing both mass attrition
in these large courses [59, 60] as well as the diculty (and even feasibility) of evaluating student
learning at such a large scale [6]. This is not to say that a MOOC cannot be both highly scalable
and simultaneously oer a high-quality educational experience, but rather that there remains
work to be done before we can say we have fully realized that goal.
A recurring problem in scaling education is instructor overload [116]. Assessments in MOOCs
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are typically compromised due to the inability of instructors to manually grade assignments at
that scale. Educational environments are “one-size-ts-all” due to a lack of resources (mainly
time) to customize the educational experience to individual students’ needs or desires. Pedagogy
is compromised to accommodate larger and larger student enrollment. We cannot deliver high
quality, scalable education with overloaded instructors: either we fail to scale when we hit an
instructor’s resource constraints, or we sacrice the high quality experiences they wish to provide
in order to attain scalability. This result is a striking quality-scalability trade-o encountered
by most traditional educational congurations. All things being equal, a well trained instructor
utilizing traditional educational techniques can create a high-quality learning environment at low
scale, but when forced to apply the same techniques at high scale, quality inevitably suers.
1.2 Breaking the Quality-Scalability Trade-o
It does not need to be this way. The overall vision of this thesis is that the quality-scalability
trade-o can be eectively addressed by leveraging advanced computational techniques (especially
those from machine learning and data mining) to improve both the scalability and quality of
education. To achieve both high quality and high scalability, though, we must view the problem
from dierent angles. Each dierent perspective we may take leads to a very dierent class of
solutions, but all of which leverage computational techniques in dierent ways to attempt to break
free of this trade-o.
1.2.1 Scaling Existing Solutions
The rst perspective, in which we accept an existing high quality but low scalability edu-
cational experience (whether that be an assignment, a lab, etc.) as our desired goal, requires
the development of some form of automated system to address tasks in which instructors are a
bottleneck to scalability. Often, this is in the form of some kind of automated or semi-automated as-
sessment technology. As a consequence, such an automated system can itself lead to improvements
and changes to the underlying educational experience. If, for example, summative assessments
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become nearly “free” after deploying an automated grading system developed to address a grading
scalability challenge, the output of the automatic grading system could be used as a basis for
formative assessment instead. In other words, addressing scalability challenges for traditional
educational experiences can result not just in scalable experiences, but ones that can surpass the
original non-scalable methods in terms of quality by unburdening instructors.
Techniques following this line of thinking must ask hard questions about how one can capture
the knowledge state of an individual based on the output they produce from an educational
experience in a way that can be generalized across individuals. It also requires careful problem
formulations—what is perhaps the most obvious application of a machine learning or articial
intelligence technique may be missing scalability opportunities unless the problem is formulated
in a dierent way. Thus, this line of thinking can lead to all sorts of discoveries surrounding
optimal human-machine interactions in educational environments, new machine-actionable and
machine-learned knowledge representations, and novel systems that leverage these new solutions.
1.2.2 Extracting Quality From Scale
A dierent perspective one could take is to instead embrace the existing high scalability
educational solutions and ask how we can increase the quality of the existing environment. There
are two key questions to ask from this perspective: (1) what was sacriced to scale, and (2) what
aordances are oered by scale? Considering these questions side-by-side, once can observe that
at scale we suer from a lack of adaptivity of the educational environment—most MOOCs have
a “one-size-ts-all” mentality not because they desire it, but out of necessity for scale. However,
at scale these environments provide enormous treasure troves of behavior data. Every action is
captured: every click, every answer, every post—everything. This provides an unprecedented
insight into every individual participating in an educational environment, beyond which can be
captured by an individual human instructor—even at low scale! Thus, the questions one may ask
from this perspective center on the understanding and processing of massive scale interaction
logs in an educational setting. In an ideal world, with ideal models, these massive interaction log
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datasets could be leveraged in real time to allow a high scalability educational environment to
adapt to individual learners based on their interactions with the platform itself and knowledge
extracted about the behavior of previous, similar learners. The promise is perfectly individualized
learning, custom tailored to each specic learner’s needs, at massive scale (indeed, because of
massive scale).
We do not live in an ideal world, nor do we yet have ideal models for understanding user
behavior at such massive scale. We are still in an incredibly nascent stage for such models. We
must start with seemingly basic, but critical questions. How should behavior be represented? How
should it be visualized? What models can capture these desired representations? How can these
representations be leveraged to estimate knowledge states? How should an online environment
adapt on the basis of a behavior representation? These are important and, interestingly, funda-
mental questions in this eld, which is a unique opportunity in a world where most elds have
already answered their foundational questions.
In order to enable online educational experiences to be custom-tailored to individuals, we must
rst understand what these individuals do in these platforms. To that end, techniques must be
developed to understand user behavior in online educational platforms to develop representations
of users and behavior that can then be utilized as a basis for developing adaptive, rather than static,
systems. Currently, however, instructors attempting to understand behavior in these large-scale
environments are overburdened with the massive scale of these interaction logs. It is necessary to
develop models and, perhaps more importantly, systems to allow them to digest activity logs to
understand behavior as a basis to developing personalization techniques that can work at scale.
1.3 This Thesis
The previous section outlined two dierent perspectives for achieving high quality, scalable
education. These are, of course, not the only perspectives one could take, but they are illuminating
in the sense that they provide two dierent scaolds for solutions to the quality-scalability trade-
o problem that can leverage data science and machine learning techniques. That being said, this
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eld is so massive, with so many dierent problems along each perspective that remain to be
solved, so we must narrow our focus to make the rst steps towards realizing solutions in these
two perspectives.
In this thesis, we attempt to unburden instructors of large-scale classes by developing tech-
niques and systems for large-scale automated assessment to address the challenge of scaling
educational experiences, and by developing probabilistic user behavior models to address the
challenge of providing adaptivitiy of the educational experience in a scalable way.
1.3.1 Scaling Existing Solutions
Addressing massive numbers of students is challenging—a direct application of what works
at small scale in the classroom does not necessarily translate well to an online educational
environment with tens of thousands of learners. In many cases, sacrices are made to the quality
of assessment and educational experience. This presents a direct challenge: how can we oer
assessments and experiences that are closer to those we would oer at small scale to massive
numbers of students? Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis provide techniques for achieving high
scalability of more complex assignments in order to extend the set of assignment types that can
be utilized in large-scale educational environments.
Specically, in Chapter 3 we study the eectiveness of existing machine learning techniques
for grading assignments designed to teach critical thinking through case assessments in the
domain of veterinary medicine [41]. We explore the eectiveness of three classes of features for
automating grading for these outline-form assignments: (1) token features, (2) similarity features,
and (3) selection features. In addition to this feasibility study, we argue for re-framing automated
assessment in this context as a ranking problem, which allows for the use of active-learning
techniques in a learning-to-rank framework. We discuss how to properly evaluate a ranking
system for automated assessment, and show the utility of such an active-learning formulation
compared to a traditional randomized training solution.
In Chapter 4 we discuss the development and associated deployment experience of a novel
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Cloud-based Lab for Data Science (CLaDS) that enables many learners around the world to work
on real-world data science problems without having to move or otherwise distribute prohibitively
large data sets [42]. Leveraging version control and continuous integration, CLaDS provides a
general infrastructure to enable any instructor to conveniently deliver any hands-on data science
assignment that uses large real world data sets to as many learners as our cloud-computing
infrastructure allows at minimal cost. We present the design and implementation of CLaDS and
discuss our experience with using CLaDS to deploy seven major text data assignments for students
in both an on-campus course and an online course to work on for learning about text data retrieval
and mining techniques; this shows that CLaDS is a very promising novel general infrastructure
for eciently delivering a wide range of hands-on data science assignments to a large number of
learners at very low cost ($7.40/student in our deployment).
1.3.2 Extracting Quality from Scale
In order to personalize online learning environments at scale, developing a model of an individ-
ual student (or group of students) is a necessary rst step. To this end, we explore probabilistic
user behavior models that can be applied to learner-system interaction data at scale.
Specically, in Chapter 5 we propose a generative model for discovering and analyzing
action-based roles in community question answering (CQA) platforms [43]. These kinds of
platforms are commonplace as a supporting infrastructure for online learning environments. We
propose the use of a generative model for inferring action-based roles for users both at the level
of an individual browsing session as well as at the broader community level called the MDMM
behavior model. The model is specically designed to produce descriptions of user behavior
roles in the form of interpretable probability distributions over the atomic actions a user may
take within a community while also modeling the composition of those roles inside individual
communities to facilitate cross-community analysis. A comprehensive experiment on all 161
non-meta communities on the StackExchange1 CQA platform reveals three empirical insights.
1https://stackexchange.com
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First, we show interesting distinctions within CQA communities in question-asking behavior
(where two distinct types of askers can be identied) and answering behavior (where two distinct
roles surrounding answers emerge). Second, we nd that where there are statistically signicant
dierences in health metrics across topical groups on StackExchange, there are also statistically
signicant dierences in behavior compositions, suggesting a relationship between behavior
composition and health. Furthermore, we show that if one instead were to cluster communities
based on behavior composition vectors alone, the clusters discovered have interesting topical
dierences as well as statistically signicant dierences in mean health, suggesting that the model
can both be used to analyze ad-hoc groupings of communities as well as provide a data-driven
way to derive sensible community groups. Finally, we show that the MDMM behavior model can
be used to demonstrate similar but distinct evolutionary patterns between topical groups.
In order to better understand temporal action patterns in user behavior, in Chapter 6
we propose a temporal student behavior representation alongside a method for automatically
discovering those student behavior patterns by leveraging the click log data that can be obtained
from a MOOC platform. Specically, we propose the use of a two-layer hidden Markov model
(2L-HMM) to extract our desired behavior representation, and show that patterns extracted by such
a 2L-HMM are interpretable and meaningful [40]. We demonstrate that the proposed 2L-HMM can
also be used to extract latent features from student behavioral data that correlate with educational
outcomes.
We demonstrate the great potential for the development of applications of our models in Chap-
ter 7 where we develop the Piazza Educational Role Mining (PERM) system to enable instructors
to use probabilistic user behavior models on their own Piazza course data through an easy-to-use
web-based interface for both crawling Piazza courses and running subsequent MDMM behavior
analyses on them. Analyses provide instructors with insight into the common user behavior
patterns (roles) uncovered by plotting their action distributions in a browser. PERM enables
instructors to perform deep-dives into an individual role by viewing the concrete sessions that
have been assigned a specic role by the model, along with each session’s individual actions and
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associated content. This allows instructors to exibly combine data-driven statistical inference
(through the MDMM behavior model) with a qualitative understanding of the behavior within a
role. Finally, PERM develops a model of individual users as mixtures over the discovered roles,
which instructors can also deep-dive into to explore exactly what individual users were doing on
the platform.
1.3.3 Open Source Model and System Contributions
All of the models and systems presented in this thesis are available as open source software
(see each specic chapter for relevant links). As a result of our work, one can achieve high
quality, scalable education in at least a few narrow areas by leveraging our models and systems for
automated assessment. As a result of our behavior modeling work, instructors can immediately
begin to digest salient patterns in their own courses on the platforms we investigate (namely
Coursera and Piazza), as well as other systems. Indeed, we have already seen work applying these
models to generate insights into dierent educational platforms [124], and expect this trend to
continue as the models are employed to study other environments.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have garnered much attention in recent years, fueled
by the massive success of MOOC platforms like Coursera1, edX2, and XuetangX3. As such, there has
been a urry of recent research into these platforms that covers both of the major directions of this
thesis: scaling assessment in large-scale classrooms, and behavior understanding for personalizing
education at scale.
A more in-depth treatment of the related work to each of the individual contributions of this
thesis can be found in their associated chapters—this chapter instead aims to provide a very high
level overview of a large body of related work.
2.1 Scaling Assessment in Large-Scale Classrooms
Assessment in large-scale classrooms—and MOOCs in particular—presents an immediate
scalability challenge. The traditional grading model of one-instructor-and-some-assistants is
unsustainable with MOOCs that enroll an average of 43,000 students [59] while charging little or
no tuition.
There are two major schools of thought on addressing the assessment challenge of MOOC-
scale courses. One focuses on automated assessment, where the goal is to use computational
tools to automatically assess student work without having to directly involve an instructor or
teaching assistant in the grading process. The other school of thought emphasizes peer-to-peer
assessment that focuses on leveraging the students that are taking the course themselves to
provide assessment, again avoiding having to directly involve an instructor or teaching assistant
in the grading process.
1https://coursera.org
2https://edx.org
3https://xuetangx.com
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2.1.1 Automated Assessment
Automated assessment has long seen application in settings where there is a single, well
dened answer. In most MOOCs, automated assessment is commonly used for grading quizzes.
In most cases, these quizzes are multiple-choice and thus automated assessment is trivial, but as
MOOCs move toward more complicated assignment types, assessment becomes more tricky.
Grading programming assignments automatically has been a commonplace practice for many
years [35, 52, 61]. While it is not trivial to detect program correctness, it is still quite feasible
to devise a set of test cases that determine whether a learner’s submitted program produces the
expected output, converting the assessment question into a trivially automated series of “yes” or
“no” questions (did the code pass the individual test case or not).
There is also a rich literature for automated assessment of written assignments. Short answer
questions can be eciently graded using clustering-based techniques [11]. Mitros et al. [91]
provides a study of the integration of automated assessment and self/peer grading for grading short
answer questions. Automated assessment for long-form written assignments (essays) has been
deployed for years [6]. Approaches range from purely supervised classiers [74] to approaches
that use similarity features [26] or topic modeling [107].
The automated assessment techniques discussed in this thesis focus more strongly on questions
of assessing scientic thinking. Recently, there has been some work in this direction [77], but
the focus has not been strongly on assessing scientic thinking in higher education. We provide
techniques for automated assessment in the domain of veterinary medicine and data science.
2.1.2 Peer Assessment
Grading anything more complicated than a short answer question in a MOOC environment
without appealing to automated assessment techniques typically necessitates the application of
some form of peer assessment. Unfortunately, blind application of peer review is often problematic,
necessitating models for calibration of the peer review scores [6, 120, 100]. Many studies have
emerged that focus on improving student experience with peer assessment frameworks [72, 118].
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Much work in this space has focused on the generation of feedback rather than just scores [128,
63]. Work in this space has also attempted to understand how to scale-up feedback generated by
experts that include paid peer reviewers [62] or more traditional instructors or TAs [91, 113].
We attempt to address the question of how to properly integrate expert, peer, and automated
assessment in Chapter 3.
2.2 Understanding Behavior for Personalizing Education
at Scale
While MOOCs can claim huge success in enrollment sizes [59], they cannot claim nearly as
much success in terms of their completion rates. In a study of 221 MOOCs, Jordan [60] found that
completion rates varied from 0.7% to 52.1% with a median of 12.6%—a far cry from the 81% that is
typical for a 4-year public college or university [121]. There is clearly an achievement gap between
a traditional course and that of a MOOC [65]. It may be argued that the attrition rates are high
in MOOCs due to a more diverse set of learner motivations [22], but this fact further reinforces
the importance of understanding user behavior in these courses as a mechanism to improve their
utility for their users. A behavior model could be used to identify a student’s learning motivation
(intent to complete), and could further be used to adapt the learning environment so as to minimize
the attrition rate in such a case.
Any technique for user behavior modeling that is deployed to improve classrooms that have as
large a scale as a MOOC must be designed specically for that level of massive scale. This presents
a dicult challenge, but the size of these courses and, more specically, the massive amount of
data they collect also provides an opportunity to leverage the data collected in order to build better
models for student behavior, understanding, and learning. Indeed, systems are beginning to be
designed that are explicitly targeting MOOC log exploration and mining [36].
There are numerous works on understanding learner behavior in MOOC (or MOOC-like)
settings. Behavior data has been used to understand lecture video watching behavior [70, 122] and
to understand and predict learner trajectories [66, 21]. Several recent models emphasize predicting
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a learner’s next action in order to provide some degree of real-time adaptivity [111, 30, 99, 51].
Some models attempt to directly predict educationally-relevant behaviors like diligence [20] and
wheel spinning [44], while others focus on obtaining more general vector-space representations
(embeddings) of students [102, 68].
More generally, there are works that address modeling user behavior in web contexts [83],
social media [130, 104, 50], and CQA [93, 82, 1, 125, 37, 4, 88]. Our models are strongly related to
the ideas in clickstream mining [123, 47, 119, 9, 80, 108], where a variety of clustering techniques
is applied to nd users that share similar clickstream traces in some application log.
The behavior models presented in this thesis aim at being both generally applicable to any
online educational system as well as being readily interpretable by design. Both models presented
can be readily used for next-action prediction while also providing insights into common behavior
patterns.
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Chapter 3
Scalable Education: Automated Grading
of Complex Assignments
Automated grading is essential for scaling up learning. In this chapter1, we conduct the rst
systematic study of how to automate grading of a complex assignment using a medical case
assessment as a test case. We propose to solve this problem using a supervised learning approach
and introduce three general complementary types of feature representations of such complex
assignments for use in supervised learning. We rst show with empirical experiments that it is
feasible to automate grading of such assignments provided that the instructor can grade a number
of examples. We further study how to integrate an automated grader with human grading and
propose to frame the problem as learning to rank assignments to exploit pairwise preference
judgments and use NDPM as a measure for evaluation of the accuracy of ranking. We then propose
a sequential pairwise online active learning strategy to minimize the eort of human grading and
optimize the collaboration of human graders and an automated grader. Experiment results show
that this strategy is indeed eective and can substantially reduce human eort as compared with
randomly sampling assignments for manual grading.
3.1 Introduction
Information Technologies have been transforming education dramatically recently, leading
to the rapid growth of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), which have not only made
education more aordable and scalable, but also have huge potential to enable more eective
personalized learning. Automatic grading technology has been a key component enabling the
success of MOOCs. Unfortunately, the current technology for automatic grading is mostly limited
to multiple-choice questions, short answers [11, 75, 90, 103, 92], and simple essay scoring [6],
1The work in this chapter has been previously published in Geigle et al. [41].
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which makes it quite challenging for the current MOOCs to provide sophisticated assignments for
teaching complex concepts or skills (e.g., critical thinking skills) since they cannot be easily graded
in a scalable way. A solution currently adopted to bypass this diculty is to use the calibrated
peer review [6, 120, 100]. While there are encouraging ndings about peer assessment and
methods proposed to improve it [72, 100], there are still systematic problems with this approach:
discrepancy between peer and instructor ratings, variation in ratings over time by the same peer
rater, inconsistency across exercises for rating two works of similar quality, dierences in rater
stringency, and random uctuation of ratings of the same work under varied conditions [120].
Preliminary data from a recent attempt to use this technique with veterinary students has also
shown that peer reviews have a distinct positive bias (vide infra) relative to an expert instructor
analysis [31]. Thus, it is important to develop more powerful automatic grading technology that
can be applied to more sophisticated exercises than those provided by the current MOOCs, which
are necessary in many education scenarios.
To automate grading of such a complex assignment, a natural idea is to use supervised
machine learning to learn from graded examples for automatically assigning grades to ungraded
assignments. As in other machine learning applications, the general idea here is that if we can
extract those features from the assignments that can indicate the quality of an assignment, a
machine learning program would be able to pick up the patterns of the features that can distinguish
high-quality work from low-quality work from a sample of graded assignments (i.e., “training
data”), thus potentially assigning a grade automatically to an ungraded assignment.
Although this idea is natural and appealing, there are many challenges and questions that we
must address before we can eectively deploy such a technology in a real education environment,
and a main goal of this chapter is to take a rst step toward systematically addressing these
questions.
1. Feasibility: How feasible is it to use machine learning to automate grading of a complex
assignment? What general features can we extract from assignments for automated grading?
How eective are the state of the art machine learning approaches for automated grading?
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Are they suciently eective to be immediately useful in practice?
2. Problem Formulation and Evaluation: How should we formulate the grading problem
as a machine learning problem? There are at least two options. One is to frame it as a
classication problem with the goal of classifying an assignment into one of the nite
number of pre-dened grade levels based on a rubric. The other is to frame it as a ranking
problem where the goal is to rank the assignments based on the quality without necessarily
assigning a specic grade—human graders can then go through the ranked list to segment
the assignments into dierent grade levels. How should we design evaluation metrics to
measure the quality of the results of automated grading?
3. Integration of Automated Grading and Human Grading: How exactly should such an
automated grader be integrated with instructor or TA grading? A more general question
is: how can we optimize the collaboration of an imperfect automated grader with more
reliable human graders? Intuitively, the optimization depends on a trade-o between the
quality/reliability of grading and the amount of human eort required. But given an expected
amount of human eort, what is the best way to have the automated grader to assist a person
in grading? What is the best way to have a human grader help train the machine-learning
based automated grader?
While some of these questions have been studied for non-complex assignments, most of them
are open new questions that have not been addressed in the existing work (see Section 3.2 for a
detailed discussion of related work). In this chapter, we will systematically study these questions
using a particular type of complex assignment that requires sophisticated critical thinking skills,
i.e., medical case assessment. This kind of assignment is very important for medical professional
education. By studying how to automate grading for medical assessment assignments, we can
potentially enable medical professional education to scale up—a much needed eort. Not teaching
clinicians about clinical uncertainty has been referred to as “the greatest deciency of medical
education throughout the twentieth century” [25, 38]. However, implementing an instruction plan
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with an online education system at large scale to teach clinical uncertainty in decision making
raises many signicant challenges that must be solved, particularly challenges in automatic
evaluation of the case studies completed by the students, which we address in this chapter by
leveraging information retrieval and machine learning techniques.
To study the feasibility questions, we propose a general methodology for designing three
complementary types of feature representations of such complex assignments, including token
features, similarity features, and selection features, and experiment with these features using
ordinal regression for predicting the grade levels in multiple dimensions of rubrics. The token
features are based on the term tokens extracted from an assignment and they oer the most general
representation and are robust in practice. The similarity features are to capture the similarity
between an assignment and the solution provided by an instructor; the intuition is that the higher
the similarity is, the higher the grade should be. Finally, the selection features are to quantify the
accuracy of the selection of relevant parts in a case description based on how well the selected
parts match the solutions (e.g., choosing to run the right lab tests in a clinical case). While it
is generally benecial to manually design assignment-specic features, such features cannot be
generalized to work on other assignments; in this chapter, we focus on studying general features
that can be automatically computed on any semi-structured complex assignment, and aim at
understanding their eectiveness.
A practical challenge in studying our problem is the lack of a large set of graded assignments
which is needed both for training a machine learning program and for validating the results
of automated grading. This is partly due to the fact that grading such assignments takes much
human eort: the very reason why we need to study automated grading for such assignments. In
our experiments, we used a data set of 107 student submissions for one medical case assessment
assignment that is available to us. While the data set is small, we are able to observe statistically
signicant dierences in our experiments, thus it still allows us to draw meaningful conclusions
about dierent approaches to automated grading.
Our study with this data set shows that it is feasible to automate grading of a complex
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assignment such as a medical case assessment using standard machine learning approaches and
the proposed three kinds of general features provided the instructor can grade a small number of
examples, but the grading accuracy on dierent rubric categories varies substantially.
The results of our feasibility study reveal that there is a great deal of variation in the grades
given by instructors due to the inevitable subjectivity of the rubrics. This suggests that it might
be less eort and more reliable for an instructor to make pairwise judgments between a pair
of assignments as opposed to assigning an exact numerical or letter grade. Working on such
pairwise preference judgments also makes it easy to integrate non-expert judgments (such as
peer grading) that might not be reliable in the exact grades assigned but may include relatively
reliable preference judgments. Moreover, working on pairwise preferences naturally “eliminates”
the need for normalizing numerical grades which might be biased (e.g., some graders may be
overly generous).
Given that we will attempt to obtain pairwise preferences as training examples, it follows
that we should frame the problem of automated grading as ranking the ungraded assignments, as
opposed to predicting the exact grade of an assignment. The ranking would be in descending order
of quality (in any rubric dimension or overall quality with consideration of multiple dimensions),
and a human grader can then easily segment the list into any desired grade levels. In comparison
with predicting exact grades, such a ranking formulation also oers a natural way to engage
humans in validating and nalizing the grades. For evaluation, although retrieval measures such as
Mean Average Precision (MAP) or normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) are commonly
used for evaluating a ranked list, we suggest that the Normalized Distance-based Performance
Measure (NDPM) [131] is a better measure for our ranking problem since it can robustly handle
the many inevitable ties that occur in our case.
In practice, an automated grader must be integrated with a human grader so as to minimize the
overall eort of the human grader while ensuring a certain level of grading accuracy. There is an
inherent trade-o here: in order to increase the grading accuracy we would like to have as many
training examples (i.e., manually graded assignments) as possible, which would thus incur more
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human eort. To optimize human-machine collaboration and enable a exible trade-o between
human eort and grading accuracy, we propose the following sequential training process based
on active machine learning: (1) a human grader rst grades a small number of assignments as the
initial training set (this could be either numeric or letter grades, or pairwise judgments); (2) the
machine would learn from the initial set, and identify the next “best” example (i.e., assignment)
to label and present it for the human to grade (where “best” here means that the example is
most valuable to help the automated grader improve its accuracy); (3) a human would grade the
nominated example to increase the size of the training set by one; (4) the machine would learn
from the augmented training set and repeatedly present a new example for the human to grade
until it reaches a desired level of accuracy, at which point, the process stops and the human grader
would segment the nal ranked list to generate grades for all the assignments. Our experiment
results show that this online active learning process is much more eective than batch training.
3.2 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied how to automatically grade a
complex assignment such as a medical case assessment. However, our work is related to multiple
lines of existing work, which we briey review below.
Automated grading has been explored mostly for constrained question types where the correct
answer has a certain, well known form. Programming assignments, for example, have long been a
target for automatic grading [35, 52] as their very medium can easily be leveraged for providing
“yes” or “no” feedback with respect to programmatic correctness. For specic assignment types,
more sophisticated techniques like edit-distance of canonical representations has been explored [2].
Recent eorts have focused on providing feedback to students about their programs by leveraging
structural similarities in the code itself to allow feedback to be provided to many assignments at
once that share particular features [95, 101].
In this vein, clustering-based techniques have been applied to tools designed to help instructors
manually grade short-answer MOOC assignments at scale by allowing them to assign grades
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to entire clusters of students at once. For example, in Brooks et al. [11] hierarchical clustering
methods were applied to allow the instructor to “drill down” as far as he/she would like to assign
grades and feedback to students. Their method, PowerGrading, can be regarded as optimizing the
collaboration of humans and machines heuristically, but the approach does not take advantage of
supervised learning from graded examples of instructors, which we explore. Furthermore, if a
cluster is poorly formed, the grading error can be serious no matter how an instructor optimizes
the grade assignment to a cluster.
Mitros et. al. [91] give a brief overview of dierent strategies for grading and proposed a
heuristic workow to optimize the collaboration of assessors in consideration of dierent costs
associated with dierent graders. However, it does not address the question of how to optimize
the recommendation of assignments for graders to grade in order to maximize the eectiveness of
the machine learning component of their framework, a goal we seek to achieve in this chapter.
We could deploy our technology in their framework by modifying the threshold strategy (e.g., for
cutos on a ranked list). Both of these methods [11, 91] only explored the short-answer question
space, leaving semi-automated grading of more complex assignment outputs (like the outline-form
case assessments we study here) unexplored.
Another approach would be to attempt to predict the grades explicitly. One branch of work in
this direction based on information extraction techniques focuses on matching expected patterns
in the answer; many methods require the manual construction of these patterns [90, 75], while
others attempt to learn them from large training datasets [103]. In either case, the methods require
strong supervision support to be eective. Other works take an unsupervised text-similarity
approach and compare the student answers with a gold standard answer using a wide variety of
similarity functions [92].
Grading of long-form student answers has also been explored [6]. In CarmelTC [107] a
combination of topic modeling and text classication approaches are taken to score student essays.
The system attempts to determine which “key components” have been mentioned in each essay and
uses this information to suggest to students what components they may be missing. Approaches
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that purely use document similarity metrics [26] or purely supervised classiers [74] have been
used for grading as well, but the rubrics are not as complex as those required for medical case
assessment.
The task of predicting categorical labels with an implicit ranking (ordinal variables, often the
result of surveys on a Likert scale) is often solved via ordinal regression methods [89]; our work
adds yet another application of ordinal regression to the many already explored. Using machine
learning for optimizing ranking has been extensively explored in information retrieval [84]; our
work explores an interesting novel application of online active learning to automated grading where
we are interested in minimizing the size of the training sample to be labeled while maximizing the
ranking accuracy over a nite number of known test cases.
3.3 Medical Case Assignment
Complex assignments inevitably vary across courses. As a rst step toward studying how
to automate grading of such assignments, we use a medical case assignment in the veterinary
medicine domain for our study. At a high level, such an assignment represents a typical type of
analysis assignment where the students are given a case description with both an unstructured
text description as well as some structured data (e.g., lab test results), and are asked to perform an
analysis of the case. The analysis generally involves (1) selecting relevant content from the case
description, which can be selected from both the text part and the structured data, (2) answering
questions with short textual answers, and (3) writing assessments in natural language text.
More specically, the case exercises were developed using the WhenKnowingMatters (WKM)
web-based case formulation software2 which facilitates development and exchange of text-based
cases while allowing students to objectify their observations from a case and manipulate them in
an outline format around a suggested scaold provided by the instructor. The student’s analysis is
then rendered into a structured text format to facilitate automatic grading.
Due to the lack of automated grading tools, the assignments are currently graded manually.
2http://www.whenknowingmatters.com
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Figure 3.1: An example of a case description (top) and a reference assessment (bottom). Assessment bullets
are labeled: “F” is part of the instructor provided framework, “Q” is a question posed by the instructor,
and “P” is a physiological point made by the student.
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Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviation of scores in each of the rubric dimensions we study. The standard
deviation is considerably larger for the “clarity” and “quality” dimensions.
dimension score (µ ± σ )
analysis 2.634 ± 0.766
answers 3.028 ± 0.767
application 2.869 ± 0.565
clarity 3.383 ± 0.944
quality 3.112 ± 0.980
questions 2.822 ± 0.681
An assessment rubric designed prior to instruction was used by the instructor to evaluate student
performance on a subjective, 5-point scale (listed here in increasing order): novice, beginner,
competent, procient, and expert. Rubric categories were related to elements of critical thinking
and communication:
Questions Developing relevant rening (or clarifying) questions to answer based upon an honest
assessment of current knowledge base
Answers Approach to seeking answers to developed questions, literature search, etc.
Quality Judgment of quality of information, awareness and application of standards of a discipline,
bias detection including appropriate humility to detect one’s own potential bias, application
of statistical concepts
Analysis Analysis of an argument
Clarity Clarity and communication of thought, conciseness, grammar, spelling, elocution
Application Application and understanding of appropriate disciplinary content
For our experiments, we used a data set consisting of n = 107 student submissions for one
medical case analysis assignment in a veterinary medicine course at UIUC. Each was graded
according to the rubric detailed above. We report the mean score and standard deviation for each
of these six labels in Table 3.1, where 1 corresponds to novice and 5 to expert. The instructor also
created a “gold standard” assessment for the assignment case, which is available for the automated
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grading tool to use. We wish we could use a much larger data set, but the size of the data set is
limited by the amount of manual work needed for grading, which is precisely our motivation for
studying how to automate grading.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a very simple case and a typical student answer. In the case
description, the student can see a text description of the case and a number of lab test results
in the form of structured data. The student assessment is seen to be a semi-structured text with
indented structures based on a scaold provided by the instructor. Multiple tags indicate dierent
kinds of answers, including, e.g., selected content from the original case description, selected lab
tests (both are “observations”), and text input by the student reecting his/her assessment (called
“analysis”).
Because of the complexity, automated grading of such an assignment is very challenging.
First, due to variations across dierent assignments, it is almost impossible to learn from the
grading results of one assignment to automate grading of another (often called “transfer learning”),
even though such an “inter-assignment” automated grading is ideal. We thus focus on a more
realistic setting of attempting to automate the grading after the instructor has already graded some
assignments, which we may refer to as “intra-assignment” automated grading, which, strictly
speaking, is actually semi-automatic grading. Our goal is thus to study whether and how we can
leverage machine learning to learn from the graded assignments to reduce the grading burden on
an instructor, either by directly predicting grades or by providing a ranking as a scaolding for
assigning grades.
3.4 Feasibility of Automated Gradiing
In this section, we discuss and study the feasibility of using machine learning methods, partic-
ularly supervised learning, for automating the grading of complex assignments. We rst present
the general idea of supervised learning, then propose a general methodology for designing three
complementary types of features for representing assignments, which are needed for supervised
learning, and nally present experiment results.
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3.4.1 Supervised Learning
In supervised learning, a model is built to predict the outcome (or label) of a new data example
based on previous examples it has seen before (called the training data). Thus a natural way to use
supervised learning for grading is to have a human (e.g., instructor) grade a set of assignments to
be used as training data to learn a model to predict the grade of each ungraded assignment.
A critical component of this infrastructure is the decomposition of examples into feature
vectors—this decomposition enables the use of algorithms for learning functions from these
vectors to the output labels desired. Typically, these feature vectors are either binary or real-
valued, and are often (but not always) in a high-dimensional space. The performance of the learned
function is directly tied to the features used in the vector representation of the examples—poor
features result in low predictive capability due to the algorithm being unable to nd meaningful
patterns in the examples. As such, these features are a critical component of any supervised
learning approach. With a properly dened set of features that are capable of capturing the salient
patterns in the training examples, the task can be given to any of a number of state-of-the-art
algorithms for learning appropriate predictive functions that can be applied to yet-unseen data
(the test data).
Another factor aecting the accuracy of prediction is the number of training examples, with
more training examples leading to higher accuracy. However, since creating training examples
generally requires manual work, we tend to have only a limited number of training examples
to work with. How to dene general features that we can automatically compute based on a
complex assignment and how to minimize manual eort in creating training examples are two
major questions that we study in this chapter.
Dening Features of a Student Assignment
The performance of a supervised learning approach is highly dependent on the eectiveness
of the features fed into the learning program. Thus a main technical challenge we need to solve is
designing eective features for representing an assignment.
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To address this challenge, we propose a general framework for dening features for complex
assignments such as the one we explore in this chapter. The features we propose are general in
nature and thus should be applicable to any assignment that is presented in a text-based, semi-
structured response form. We describe a set of feature classes and evaluate the performance of
these features on an example autograding task to evaluate their predictive capacity. Our framework
consists rst of constructing a “view” of an assignment and then dening features based on this
view. The view chosen for the assignment is critical in that it changes the way we may naturally
describe it and thus leads to the denition of distinct classes of features distinguished by the view
taken to derive them. We will explore features by progressively taking views that make stronger
assignment design assumptions: while the features are still general, each view progressively
narrows the space of possible student response types.
The rst class of features, which we call token features, are generated by taking a view of the
student response consistent with the traditional “bag of words” approach common in information
retrieval contexts [84]. In this view a document is decomposed into a vector of count data that
indicates the frequency of words within the document. Two features are thus natural. The rst
type of feature would indicate the number of occurrences of a given word in a student submission
(and is thus real-valued), and the second would indicate the presence or absence of a word (and
is thus binary-valued). These features would both create a high-dimensional representation of
the student submission, and are motivated by an attempt to capture the dierence in vocabulary
between assignments. This is often enough to capture whether the correct ideas are mentioned
without requiring extensive computation (features from this class are trivial to compute for every
student submission), though more discriminative units such as n-grams (a sequence of n words)
may also be easily used to replace single words if necessary. Document classication techniques
typically operate in this kind of space.
The second class of features, which we call similarity features, are generated by characteriz-
ing a student submission by the “distance” from a gold standard (e.g., an assignment submission
generated by the instructor). With this view, features can be derived that strongly utilize the
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structure of the assignment (e.g., how closely does the outline structure of the student assignment
match the outline structure of the instructor assignment?) as well as features that loosely utilize
or completely ignore the structure of the assignment. Examples of features that loosely utilize the
assignment structure would be the similarity of certain outline bullet types with the gold standard
bullet types of the same category. A bullet type in our examples could be “observation” (indicating
something selected from the assignment text directly) or “analysis” (indicating original thoughts
from the student). These features require the assignment to be structured in such a way that this
information is easily extracted, but do not look so closely at the overall structure of the outline
itself. Ignoring the structure of the assignment, features can be generated that indicate the overall
similarity with the gold standard. Document clustering techniques typically operate in this kind
of space, as well as retrieval functions in search systems [84].
The third class of features, which we call selection features, are generated by measuring
concrete statistics about the selection of bullet points compared to a gold standard. In some
sense, these are similar to the similarity features, but they dier in that they make a stronger
assumption about the assignment structure—namely, that students are producing the exact same
text that should occur in a similar section of the gold standard. Examples of selection features
would be precision (what fraction of the bullets selected by the student also appear in the gold
standard?) and recall (what fraction of bullets selected in the gold standard were also selected by
the student?) [84].
Ordinal Regression for Grade Prediction
Because of the ordinal nature of our grade labels (categorical with an implicit ranking), it is
natural to apply ordinal regression techniques to our automated grading setup. In particular, we
will utilize support vector ordinal regression (SVOR) [15], a generalization of the popular support
vector machine (SVM) [19] for classication to the case of ordinal labels in the study of feasibility
of grade prediction.
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3.4.2 Experiment Results
We now present the results of ordinal regression on our medical assignment data set to assess
the eectiveness of the proposed features and examine how eective such a state of the art learning
method is for solving the grading problem.
We rst explore using only the most general of our feature types—token features—to attempt to
understand the dierences in grading diculty across our dierent rubric dimensions. Frequency-
based token features were extracted: we used the MeTA toolkit3 at version 1.1 with its default
tokenizer, stemmer, and stopword list [86]. For regression, we used a modied version of LIBSVM4
for ordinal regression [78].
In an actual grading scenario, the instructor would manually grade a certain number of the
submissions, learn the regression function from these labeled examples, and then apply the learned
model to the remaining unlabeled examples. To simulate this, we ran the following experiments:
for each rubric dimension, we took the collection of student documents and randomly split it into
two groups (the training and test sets) each containing 50% of the data5. A function is learned
based on the labeled training set which is then used to label the examples in the test set. We
compute the mean absolute error (MAE), dened as
MAE =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|r (f (xi)) − r (yi)| (3.1)
where f (xi) is the predicted label of the example xi , r (·) is the rank of a given label, and yi is the
gold standard label for the example xi . This experiment is repeated for ten dierent randomized
splits, and we report the average and standard deviation of the test set MAE in Table 3.2.
We can observe that the rubric labels with the least variation are the easiest to predict (e.g.,
“application” and “questions”), whereas rubric dimensions with higher data variance (e.g., “quality”)
are more dicult.
3https://meta-toolkit.org
4http://www.work.caltech.edu/~htlin/program/libsvm/
5We do not use something like 10-fold cross validation due to the small size of the available labeled data to ensure
that the training and test sets can be as representative of the actual data as possible.
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Table 3.2: Diculty of grading each rubric dimension, characterized by MAE of a SVOR model learned
on 50% of the data. 10 randomized experiments were run; reported is the average and standard devia-
tion. Rubric dimensions with the least variation are the easiest to predict (“application” and “questions”),
whereas rubric dimensions with higher data variance (“quality”) are more dicult.
dimension MAE (µ ± σ )
analysis 0.564 ± 0.073
answers 0.549 ± 0.063
application 0.332 ± 0.058
clarity 0.760 ± 0.066
quality 0.787 ± 0.081
questions 0.432 ± 0.064
The Impact of Dierent Feature Types
Moving beyond simple token features, we extracted both similarity and selection features from
our assignments and incorporated them incrementally into our model to measure the predictive
capacity of dierent feature types.
Our token features were generated using the same process detailed previously (frequency-based
features extracted using theMeTA toolkit). Our similarity features (compared against an instructor-
generated assignment submission) were overall similarity, similarity of only “observation” bullets,
and similarity of only “analysis” bullets. These were computed using the Okapi BM25 similarity
function often used in information retrieval as a scoring function [84], treating the instructor
submission as a query and the student submissions as documents to be scored. Finally, our selection
features were precision and recall [84] of the selected lab data in the student case analysis when
compared against the instructor’s assignment.
We investigate the predictive capacity of these features by exploring the improvement of the
model when predicting our most challenging labels (“quality” and “clarity”). We ran ten separate
experiments with dierent randomized training sets consisting of 50% of the data when using
dierent feature combinations to represent the student submissions. We again report the average
and standard deviation of the MAE on the test set across the ten runs. To further explore whether
the regression method is truly capturing patterns relevant for grading, we compare its MAE
against the MAE obtained by using a naïve baseline: compute the most frequent label in the
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Table 3.3: Eectiveness (in terms of MAE, lower is better) of incorporating additional features in grade
prediction for the “quality” dimension using SVOR methods compared to the mode-assigning baseline.
The number of features used for the SVORmethod is given in parentheses. In all cases, the SVORmethod
outperforms the baseline, and moreover when using all features it performs statistically signicantly
better (p < 0.05).
MAE (µ ± σ )
baseline SVOR
sim (3) 0.9358± 0.0882 0.8811± 0.0940
sim + sel (5) 0.9566± 0.1677 0.8642± 0.0325
toks (2646) 0.9075± 0.0789 0.7660± 0.0910†
all (2651) 0.9792± 0.1568 0.7566± 0.0738†
† statistically signicant using an unpaired t-test with p ≤ 0.05
Table 3.4: A similar experiment to Table 3.3, but for the “clarity” dimension. Here, there SVOR is not
obviously better than the baseline.
MAE (µ ± σ )
baseline SVOR
sim (3) 0.7906± 0.0771 0.7830± 0.0836
sim + sel (5) 0.7623± 0.0649 0.7811± 0.0561
toks (2646) 0.7528± 0.0550 0.7415± 0.0597
all (2651) 0.7189± 0.0617 0.7226± 0.0527
training data, and then assign this label to all examples in the test set. Intuitively, this is a very
reasonable baseline when comparing MAE—if the labels are normally distributed, picking the
most frequent one will ensure an absolute error of zero for the majority of the examples—while
simultaneously being unhelpful for discriminative grading (which the regression method hopes to
capture). Our results are summarized in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
We see that for the “quality” dimension, the model is able to successfully learn generalizable
patterns in our features to predict the label with errors that are statistically signicantly less
than the baseline method. In general, the token features dominate the performance, but it would
seem as though the similarity and selection features have lower variability in the MAE. Again,
this result suggests that there are likely gains to be had by utilizing a more sophisticated feature
selection method to remove some of the noise introduced by extraneous token features.
However, the “clarity” label shows us that the problem is far from being solved in a general
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sense. Here, we see that our method consistently fails to beat the baseline method, with the
winning method being seemingly random. This indicates that the features we have selected
thus far are more tailored toward discrimination along certain dimensions of the grading rubric
than others. More work must be placed into developing features that truly capture the “clarity”
dimension to allow the model to extract the patterns the instructor observes when grading along
this dimension.
What this demonstrates is that automatic grading of complex assignments is currently feasible,
but perhaps only in a limited fashion. Careful feature generation is required, but in some cases
a model can be learned to eectively grade assignments. We suspect that signicant gains in
grading performance can be obtained in other dimensions with better features.
3.5 Automated Grading as Ranking Assignments
Some of the results from our feasibility study using ordinal regression raise a question about
whether framing the problem of automated grading as ordinal regression is appropriate. Indeed,
as we will discuss, it appears to be more advantageous to frame the problem as one of ranking the
ungraded assignments, which a human grader can segment into desired grade levels.
Specically, as we observed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, outright prediction of an ordinal grade can
be very challenging due to the highly concentrated nature of the dataset labels (see Table 3.1). The
vast majority of grade information available for the grade prediction task is centered around the
mean, leaving very little information in the tails for a supervised learner to extract patterns from.
(In some cases, for example, there are as few as one example for the highest and lowest ordinal
grade values). The result is noisy output that may be inappropriate for using directly. However,
it is worth noting that ordinal grade prediction is a hard problem, even for humans: a previous
study suggests disagreement rates around 44% for short answer grading [92]. We suspect that this
only becomes larger as assignments become more complex and dicult to grade, which makes
the task of outright label prediction much more dicult for the machine as well.
Thus an alternative, and more reasonable approach may be to produce a ranked list of assign-
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ments from best to worst. Annotators are typically more consistent at providing judgments of
the form “is a better than b?” than “on a scale from 1–5, how good is a?” [12], so it is reasonable
to suspect that a machine learning model could achieve better results when trained using such
pairwise judgments. If a system can provide a good ranking of assignments, an instructor simply
needs to assign “cuto” points in this ranking to determine grades. This simplies the learning
problem from attempting to predict an ordinal label for a specic assignment to assigning a
ranking to a set of assignments. This is a well studied area in information retrieval called “learning
to rank” [58, 84], and there are a wide variety of methods available that one can use to learn a
ranking function for documents given a set of features.
One particular method that we will explore is a pairwise solution called a Ranking SVM [58],
where the problem of learning to create ranked lists is decomposed into the problem of determining
preferences for pairs of items (i.e., whether a should appear before b). A traditional SVM model is
learned on this decomposition, and its weight vector is used to dene a retrieval function that is
the dot product with a document’s feature vector.
Before we explore the ecacy of such an approach, however, we must rst redene some
measure by which we can measure performance. Because the system is no longer predicting a
rating for each assignment, we cannot use MAE as before.
3.5.1 Evaluating Ranking-based Grading Systems
Our goal is to produce a ranking of student assignments that is consistent with instructor
evaluation. One way of framing this problem is to compare the ranking produced by the system
to the ranking produced by the instructor (which we’ll call the “reference ranking”). A system’s
ranking can then be evaluated using some measure of correlation between the two rankings. We
note a preference for metrics that take into account the entire ranked list—this contrasts with
most of the preferred measures in information retrieval evaluation which typically place heavier
emphasis on the top-ranked elements. While this makes sense in a search context, our goal is to
produce an exhaustive ranking of the assignments, so we focus on these types of measures.
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Measures for rank correlation are plentiful. Perhaps the most commonly used metrics are
Kendall’s τ or Spearman’s ρ (which have been found to be highly correlated in practice [110];
thus, we present only one for illustration). Kendall’s τ can be formulated as
τ =
nc − nd
1
2n(n − 1)
, (3.2)
where nc is the number of concordant pairs, nd is the number of discordant pairs, and n is the
number of items ranked. To compute nc and nd , one considers all pairs (xi,yi) and (xj,yj) (that is,
pairs of tuples) of assigned rankings in the system ranking X and the reference ranking Y (the
denominator is simply the number of such pairs). A pair is concordant if the ordering of the items
i and j in X and Y is consistent—in other words, if (xi < xj) ∧ (yi < yj) or (xi > xj) ∧ (yi > yj).
A pair is discordant if the ordering of items in the two lists is inconsistent—in other words, if
(xi < xj) ∧ (yi > yj) or (xi > xj) ∧ (yi < yj). This is then a correlation measure, with values
bounded in [−1, 1], with 1 indicating a perfect correlation and −1 indicating inverse correlation.
One of the assumptions Kendall’s τ makes is that there are no ties in ranks. However, in a
realistic grading scenario based on rubrics we expect many ties. Fortunately, there is a variation
of Kendall’s τ , denoted as τb , that accounts for ties in the rankings. This is formulated as
τb =
nc − nd√(nc + nd + tx )(nc + nd + ty) (3.3)
where tx is the number of pairs that were tied on only their ranking from X , and ty is the number
of pairs that were tied on only their ranking from Y .
This may, at rst glance then, seem like a good measure to use, but it is not without its
problems. Despite taking into account ties in the rankings, it may still penalize a system for
re-ordering items that were tied in the reference ranking—in other words, we may be penalized
for not correctly identifying elements who are tied in the reference ranking. Consider a simple
example: suppose the ranking proposed by a system isX = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) but the reference ranking
is Y = (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4). Intuitively, the system made no real mistakes in that no pair where the
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reference ranking asserted a relative ordering is in the wrong order in X . However, we note that
τb ≈ 0.9309, indicating that the system did not achieve perfect correlation.
To address this issue, Yao [131] proposed the normalized distance-based performance measure
(NDPM), which computes a distance between two rankings that is insensitive to a system’s
reordering of tied elements in the reference ranking. NDPM is computed as
NDPM =
2nd + tx
2(nc + nd + tx ) . (3.4)
This can also be described as the distance between the system ranking and the reference ranking
divided by the maximum achievable distance any ranking could have from the reference ranking.
Thus, a value of 0.3 would indicate that the system ranking was 30% of the distance away from
the reference ranking than the reverse of the reference ranking. Since this is a normalized
distance measure, a value of 0 would indicate a perfect ranking. Indeed, if we compute NDPM
for the example rankings above, we achieve this result. Thus, we feel that NDPM is perhaps the
most appropriate measure for evaluating automatic grading systems that produce an ordering of
assignments as their output.
3.6 Eciently Utilizing Human Judgments with Active
Learning
As in all supervised learning approaches, the accuracy of the automated grader based on
learning to rank depends on the quantity and quality of the training examples available for the
learner to use. Ideally, we would like human graders to provide as many graded examples as
possible, but this would reduce the benet of an automated grader. Indeed, if a human grader
completes grading all the assignments, there would be no need for the automated grader! However,
if there are insucient training examples to learn from, the automated grader might have a low
accuracy, which would further require more human eort on “post-editing" the grading results of
the automated grader. Thus there is clearly a complicated trade-o between the eort of manual
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grading and the utility of the trained grader that may have to be empirically optimized in an
application-specic way.
However, it is very clear that if we ask human graders to grade a certain amount of assignments,
we would like the graded assignments to be as useful to the automated grader as possible. Just
randomly selecting a sample of assignments for manual grading is not the best way. Unfortunately,
the traditional supervised learning setting oers no principled mechanism for picking which
training set to use—it just assumes one exists a priori.
Active learning methods [109] bridge this gap by providing a mechanism for selecting relevant
training examples designed to maximally improve the performance of an existing model. This
setting is very relevant for an autograding setup, where the system should ideally ask the instructor
to grade a specic set of examples, rather than forcing the instructor to nd good representative
examples on his/her own. This process can be iterative: the system can learn from the rst batch
of examples graded by the instructor, and then request him/her to grade a second batch, which is
used to incrementally improve the learned model. This should, in principle, reduce the amount of
time an instructor would have to spend grading to obtain a certain performance threshold for the
grade predictor.
Building on these observations, we thus propose the following “pairwise active learning
to rank” model for automatic grading, which will employ the following process where k1 is a
parameter that can be empirically set:
(1) Ask the instructor for comparative judgments on k1 pairs of assignments,
(2) Learn a model using a learning-to-rank approach on the available pairwise judgments,
(3) Apply the model to all remaining unjudged pairs,
(4) Select an unjudged pair to present to the instructor for judgment, and
(5) Go to step (2).
Instantiations of this general approach will dier mainly in steps (2) and (4).
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To study whether our proposed active learning approach better utilizes human judgments
during the grading process, we performed the following experiment. We took our assignments
and assigned each a “composite score”, computed as the average of their ordinal score for each of
the six rubric dimensions. Our task is then to learn a ranking that is consistent with the ranking
produced by these composite scores while simultaneously minimizing instructor eort in labeling.
We rst transform the n = 107 assignments into 12n(n − 1) = 5671 assignment pairs (xi, xj)
with corresponding labels yij ∈ {+1,−1} indicating whether xi should be ranked above or below
xj in the ranking. Ties were broken arbitrarily by assignment id. The supervision given by the
instructor is then to indicate a preference for ranking xi relative to xj .
Following the process laid out in the beginning of the section, we rst start with k1 = 10
random pairs selected from the transformed data and ask for labels from the instructor. We then
learn the model, compute the NDPM for the ranking produced by the model for all n assignments,
and then ask for additional supervision by selecting the unlabeled assignment pair whose distance
from the decision boundary for the model is lowest (this is a known, simple approach to uncertainty
sampling [109]) and repeat the training/evaluation loop. Our particular model choice was a linear
SVM provided through the MeTA toolkit.
We compare this active learning scenario with a random learning baseline, which is the exact
same process as above, but instead of selecting the most uncertain pair in the unlabeled data
we select one uniformly at random. This will allow us to see whether the uncertainty sampling
approach is truly helping to guide the learning process to make more ecient supervision choices
or not.
Our results are summarized in Figure 3.2. Recall that a NDPM value of 0.3 indicates that a
system ranking was 30% of the maximal achievable distance away from the reference ranking. We
can see that even at a small fraction of all of the assignment pairs, the active learning approach
(blue line) is able to achieve better NDPM than simply learning at random (red line). This is
consistent with our hypothesis that active learning as part of an automatic grading system can
make more eective use of an instructor’s time than a purely passive supervised approach.
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Figure 3.2: A comparison between a randomized learning solution and an active learning solution to the
grading-as-ranking problem. Reported is the average NDPM (lower is better) over 5 runs, with error bars
indicating one standard deviation.
How much instructor eort goes in to judging 200 assignment pairs? This may initially seem
like a lot, but each pair is not labeled in isolation—labeling many pairs will inevitably include
assignments that have already been seen before. These familiar assignments make providing a
pairwise judgment faster than it would be if done “cold”. In general, it is also reasonable to assume
that the eort involved in simply saying whether assignment a is better than assignment b is
lower than having to consult a rubric to assign an actual point (or letter) value. It is important,
however, to ensure that providing a pairwise judgment takes as little eort as possible relative to
assigning a numeric or letter grade. An interesting future direction is then to design an interactive
system that attempts to further drive the cost of providing judgments down.
3.7 Conclusions
Automated grading of complex assignments is necessary for scaling up learning without
compromising eectiveness of learning. Using a data set of medical case assessment assignments,
we conducted the rst systematic study of how to leverage machine learning to automate grading
of such a complex assignment. Our study has led to several contributions.
First, we have experimentally shown the feasibility of using supervised learning techniques
for automated grading of medical case assignments under certain conditions provided that the
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instructor can manually label a number of the assignments to serve as a training set. In particular,
an ordinal regression method can be applied to the data with results that consistently outperform
the majority-label baseline in terms of MAE.
Second, we proposed a general framework for the development of three complementary types
of representative features for student submissions (i.e., token features, similarity features, and
selection features) —while we applied these features to our specic task of medical case analysis
grading, these feature types (and generation framework) are general and should apply to the
grading of any complex assignment.
Third, we proposed to frame the problem of automated grading as a ranking problem, which
can more naturally assist human graders to validate and nalize grades of ungraded assignments
and learn from pairwise preference judgments that can be potentially created more reliably by
human graders including through peer grading. We also suggested NDPM as potentially a better
measure for this ranking task than other measures due to its superiority in handling many tied
cases.
Finally, we proposed an iterative procedure of online active learning to rank to eciently
utilize human judgments, and thus optimizing the collaboration between human graders and
the automated grader. Experiment results conrm the eciency of this procedure which can
substantially save human eort as compared with randomly choosing sample assignments for
humans to grade.
3.8 Discussion and Future Work
In the previous experiments we formulated the automated grading problem as a ranking
problem, and introduced a rank distance measure (NDPM) as a form of evaluating the quality
of a ranked list generated by an automated (or semi-automated, in our case) system. Under a
ranking-based problem formulation, we argue that this is the most sensible metric for evaluating
the ranking accuracy relative to a gold standard.
However, the value of NDPM cannot be easily compared with the values of existing metrics
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(such as MAE) that have been traditionally used in evaluating automated grading systems in the
past. There is a need to evaluate a ranked list from the perspective of its impact on the eventual
grades assigned to student work. Unfortunately, how to evaluate the utility of a ranked list
appropriately remains a challenge partly due to the diculty in choosing the cutos, which may
depend on the desired tradeo that an instructor wants (e.g., a desired distribution of grades in
dierent brackets). In practice, we envision that the instructor would visit points in the ranked list
and choose cutos based on the tradeo between the dierent types of grading errors. Exploring
grade cuto assignment strategies remains an important future direction, and our framework
coupled with such a cuto strategy would enable evaluation based on the traditional grade
prediction task.
While we believe the results here show that the methods employed are feasible for grading
complex assignments, more work remains to be done to understand just how well our system
performs relative to human judgments. Future work should explore this by measuring human
consensus in grading these complex assignments, similar to what has done for short answers [92].
Furthermore, we only investigated very simplistic features—such as the bag-of-words model—
which are very general but not very sophisticated. Exploring the feature space further to nd
more sophisticated features that perform well in practice and are more tailored to the goals of
medical case assessments remains as future work.
Another major limitation of our study is the limited size of the data set. This is partly due to the
fact that such complex assignments currently can only be graded by human graders. In the future,
we hope to deploy our automated grading tools to help scale up such courses to enable more
students to participate, which in turn, would help collecting more data for further verication of
our observations and conclusions.
Additional work is still needed in order to truly deploy such an automated assessment technol-
ogy in a real-world application environment. This is mostly systems work in order to operationalize
the techniques described in this chapter—designing UIs to present two assignments to an annotator
to label with a binary judgment, and integrating with the training of the model to present the
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next best pair to be judged according to the active learning strategy employed here. Perhaps the
most interesting direction that would require both modeling and systems work is to optimize the
interaction between instructor-provided labels and student-provided labels. We feel that the ability
to use the peer labels under our reformulation is an incredibly important advantage of the active
learning-to-rank solution, so it is important to consider how to best solicit and leverage student
labeling eort alongside instructor labels. In the presence of novice annotators, careful modeling
is required to temper the labels provided what are essentially very noisy oracles compared to the
reliable and trustworthy instructor labels.
Finally, a crucial direction that remains unexplored is feedback: how could such a system give
more detailed feedback to students beyond just their ordinal rating along a rubric dimension?
Currently, peer grading approaches have an advantage in this sense, as your peers can suggest to
you corrections or point out specic mistakes that you made. It is worth investigating whether or
not we can generate “explanatory reports” of grading results when using a supervised learning
approach.
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Chapter 4
Scalable Education: A Cloud-Based Lab
for Data Science Education
The rise of the “big data” era has created a pressing demand for educating many data scientists
and engineers quickly at low cost. It is essential they learn by working on assignments that involve
real world data sets to develop the skills needed to be successful in the workplace. However,
enabling instructors to exibly deliver all kinds of data science assignments using real world data
sets to large numbers of learners (both on-campus and o-campus) at low cost is a signicant
open challenge. To address this emerging challenge generally, we develop and deploy a novel
Cloud-based Lab for Data Science (CLaDS) to enable many learners around the world to work on
real-world data science problems without having to move or otherwise distribute prohibitively
large data sets1. Leveraging version control and continuous integration, CLaDS provides a
general infrastructure to enable any instructor to conveniently deliver any hands-on data science
assignment that uses large real world data sets to as many learners as our cloud-computing
infrastructure allows at very low cost. In this chapter, we present the design and implementation of
CLaDS and discuss our experience with using CLaDS to deploy seven major text data assignments
for students in both an on-campus course and an online course to work on for learning about text
data retrieval and mining techniques; this shows that CLaDS is a very promising novel general
infrastructure for eciently delivering a wide range of hands-on data science assignments to a
large number of learners at very low cost.
4.1 Introduction
Many institutions of higher education have responded to the growing demand within industry
for knowledgeable employees in the areas of data science, “big data,” and machine learning by
1The work in this chapter has been previously published in Geigle et al. [42].
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providing new interdisciplinary online degree programs in Computer Science that specically
target these areas. These new online degree programs oer undergraduate and postgraduate
degrees in an attempt to maximize their impact by allowing for nontraditional students from all
over the country (and perhaps the world) to obtain training in these important areas. However,
achieving this broad impact through online education comes with challenges that currently
lack satisfactory solutions: (1) designing assignments to allow for the development of hands-on
experience with real data sets; (2) deploying those assignments to o-campus students that lack the
computing resources traditionally oered to on-campus students; and (3) minimizing the overall
cost (both monetary and time) of the deployment of such assignments.
In general, oering large-scale courses targeting a wide variety of students comes with a
direct course scalability challenge. How can we ensure that we can deliver meaningful, hands-on
experiences to these students that can allow them to develop practical skills? Such practical skills
are especially important for an experimental eld such as data science. In a traditional classroom
setting, we oer programming assignments, but in an online and/or large-scale classroom we
must be careful to ensure that our programming assignments can properly scale. While traditional
students are often given access to a physical computer lab or shared remote server, it is infeasible
in most cases to simply oer online students access to on-campus computing resources, and it is
similarly unreasonable to expect all such students to have workstation-level computers capable
of handling real-world data sets. Since the real-world data sets cannot be easily moved, using
them necessitates the provision of some form of computing to the students on the cloud where
the data are stored. However, this must also be done in such a way as to have a minimal impact
on tuition costs which already present a large barrier for many students wishing to obtain an
accredited degree in data science. Today, this forces instructors into making a trade-o with their
assignments that eschews truly practical experiences (with industry-standard tools and real data
sets) for feasibility—students often work on toy problems with tiny data sets in order to better
ensure that a student’s current computing device can handle the task. This limits a student’s
ability to learn the skills and tools necessary to be eective in a real industry setting.
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To break this bottleneck, we would ideally want to design a system for deploying practical
hands-on assignments for data science that satises four criteria: (1) it must allow instructors to
easily scale their courses to large numbers of students; (2) it must allow for the deployment of
a wide spectrum of possible assignment designs to be exible to handle most, if not all, desired
hands-on experience training in data science; (3) it must be able to use real-world datasets to
ensure the practicality of the skills students are able to learn; and nally (4) it must do all of these at
minimal cost. In this chapter, we propose a novel system that meets all of the above criteria called
CLaDS: a Cloud-based Lab for Data Science. CLaDS scales to large numbers of students while
simultaneously allowing for both the use of real data sets as well as a high degree of assignment
design exibility. We describe the design and implementation of CLaDS, and discuss our practical
experiences with deploying CLaDS in two dierent courses in a data science curriculum. We nd
that at a cost of as little as $7.40 per student, CLaDS was able to provide a computing environment
that facilitated a wide variety of assignments ranging from in-depth analysis of specic algorithms
to competition-style assignments in which students approached or beat state-of-the-art solutions
to open research problems. Because our proposed virtual lab system is quite general, it holds
the promise to pave the way for a more complete data science education when instantiated for a
number of dierent problem domains. Source code and instructions for deploying CLaDS is freely
available2.
4.2 Related Work
Recent literature turns towards producing scalable platforms that can support the full pipeline
of programming assignments. For example, Prof. CI [87] allows students to work on their local ma-
chines and recieve automated feedback in the form of GitHub issues when their code submissions
are pushed to a GitHub repository. Systems like CodeOcean [117], Hackerrank3, and TopCoder4
provide web-based platforms that support the execution and assessment of programming exercises.
2https://timan-group.github.io/clads/
3www.hackerrank.com
4www.topcoder.com
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All of these platforms, however, are insucient for addressing general data science education as
they do not support uploading a dataset and thus instructors cannot build assignments that utilize
real-world data.
Scaling traditional programming assessments often involves designing a battery of unit tests
to run student code through for evaluating correctness [61]. While unit tests can provide partial
automation, they do not incorporate instructor rubrics. Data-driven methods have been developed
for automatically grading [115] and producing feedback, including utilizing search engines that
leverage the redundancy found in highly structured homework [95] and deep learning meth-
ods [101]. However, nearly all of such systems focus on programming problems where there
is a single “gold standard” solution; in data science there is rarely a single “correct” answer, so
facilitating these assignments is dicult through using traditional programming assignment
techniques.
A number of general platforms are available for running data science competitions which
help data science education. Among them, Kaggle5 is the closest to ours. It primarily allows for
the delivery of data science competitions on labeled datasets, and recently provides an online
computing environment that allows users to run scripts (called “kernels”) when participating
in these competitions. Our system dierentiates itself in a few key ways: (1) our system allows
complete exibility in the tools and libraries used in an assignment and customized grading
rubrics—Kaggle by comparison has a whitelisted set of libraries and tools that one is allowed to use
in a “kernel,” (2) our system supports oering traditional assignments that are not competitions,
and (3) our system does not place any strict limit on the size of the dataset that can be used.
Lopez et al. [79] showed that students working on open-ended challenge problems in machine
translation can result in student systems (or combinations of student systems) capable of reaching
near state-of-the-art performance. Such a set of assignments is a perfect t for our virtual lab
system, and we should expect to see similar results to theirs across the broad spectrum of all
applications in data science. There has been some previous work on creating a virtual lab for
5www.kaggle.com
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information retrieval, one subdomain of data science [29, 28]; we generalize this to address creating
a virtual lab for any data science domain or application.
Our proposed virtual lab makes heavy use of a cloud computing infrastructure; for a compre-
hensive survey of the use of cloud computing in education, please see González-Martínez et al.
[45]. Finally, our system heavily uses the concept of continuous integration (CI) introduced by
Beck [8]. CI is a software engineering concept that minimizes the gap between development
and production of software; see Fitzgerald and Stol [34] for a comprehensive review of CI in its
many forms in software engineering. We build upon the concept of CI by adapting it for use in
facilitating running student code on real-world datasets instead of purely for testing software.
4.3 CLaDS: A Data Science Virtual Lab
A typical data science assignment involves the use of some data set to extract knowledge.
This broadly covers areas6 such as information retrieval (where the goal is to develop a system to
respond to queries with relevant data, typically in the form of free-text documents), data mining
(where the goal is to directly use the existing data to extract knowledge from statistical patterns
present in the data), machine learning (where the goal is to train a model on some data set in order
to make predictions about new data), and visualization (where the goal is to create interpretable
visual representations of data sets). At a high level, all of these domains involve creating a piece
of software that can process a data set and produce some desired output. The usefulness of this
output depends on the quality, and in many cases the size of the input data set, and the amount of
computational eort required to produce the useful output typically scales as a function of the
data size (both in terms of the number of items as well as their dimensionality).
Thus, in an ideal setting we would provide students with a real data set to work with, and
instruct them on the use of industry-standard tools that have been designed to handle that scale.
Unfortunately, in most cases the real data sets that we wish to use are too large to reasonably
distribute to students, particularly in an online setting where they would most likely be forced
6This is a representative, but not exhaustive, list of data science subdomains.
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to download it to their own computers. As a result, instructors are generally forced to oer
assignments that use very small, toy data sets. Unfortunately, observations generated by running
algorithms on these very small data sets are known to be misleading, as a small data set often
fails to suciently capture the true variety present in a real data set. By instead oering the
assignment through a cloud-based virtual lab, we can enable students to work on real-world data
sets by bypassing the data distribution problem and instead moving student code to where the
data resides. Moving student code is cheap—it is easily tens of orders of magnitude smaller than
even the smallest of real-world data sets.
4.3.1 Interaction Flow
Our proposed system, CLaDS, solves this problem as follows (see Figure 4.1 for a detailed
graphical overview). At a high level, an assignment delivered through CLaDS has students obtain
and submit code to a central authority hosted in the cloud. Upon submitting new code to that
central authority, an automated process is invoked that builds and runs that student’s new code on
a worker machine that is co-located with a real-world dataset within the same cloud infrastructure.
Instructors, as well as students, have full control over what tools and libraries they wish to use
to process the dataset in order to enable students to gain practical hands-on experience with
industry-standard methods. While this code is running, students obtain real-time terminal output
from the code through a web-based user interface. When the code nishes running, any output
it generates can be saved as an archive that can then be downloaded from that same web user
interface (UI), and the worker can then submit results to a leaderboard that can be updated if the
assignment has a competition component.
From an instructor perspective, adapting an existing assignment to the virtual lab is relatively
straightforward. The data set used for the assignment would rst need to be uploaded into the
cloud computing infrastructure, and a skeleton for the student code (if desired) would need to be
created for distributing to the students through the version control system (VCS); this skeleton
code contains a script that is used to install any required tools or libraries, which will be used to
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Figure 4.1: The overall CLaDS system design. Dashed lines indicate optional components, and the dotted horizontal line indicates the separation
between local devices (student machines; bottom) and cloud devices (virtual machines; bottom). The interaction ow is as follows: (1) student
clones/pulls code to local device; (2) student writes code locally (optional: testing on toy data set); (3) student pushes code back to the version
control system (VCS); (4) the VCS noties the continuous integration (CI) system; (5) the CI system spawns a worker (re-using one if available);
(6) the worker clones/pulls the student code; (7) the worker builds and runs the student code; (8) the CI system updates its UI as the build/run
progresses; (9) (optional) the worker submits results to the leaderboard system; (10) (optional) the leaderboard system judges the results and
updates its competition rankings.
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congure the worker machines that are eventually used to run the student code. In the event that
the assignment has a competition component, code for judging a student assignment submission
would need to be uploaded to the leaderboard server, and the skeleton code distributed to the
students through the VCS should be updated to include a leaderboard submission script.
4.3.2 Detailed System Architecture
Figure 4.1 gives a visual overview of our system architecture. Below, we detail the implemen-
tation of each of the major components.
Version Control System. The rst major component of our system is the version control
system (VCS) used to store the code. In our case, we use git to store a copy of each student’s
code for a particular assignment. Using a UI for the VCS, such as GitLab7, provides the students
with a central location for their code (as a form of backup) and allows them to work from any
location that has an Internet connection. Using a VCS instead of a traditional hand-in system like
Blackboard or Moodle has a number of educational benets: nearly all large software companies
are using some form of VCS (so it is important to train aspiring data scientists in how to use one),
and it also allows for more organic project team formation for assignments that allow partner
work (commonplace in many data science curricula where training students on how to work in
teams is crucial for proper workplace preparation). The VCS is the source of “truth” in our system,
from which both students and later components of the system obtain the current version of the
code for each individual student, assignment pair. Because this system also stores all historical
information about all versions of an assignment, it can provide extra information for assessment of
student performance and analysis of student learning behavior; furthermore, it can also facilitate
reproducible research by serving as an archive of a set of attempted solutions (and their generated
results) to an open research problem in data science (which is often completely characterized by a
competition challenge with a particular data set).
Continuous Integration. The system we propose borrows heavily from the concept of
7https://gitlab.com
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continuous integration (CI) rst introduced by Beck [8] in the context of the “extreme programming”
software development methodology. CI as a practice has evolved and grown over time to mean
dierent things for dierent people [34], but the key component of the methodology is to minimize
the gap between the development and deployment of software. One typical approach is to
tie a software tool that facilitates a build and test cycle on a production (or near-production)
environment to VCS being used for the software’s development in such a way that every commit
to that VCS results in an automated build and test process. Doing this ensures that every (or nearly
every) commit to the central repository both builds and runs properly in an environment that is
not just the developer’s local machine.
The fact that these CI systems build and run the code on a machine that is entirely separate
from the developer’s machine is crucial for our adaptation. The key insight is this: because CI
systems move the code onto a separate machine for the build and test process, we can exploit
this property to move student code onto a virtual machine in the cloud in the same datacenter
that stores some large, real-world data sets. In eect, we “move the code to the data,” a common
practice in real-world data science applications where it is prohibitively expensive, or in many
cases at out impossible, to move the data set to be analyzed around to dierent locations.
Running the student code in the cloud has two key benets. First, it is now possible (perhaps
for the rst time) to allow students to experiment on data sets that would be impossibly large
to deliver in a traditional setting because we are able to run student code on the same cloud
infrastructure that is used to store these large real-world data sets. This allows us to greatly
reduce the gap between education and practice by allowing students to work on real problems
instead of simple (but illustrative) toy examples. Moreover, this separation between working
locally and running an analysis on real-world data is consistent with how data scientists work in
practice: rst making the model work on small, toy data sets, and then testing the model on much
larger, real-world data sets of the same format. Second, from an instructor’s perspective, this
separation allows for a more centralized, predictable computing environment for each assignment
to be oered, freeing teachers from having to design detailed set-up guides and working with
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individuals on troubleshooting issues for each possible device conguration a student might have,
and instead allowing them to focus on teaching the tool itself. Because these systems provide
real-time output from the programs in the form of a pseudo-terminal provided in the web UI, the
experience dierence between running the tools locally vs running them in the cloud is minimized.
This allows for the same rapid iteration cycle possible when running code locally.
Another key component of the CI system we used in our virtual lab implementation is its
ability to generate “build artifacts” that can be downloaded at the completion of the job. In a
traditional software engineering environment, these are typically the compiled binaries or library
les generated by a build-and-test process, but in our setting these are often summary reports,
generated data tables, graphs and gures, or trained models. In this way, the output generated
by student work is not “locked up” in the cloud, but rather is freely available for them to use.
Naturally, they can also be used for automated assessment of student work (e.g., by comparing
the results produced by the student system with some gold standard).
A number of tools for CI infrastructure exist—in our system, we leveraged the GitLab VCS
along with its tightly integrated GitLab CI8 for this purpose. Both tools are available under liberal
open-source licenses.
Autoscaling. The GitLab CI software provides an additional feature that completes the
scalability picture for our proposed virtual lab adaptation: auto-scaling build workers. In many
CI infrastructures, there is a single server, or some xed set of servers, that are used to process
the build-and-test jobs that are created by commits to a software repository. This kind of setup
requires careful analysis of the number of machines required to meet build demand. In corporate
environments with regular usage, this may be easy to estimate, but in an educational environment
the demand is much more variable with high utilization around assignment deadlines with sporadic
activity between them. In order to provide a better experience and simultaneously minimize cost,
we desire a exible number of build workers determined by real-time demand.
The auto-scaling feature9 of GitLab CI works by dynamically spawning new virtual machines
8https://about.gitlab.com/features/gitlab-ci-cd/
9https://docs.gitlab.com/runner/install/autoscaling.html
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in some cloud infrastructure as needed to meet the current demand of build jobs. These spawned
machines are kept and re-used to run multiple build jobs until demand lowers and they remain
idle for a certain timeout period, after which they are decomissioned. This allows for a perfectly
exible number of build machines to be maintained, and even no machines spawned at all when
there are no currently pending jobs.
Leaderboard. Open challenge problems can be a powerful tool for learning and they enable
learners to explore new ideas for research. To facilitate the delivery of engaging challenge problems,
we deployed a web-based leaderboard system as part of our virtual lab. This website contains
a list of student results (typically something like accuracy, precision, recall, or other objective
metric for the task used in the research literature) along with some baseline(s). Students can then
work individually or together in small groups to attempt to devise solutions that beat the baseline
(typically a simple, but naïve method) and attempt to beat state-of-the-art models. In practice, we
observe students regularly obtaining near state-of-the-art performance, consistent with Lopez
et al. [79].
4.4 Deployment Experience
We deployed a number of assignments using the MeTA text retrieval and mining toolkit [86]
through an instantiation of the virtual lab infrastructure in two courses, CS4(10) and CS5(10),
in the information retrieval and text mining domains, respectively. The delivered assignments
covered a broad spectrum of use-cases for the virtual lab, ranging from parameter sensitivity
experiments and in-depth algorithm evaluation to competition-style assignments run on real
datasets with leaderboards for tracking progress.
Historically, both courses could only use very small “unreal” data sets due to the lack of
infrastructure support. With CLaDS, we were able to, for the rst time, use much larger real data
sets for all the assignments of those two courses, thus enabling students to learn skills that can
be directly useful for solving real world problems. While not explored, all the assignments can
also be easily made available to any learners around the world that have an Internet connection.
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Moreover, not only was grading assignments performed automatically with the use of GitLab’s
API10, but also the number of conguration problems was decreased compared with previous
oerings of the course that relied on implementing assignments locally. Hosting the student code
repositories all in one place helped reduce turn-around times for providing guidance to students.
CS4. We oered three programming-focused assignments through the virtual lab in the CS4
course. The rst assignment was focused on how to use the MeTA toolkit in order to perform basic
text pre-processing and feature extraction methods, such as tokenization, stopword removal and
stemming and part-of-speech (POS) tagging [85]. The lab enforced a consistent testing of student’s
output and enabled us to easily provide guidance regarding the MeTA tool usage, which was
crucial for the sucessful completion of assignments to follow. For the second assignment students
were asked to implement the InL2 retrieval function [3], tune its parameters and compare its
performance with several other retrieval functions available in MeTA by performing signicance
tests. Students were provided with the same skeleton for implementation purposes. Additionally,
the assignment had a competition component. Students could take part in a search competition
where the overall performance was measured with an appropriate metric, NDCG@10 [135],
averaged through two dierent datasets. Hence, the usage of our virtual lab was necessary for
evaluating on several datasets to and establishing a common baseline among all students. The
third assignment was a classication competition on a real-world data set in an active research
area: predicting the location of Twitter11 users from their textual posts/tweets. All Twitter users
in the data are from the contiguous U.S. (i.e., the U.S. excluding Hawaii, Alaska and all o-shore
territories) and are classied into 4 classes, which represent the main four U.S. regions (Northeast,
Midwest, South, and West) as dened by the Census Bureau12. Students were free to use any
pre-processing step, feature extractor and classier. This data set contains 380,000 tweets from
9,500 users and is commonly used in text-based geolocation prediction existing work [27], with
state-of-the-art systems reaching 67% accuracy. The lab allowed instructors to quickly setup an
10https://python-gitlab.readthedocs.io/
11https://twitter.com
12https://www2.census.gov/geo/pdfs/maps-data/maps/reference/us_regdiv.pdf
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assignment that provides hands-on experience with research in the respective eld.
CS5. We oered four programming-focused assignments through the virtual lab in the CS5
course. The rst had students implement a two-stage smoothing method for information re-
trieval [134] by extending the MeTA toolkit. Here, the virtual lab was used primarily to produce
data for drawing gures about the performance of the implemented retrieval method’s sensitivity
to parameter settings as compared to other industry-standard retrieval methods, and the lab was
useful in order to allow the students to work on the same information retrieval datasets that were
used in the original paper. The second assignment had students implement a word embedding
method using singular value decomposition [76]; use of the virtual lab here allowed for students to
perform the “heavy lifting” of the SVD on the virtual lab infrastructure and then experiment with
the generated output (the embeddings themselves) locally. The third assignment had students
implement probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [53] from scratch; the virtual lab allowed
us to provide a unied environment for grading their submissions and allowed extreme exibility
in the programming language and support libraries used by students in their implementation. The
fourth assignment had students implement specic algorithms for a hidden Markov model [106];
moving to the virtual lab for this assignment enabled us to move from previous use of a toy dataset
to the use of a real-world dataset for evaluating the implementation.
4.4.1 Competition Experience
We oered two competitions through the virtual lab, both in the CS4 course. In both, we main-
tained a leaderboard that listed each student’s current submission score (optionally anonymized)
along with a baseline method. Students were required to beat the baseline method to complete the
assignment, and a small amount of extra credit incentive was given for being in the top rankings.
The rst competition (CS4-MP2) was a search engine competition where students competed with
one another to improve the relevance of search rankings—the use of the virtual lab here not only
simplied the running of the competition component of the assignment, but also allowed us to use
a real-world information retrieval dataset that was dicult to use before. The second competition
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Table 4.1: The total number of submissions students made aer beating the baseline submission. This
reects the additionalwork students put into the competition after having already guaranteed themselves
an “A” on the assignment. Even in the 25th percentile we see three to ve submission attempts after
beating the baseline; 50% of students submitted more than 10 new attempts.
Assignment Mean Std. Dev. Median 25th %ile
CS4-MP2 20.5 27.6 10.0 5.0
CS4-MP3 21.7 42.3 10.0 3.0
assignment (CS4-MP3) was a geolocation prediction competition using a Twitter dataset that
enabled students to compete among themselves and go beyond baselines from existing related
work. Our infrastructure setup enabled participants to surpass existing literature, raising the
state-of-the-art in the 4-way classication task from 67% accuracy to 75%. Furthermore, several
students chose to continue work on this task as part of their course projects, thus the lab serves as
a virtual incubator for promoting research in elds of interest.
Student engagement was prevalent throughout the duration of the competition as well as
afterwards. We observed that some students experimented with over hundreds of dierent
submissions over the course of the assignment period. In Table 4.1 we show the number of
submissions students made to the leaderboard after passing the baseline requirement. We can see
that students remained engaged with the assignment and its material even after the completion of
the main assignment goal; indeed, even the 25th percentile submitted between three to ve more
times after completing the main assignment, with half of the class submitting 10 or more times
post-completion.
In our discussion forum, several students asked for top-ranked submissions to post a description
of their solution, and the highest-ranked students responded accordingly continuing the discussion.
We also see many cases that expressed positive comments at the end of the course, for example:
• “Professionally speaking, I really feel that I gained a lot, as now I truly understand the
essential fundamentals in Text Information Systems areas and, thanks to the hands-on nal
project, and MPs, can implement some of these principles. I am more than positive that I
will utilize the gained knowledge in my workplace in 2018 and make a signicant impact."
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Figure 4.2: Total running jobs in the virtual lab over the course of one semester. Data is bucketed by the
day, with assignment deadlines denoted with vertical dashed lines. The build demand is highly variable,
which allows for signicant cost savings when there is little or no demand. As one might expect, we see
the highest demand for builds around assignment due dates—in one case where both of our courses had
due dates near one another, we saw over 1,200 builds performed in a single day.
Table 4.2: Topic coverage and total build hours consumed by each individual assignment deployed to
the virtual lab in one semester. The total computational resource consumption depends highly on the
assignment structure.
CS4 CS5
Description Hrs. Description Hrs.
MP1 feat. extraction 28.6 smoothing methods 908.8
MP2 retrieval fns. 227.1 word embeddings 79.3
MP3 classication 142.9 topic mdls. 250.9
MP4 - - hidden Markov mdls. 29.6
• “The system used for the programming assignments to automatically test, evaluate, and
rank solutions made the assignments a fun challenge.”
• “The competition style leader board added a fun aspect...”
4.4.2 Overall System Utilization and Cost
In Figure 4.2 we denote the total number of running build jobs over time in our virtual lab
deployment for the two courses over the whole semester. We can see the expected pattern of
most build jobs happening on the eve of deadline periods. In the case where two deadlines were
near one another, we saw a peak of over 1,200 build jobs occur in a single day. In between those
dates, the build demand is quite variable (and in many cases nonexistent)—this translates to cost
savings by leveraging the auto-scaling feature of our CI system to decommission idle machines
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during such periods, limiting our expenditures to only maintaining the leaderboard server(s), the
CI system master machine, and the VCS server in those cases.
Table 4.2 highlights an important point: the amount of build hours required to run an assign-
ment depends strongly on the assignment design itself. Assignments that are more “light” in
nature (e.g. CS4’s MP1) do not consume nearly as many build jobs as competition assignments
or assignments requiring a signicant amount of experimentation work. CS5’s MP1 is a good
example of an assignment that benets a lot from the virtual lab—using the infrastructure we built,
we were able to ask students to experiment on real datasets with a number of dierent methods
and parameters for those methods. This results in a large amount of fairly time consuming build
jobs, which our auto-scaling worker cluster handled very well.
The total cost of the deployment of the virtual lab across both the CS4 and CS5 oering
simultaneously for one semester was a mere $1,680.29 USD which provided access for the 136
students in the CS4 course and the 91 students in the CS5 course. This comes down to approximately
$7.40 USD when amortized over all students. We feel this is a very reasonable “lab fee” for sustaining
the virtual lab infrastructure, and shows that there is still signicant headroom available for using
even larger datasets for experiments that may necessitate larger, more expensive worker virtual
machines to process for longer periods of time.
4.5 Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a novel virtual data science lab system, CLaDS, which addresses a serious
bottleneck in “big data” education and provides a general solution to the problem of delivering
practical hands-on assignments for teaching data science at scale. Through a principled use of an
auto-scaling worker cluster running on a cloud computing infrastructure, such a system can allow
these practical assignments to be delivered to large numbers of students while simultaneously
enabling the use of real-world data sets. We detailed our experience with using CLaDS to oer
seven dierent assignments in two dierent courses as part of a larger data science curriculum
with a cost as low as $7.40 per student. Through this deployment experience, we showed that
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CLaDS can facilitate the deployment of a wide variety of assignments with low instructor eort,
including competitions that enjoyed high student engagement.
As this was the rst attempt at using such a novel system, we were relatively conservative
with data set size in our rst deployment—our results suggest that there is signicant headroom
for exploring even larger data sets, which we plan to do soon. Also, since CLaDS is a general
infrastructure, it can be easily used to host a wide range of assignments in many other data science
domains beyond information retrieval and text mining. CLaDS is built entirely with open source
software, so it can be used by any instructor of data science in the world to improve and accelerate
data science education.
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Chapter 5
Behavior Modeling: Action-Based Role
Discovery
5.1 A Generative Perspective
In the previous chapters, we developed techniques for automated assessment to scale existing
high quality educational solutions to break through the quality-scalability trade-o. In the next
three chapters of this thesis, we will take a dierent perspective and instead ask how we can
extract quality from scale directly by leveraging behavior data collected in large-scale educational
environments.
Before starting our discussion of behavior models for educational data, it is important to
provide some perspective for our chosen methodology. In general, we wish to address the problem
of understanding user behavior in these environments rather than just capturing it. To that
end, we place a strong emphasis on developing models whose output can be readily interpreted
by instructors (but whose inner workings, arguably, may not be transparent to non-experts).
Furthermore, we adopt the stance that behavior models should be informed directly by the data,
rather than biased by our own expectations, and thus focus on unsupervised models that learn
our desired behavioral representations based on statistics extracted from the data set alone. From
this standpoint, probabilistic generative models [69] are a natural solution that allow us to specify
the output of the model as a set of distributions that can be interpreted by an instructor, and
then through specifying our (in)dependence assumptions we can extract an inference method
directly from the generative story we envision to model the data using the output distributions
we are interested in. Generative models are far from the only way to capture user behavior in
an interpretable way, but they satisfy a number of criteria that we feel are important for the rst
foundational steps at solving this problem.
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We will start in this chapter by presenting one such model for understanding behavior at
scale, follow it up with a second model that addresses understanding temporal behavior at scale in
Chapter 6, and nally conclude the behavior modeling portion of the thesis in Chapter 7 with a
discussion of a system developed to allow the immediate use of the behavior model discussed in
this chapter.
5.2 Mixture of Dirichliet-Multinomial Mixtures (MDMM)
Behavior Model
This chapter proposes a generative model for discovering user roles and community role
compositions in Community Question Answering (CQA) platforms1. While past research shows
that participants play dierent roles in online communities, automatically discovering these roles
and providing a summary of user behavior that is readily interpretable remains an important
challenge. Furthermore, there has been relatively little insight into the distribution of these roles
between communities. Does a community’s composition over user roles vary as a function of
topic? How does it relate to the health of the underlying community? Does role composition evolve
over time? The generative model we propose, the mixture of Dirichlet-multinomial mixtures
(MDMM) behavior model can (1) automatically discover interpretable user roles (as probability
distributions over atomic actions) directly from log data, and (2) uncover community-level role
compositions to facilitate such cross-community studies.
A comprehensive experiment on all 161 non-meta communities on the StackExchange CQA
platform demonstrates that our model can be useful for a wide variety of behavioral studies,
and we highlight three empirical insights. First, we show interesting distinctions within CQA
communities in question-asking behavior (where two distinct types of askers can be identied)
and answering behavior (where two distinct roles surrounding answers emerge). Second, we nd
statistically signicant dierences in behavior compositions across topical groups of communities
on StackExchange, and that those groups that have statistically signicant dierences in health
1The work in this chapter will be published in Geigle et al. [43].
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metrics also have statistically signicant dierences in behavior compositions, suggesting a
relationship between behavior composition and health. Furthermore, we show that if one instead
were to cluster communities based on behavior composition vectors alone, the clusters discovered
have interesting topical dierences as well as statistically signicant dierences in mean health,
suggesting that the model can both be used to analyze ad-hoc groupings of communities as well
as provide a data-driven way to derive sensible community groups. Finally, we show that the
MDMM behavior model can be used to demonstrate similar but distinct evolutionary patterns
between topical groups.
5.3 Introduction
Discovering user roles and community role compositions on Community Question Answering
(CQA) platforms is an important challenge. CQA platforms such as the StackExchange platform2
play an incredibly important role in today’s society, and recent years have seen an increase in
both the number of such CQA communities and the user populations within each community.
For example, in 2017, StackOverow3 added over 200,000 new questions and over 130,000 new
users every month; many software developers regularly depend StackOverow to be eective at
work. An understanding of behavior within communities can help to inform the decisions made
by platform providers to steer the communities to be maximally eective.
It is well established that users in these communities play important, distinct roles [1, 82, 93,
125, 129], but it remains an important scalability challenge to automatically uncover these distinct
user roles across a large number of communities. StackExchange as a platform, for example,
facilitates 161 distinct websites. Manual investigation of user behavior compositions within and
across these communities is prohibitively expensive to do without some level of automation, and
with these communities continuing to grow over time, the need for automated role discovery
intensies.
2https://stackexchange.com
3https://stackoverflow.com, the largest community on the StackExchange platform
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Existing approaches fall short of our needs in a number of ways. Many existing models
for role discovery do not consider the case of modeling many communities at once, yet such a
cross-community understanding of behavior is important to enable comparative studies across
communities. Previous work often denes roles based on a graph-centric approach [33, 126, 7],
which fails to uncover many distinct roles beyond “answer people” and “discussion people.” Other
approaches require a manual denition of individual features to describe roles [13, 37], which can
fail to cover all of the empirically present role patterns in the data.
In this chapter, we propose a generative model for discovering action-based user roles and
community role compositions in CQA platforms directly from log data. We formally dene an
action-based user behavior role as a probability distribution over atomic actions a user may take
with respect to the CQA community within one browsing session. We also directly model the
role compositions across all communities within the platform to facilitate comparative analysis of
communities. This is achieved via the use of a mixture of Dirichlet-multinomial Mixtures (MDMM),
which allows us to use statistical inference to uncover the latent user roles and community role
compositions from log data directly, which can facilitate studies into user behavior both within
and across communities on a CQA platform at scale. We envision that with the assistance of our
model, human analysts can “see” more patterns than what they could see otherwise. Such a tool
provides a useful “lens” through which to view behavior data, and opens up many directions for
future studies that would not otherwise be possible.
To demonstrate that such a model is indeed useful as a tool to assist human discovery of
behavior patterns within and between CQA communities, we perform a comprehensive experiment
on all 161 non-meta communities on the StackExchange CQA platform that delivers three empirical
insights. First, we show interesting distinctions in question-asking behavior on StackExchange
(where two distinct types of askers can be identied) and answering behavior (where two distinct
roles surrounding answers emerge). Second, we nd statistically signicant dierences in behavior
compositions across topical groups of communities on StackExchange, and that those groups
that have statistically signicant dierences in health metrics also have statistically signicant
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dierences in behavior compositions, suggesting a relationship between behavior composition and
health. Furthermore, we show that if one instead were to cluster communities based on behavior
composition vectors alone, the clusters discovered have interesting topical dierences as well as
statistically signicant dierences in mean health, suggesting that the model can both be used to
analyze ad-hoc groupings of communities as well as provide a data-driven way to derive sensible
community groups. Finally, we show that the MDMM behavior model can be used to demonstrate
similar but distinct evolutionary patterns between topical groups.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we position our proposed
model in the context of the related literature. In Section 5.5 we discuss the details of the proposed
generative model and provide a derivation of a Gibbs-sampling based approximate posterior
inference algorithm. In Section 5.6 we discuss our experiments where we apply the model to
161 dierent CQA communities within the StackExchange platform and analyze the discovered
user behavior roles, their compositions within communities, their relationship with measures of
community success, and nally how community role compositions evolve over time. In Section 5.7
we discuss the limitations of our model, and in Section 5.8 we summarize our ndings and comment
on possible future work directions.
5.4 Related Work
The presence of roles in CQA platforms has been argued by many. For example, Adamic
et al. [1] demonstrate that, on the Yahoo! Answers platform, there are at least three distinct user
types—answerers, askers, and discussion persons. Mamykina et al. [82] argue for the presence of
at least four distinct user roles on StackOverow: community activists, shooting stars, low-prole
users, and lurkers and visitors. Other studies have explored whether roles characterized by a single
action are separate or overlapping [93, 125]. Developing tools to automatically uncover distinct
user behavior types is a major thrust of this chapter.
Many approaches for discovering these distinct user roles in the CQA setting require practi-
tioners to dene individual features used to describe the discovered roles [13, 37], and early work
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in the domain of user role modeling could only easily identify two critical roles (“answer people”
and “discussion people”) through the use of a graph-centric modeling approach [33, 126, 7]. More
recent work explores a mixed-membership approach to user behavior modeling [127] in order
to identify more user roles, but still takes a graph-centric modeling approach. In this work, we
explore the newer direction of action-focused probabilistic modeling for user behavior in order
to automatically discover roles in a way that requires less hands-on eort to dene features and
is exible enough to be able to capture more nuance within the roles of “answer people” and
“discussion people”.
The application of probabilistic modeling for user behavior understanding has been explored
before [83, 130, 104]. We extend this body of research by modeling the behavior composition at a
community level, rather than just at a user level. This allows us to understand the behavior at the
level of an entire community as it relates to others.
Perhaps the most relevant probabilistic behavior model to ours is the one proposed by Han and
Tang [50], where they attempt to jointly model three phenomena: social network link formation,
community discovery, and behavior prediction. Their denition of user behavior diers from ours,
however, as it considers only posting and reposting as the two possible actions a user can take. We
attempt to dene a much more comprehensive behavioral action set in this work. Furthermore,
their discovered role distributions model real-valued user attributes, rather than behavior directly,
which makes interpretation challenging. Our work, in comparison, assumes a dierent generative
process over user action lists that leads to a set of readily interpretable probability distributions
that dene our roles.
CQA data, and in particular the StackExchange CQA platform, have been analyzed in many
ways in previous literature [93, 82, 1, 125, 37, 4], but many do not discuss user roles in depth.
Furtado et al. [37], however, do explore user roles and their dynamics using ve of the communities
on the StackExchange platform, but their denition of user roles arises from manual construction
of user attributes and an agglomerative clustering approach. Our model, in comparison, is more
general in that it should be applicable to any CQA community (or any social network) where
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articulating the set of actions users can take within the community is the only manual supervision
required.
Our session-focused approach is closely related to the notion of clickstream mining [123, 47,
40, 119, 9, 80, 108], where a variety of clustering techniques is applied to nd users that share
similar clickstream traces. Many of these techniques utilize Markov models and focus on the task
of predicting a user’s next action. In this chapter, we instead focus on characterizing the behavior
of users in an interpretable way that also facilitates cross-community comparisons.
The model we propose in this chapter is essentially similar to topic models such as PLSA [53]
or LDA [10], but the key dierence is that the data modeled by our model are the user actions
whereas topic models generally model text data where the input tokens are individual words
within topics. The Dirichlet-multinomial mixture (DMM) [96, 132] is the closest related model
to ours in this space. A DMM assumes that individual documents exhibit only one topic—our
generative framework also assumes that one user session exhibits only one role.
Other approaches for user behavior modeling on CQA communities consider both actions
and textual content to generate topic-specic action distributions [104, 88]. These distributions
are similar to what we call roles, but the meaning they capture is very dierent—in their work
these capture how users interact with a specic topic, whereas in our work they describe how to
characterize an individual user’s entire browsing session.
5.5 Model
The design of our model is motivated by our goal of discovering interpretable descriptions of
functional roles played by users on CQA platforms, as well as a representation for each community
as a mixture over these user roles. We explore a denition of user roles that considers the co-
occurrence behavior of actions users take within individual browsing sessions. To accomplish this,
we represent the roles as probability distributions that describe the likelihood of taking individual
actions when a user is assuming a particular functional role in one session. This denition is
advantageous: rst, it is general, and thus should be applicable to any CQA platform (or even any
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social network); second, roles represented in this way can be readily interpreted by inspection;
and third, it is able to capture the uncertainty associated with assigning users to roles.
5.5.1 Generative Process and Inference
The rst step in the use of our action-based role discovery model is to dene the setA of actions
users may take within a community. Dening the actions in this action set is very important in
order to capture meaningful roles under our model, so careful attention should be paid to the
construction of a set of disjoint actions whose proportions can meaningfully reect a type of
domain-relevant behavior.
Next, one must identify the collection of observed communities C1:N to analyze that all share
the same action set A. We do not address the problem of community discovery in this paper;
rather, these communities are treated as input to the model. Each community must share the same
types of allowed actions. In our case, we use individual websites that are all part of the same CQA
platform (but focus on dierent topical domains) to ensure that by dening A with respect to the
CQA platform itself we can represent behavior across all of these communities.
To automatically discover distinctive user behavior types, which we will call our roles, we
appeal to the general technique of probabilistic graphical models [69] and model user behavior
using a mixed membership approach. The model assumes that there are K distinct user roles, each
of which is characterized with a categorical distribution ϕk over actions from some A; each of the
roles ϕk is assumed to be drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter β . With these user
roles dened, we further assume that each community Ci is associated with a mixing distribution
θi (drawn from another Dirichlet distribution with parameter α ) that governs the distribution over
the user roles for each user session that occurs within that community. If a user makes actions in
multiple communities within one browsing session, we subdivide their browsing session into a
collection of sessions, one for each community they participated in.
More concretely, we represent each communityCi with a list of the user sessions 〈si,1, . . . , si,M〉
associated with it. Each session is itself a list of actions si,j = 〈ai,j,1,ai,j,2, . . . ,ai,j,T 〉, with each
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K
Figure 5.1: Plate notation for the MDMM role discovery model. α parameterizes a Dirichlet distribution
from which each community’s role proportions, θi , are drawn. z represents the role assignment for a spe-
cic user session, and a represents the actions taken within that user session. β parameterizes a Dirichlet
distribution from which each of the user roles ϕk are drawn, each of which is a categorical distribution
over the possible action types.
ai,j,t ∈ A. Each individual session si,j is associated with one particular user role zi,j that indicates
the role distribution ϕzi , j from which each of the actions within the session is drawn (note that an
individual user is free to exhibit a dierent roles between dierent sessions). The full generative
process is thus
1. For k = 1 to K (number of roles), draw an action distribution ϕk ∼ Dirichlet(β)
2. For each community Ci :
(a) Draw a role mixing distribution θi ∼ Dirichlet(α)
(b) For each si,j in community Ci :
i. Draw a role for the session zi,j ∼ Categorical(θi)
ii. For t = 1 to |si,j | (the length of the session), draw a single action within the session
ai,j,t ∼ Categorical(ϕzi , j )
and is depicted using plate notation in Figure 5.1.
The resulting model is quite similar to a Dirichlet-multinomial mixture (DMM), which has seen
use in the text mining community for clustering [132] and classication [96]. A major dierence
from our model, however, is that in a DMM one learns a single distribution θ that governs the
mixing proportions over the components ϕk that is shared for each elementCi , whereas our model
instead learns a separate distribution θi for each individual community, but shares the description
of the components ϕk between each. This allows us to compare two communities by their role
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proportions in a meaningful way since each θi will be a distribution over the same set of roles ϕk . If
one were instead to t multiple DMMs, one for each community, comparison of the θ distributions
would not necessarily be immediately obvious due to the fact that each model would learn a
separate set of roles ϕk . Thus, we view our model as a principled mixture of DMMs (MDMM)
where we have made a deliberate decision to share a global set of role components between all
communities Ci .
There are several approaches to inference in a DMM. Nigam et al. [96] use maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimation to obtain a point estimate. We instead choose to follow a more fully
Bayesian approach similar to Yin and Wang [132] and instead appeal to Markov-chain Monte
Carlo methods to approximate the desired posterior distribution. Specically, we integrate out θ
and ϕ in order to then derive a collapsed Gibbs sampler that iteratively updates the latent role
assignments zi,j by sampling new values from the full conditional distribution. When this chain
has converged, we extract a MAP estimate for each θi and ϕk from the current state of the Markov
chain.
Formally, we can dene the full conditional distribution
p(zm,n = z | Z¬m,n, S,α, β) = p(Z, S | α, β)
p(Z¬m,n, S | α, β) ∝
p(Z, S | α, β)
p(Z¬m,n, S¬m,n | α, β), (5.1)
where Z¬m,n indicates the set of all the assignments of zi,j with only zm,n excluded, and similarly
S¬m,n indicates the set of all user sessions with only the specic session sn,m absent. We begin
by noting p(Z, S | α, β) = p(S | Z, β)P(Z | α), and focus on each term separately. Following a
similar argument to Yin and Wang [132], we have p(Z | α) = ∏Ni=1 B(ηi+α)B(α) , where B(α) is the
multivariate beta function and ηi is a vector where ηi,k indicates the number of times role k is
chosen as the role assignment for a session in community Ci . Similarly, p(S | Z, β) = ∏Kk=1 B(τk+β)B(β)
where τk is a vector with τk,a indicating the number of times action type a was assigned to role k
through its session’s role assignment. From here, we can derive the sampling probability through
cancellation of terms and exploiting the property of the gamma function that Γ(1 + x) = xΓ(x).
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Letting c(a, sm,n) be the number of occurrences of actiontype a in session sm,n, we have:
p(zm,n = z | Z¬m,n, S,α, β) ∝
αz + η
¬m,n
i,z∑K
k=1 αk + η
¬m,n
i,k
×
∏
a∈sm,n
∏c(a,sm,n)
j=1 (βa + τ¬m,nz,a + j − 1)∏|sm,n |
j=1
((∑|A|
a=1 βa + τ
¬m,n
z,a
)
+ j − 1
) . (5.2)
As a practical matter, computing this probability is susceptible to underow issues due to
the products occurring in the second term. To prevent this issue, we use the Gumbel-max
trick [81] to sample from this discrete distribution. This trick works by rst computing the
sampling proportions in log-space γk = log p˜(zm,n = k | Z¬m,n, S,α, β), where p˜ represents the
un-normalized probability in equation 5.2, which eectively prevents the underow issues. We
then can sample from the original discrete distribution by sampling k values дk ∼ Gumbel(0),
and taking the sample zm,n = argmaxk γk + дk . We have open-sourced the implementation of our
inference algorithm under a liberal license4.
5.5.2 Choosing the Number of Roles
The number of roles, K , remains a hyperparameter of the MDMM behavior model. How should
one choose the “optimal” value for K? This is a similar question that is asked for nearly any
mixed-membership or clustering model. We note, rst, that the choice of K can be an empirical
parameter that is sometimes benecial as it can give users control over the granularity of the
model, much like a user can adjust the zoom level of a microscope. If the user does not know how
to set K a priori, we describe a procedure that can help choose a particular value of K that may be
optimal.
In our specic case, not only do we wish to discover distributions over actions that can
adequately describe a user’s behavior within a single session, but we wish for these distributions
to be meaningfully dierent from one another. An ad-hoc approach, then, is to simply run the
model for dierent values of K in some range, and then investigate the roles ϕ1:K that are produced.
4https://github.com/CrowdDynamicsLab/stackoverflow-stream
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When moving from k to k + 1 roles, if a new role arises that is not meaningfully dierent from all
of the k roles found previously, this suggests that k was the optimal number of roles for the data
being modeled.
One can dene a simple quantitative heuristic to capture this intuition. Formally, let ϕ1:k be
the k roles proposed by the model previously, and let ϕˆ1:k+1 be the k + 1 roles proposed by the
model when incrementing K . Consider a single new role ϕˆi . We can compute how dierent it is
from each of the previously proposed roles ϕ1:k by using the KL-divergence metric [73]. By taking
the minimum divergence from the newly proposed role ϕˆi to each of the k previous roles, we have
a measure for how “surprising” this new role is compared to the previous roles. If it is very similar
to one of the existing roles, it will have a very low minimum KL-divergence; on the other hand,
should it be very dierent from all of the previous roles, it would have a very large minimum
KL-divergence.
If we then take the maximum value of this measure over all of the k + 1 newly proposed roles
ϕˆ1:k+1, we obtain a number that reects the largest minimum divergence between the set of k
old roles and the set of k + 1 new roles. The smaller this value, the more redundant the set of
k + 1 new roles is compared to the set of k previous roles. Formally, we can dene this measure
MaxMinKLk→k+1
MaxMinKLk→k+1 = max
ϕˆi
(
min
ϕ j
KL(ϕj | | ϕˆi)
)
. (5.3)
To nd the optimal value of K , one can run the model for K in a range of values to be considered,
computing MaxMinKLk→k+1 for each transition. When this value drops substantially, this is a
sign that the new set of roles is not meaningfully dierent from the previous set of roles, and we
should stop increasing K .
5.5.3 Applications of the Model
The MDMM behavior model is a tool to enable humans to discover new knowledge, explore
new hypotheses, and test those hypotheses about user behavior in ways that they were unable to
before. There are a number of dierent applications of the model beyond just the discovery of user
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behavior roles. We outline a few of them below, but note that this list is not exhaustive—exploring
those opportunities are interesting future directions.
Community Proling. A secondary output of the model are the mixing proportions θi over
the roles for each community. These distributions provide a prole of the behavior of users
within the community, which can be used as a representation for that community in downstream
tasks. To explore this in more detail, in Section 5.6.3 and 5.6.4 we explore how we can use this
representation to uncover communities with dierent behavior proles, and show how these
groups are correlated with many metrics of community success.
User Proling. The model can also be used to infer the roles of a user by averaging over the
roles they assume in their sessions. This output can then be used in downstream tasks that relate
to understanding user behavior on an individual level and can be used as a representation of a
user for other machine learning algorithms.
Behavior Dynamics of Communities. We can also uncover temporal community represen-
tations by further segmenting the user browsing sessions into buckets relating to dierent points
in time. This allows us to study how behavior proportions evolve over time as a community ages.
We explore this in more depth in Section 5.6.6.
Behavior Dynamics of Users. In much the same way we can uncover community represen-
tations over time, we can also uncover user representations over time. This output could be used
to understand how individual users, or groups of users, change their behavior over time.
5.6 Experiments
The goal of our experiments is to demonstrate the usefulness of the MDMM user behavior
model as a tool for investigating user behavior in dierent ways. Our goal is not to be completely
comprehensive or conclusive in our study of user behavior, but rather to lay a framework for
future studies in a variety of dierent directions that could not otherwise be studied.
Our MDMM user behavior model provides two important outputs to characterize user behavior
in CQA communities: (1) the latent role representations, and (2) the degree to which each latent
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Table 5.1: Action names and their denitions for our application of the MDMM behavior model on Stack-
Excahnge. (m: “my”, o: “other”, q: “question”, a: “answer”)
Action Name Action Denition
question Posting a new question
answer-mq Answering your own question
answer-oq Answering someone else’s question
comment-mq Commenting on your own question
comment-oq Commenting on someone else’s question
comment-ma-mq Commenting on your own answer to your own question
comment-ma-oq Commenting on your own answer to someone else’s question
comment-oa-mq Commenting on someone else’s answer to your own question
comment-oa-oq Commenting on someone else’s answer to someone else’s question
edit-mq Editing your own question
edit-oq Editing someone else’s question
edit-ma Editing your own answer
edit-oa Editing someone else’s answer
mod-vote Voting for moderation action
mod-action Moderating a post
role is present within each of the CQA communities. We apply our model to communities from
the StackExchange CQA platform5 in order to better understand its utility for role discovery and
CQA community behavior analysis tasks. We take the entire StackExchange dataset consisting
of a total of 322 websites and discard all “meta” websites (websites discussing one of the other
StackExchange websites), leaving us with 161 non-meta websites (communities) for our analysis.
5.6.1 Dataset Construction
A critical component of the use of the MDMM in our setting is properly dening the action
space to be considered, as the roles discovered are to be distributions over that action space. The
exibility of dening actions outside of the MDMM model makes it easy to accommodate analysis
of action patterns at dierent levels of granularity by adjusting the granularity of the action space
to be analyzed itself. However, in any specic application, carefully choosing the exact action
5The dataset is available here: https://archive.org/details/stackexchange. We used a dataset from 2016-
12-12, which covers from 2008-07-31 through 2016-12-11.
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set used is naturally very important. If the space of actions is dened too narrowly, this prevents
discovering subtle dierences between user roles.
To analyze the StackExchange dataset, we dened an action space based on the inherent
content hierarchy present on the StackExchange platform (see Table 5.1 for a list of the action set
we consider). Content on the StackExchange platform comes in three main types: questions (the
root content), answers (which nest below questions), and comments (which can nest either beneath
questions or answers), so it is natural to consider an action set consisting of the creation action
for each of these three types of content. However, limiting the action space to just these three
actions will fail to uncover meaningful dierences in commenting behavior, the most frequently
generated type of content. We subdivide the commenting action by rst distinguishing between
comments that occur on questions from comments that occur on answers, and then further
dividing these based on the original poster of the parent content further up in the content tree.
Concretely, we arrive at six separate commenting action types: commenting on my own question
(comment-mq), commenting on others’ questions (comment-oq), commenting on my answer to my
question (comment-ma-mq), commenting on my answer to others’ questions (comment-ma-oq),
commenting on others’ answers to my question (comment-oa-mq), and nally commenting on
others’ answers to others’ questions (comment-oa-oq). Similarly, we can subdivide the answering
action into answering my own question (answer-mq) and answering others’ questions (answer-oq).
While creation actions are arguably the most important actions to consider for modeling
user behavior with respect to the generation of content, it is also important to consider the
role that editors play within the communities. We dene four types of edit actions: editing my
question (edit-mq), editing others’ questions (edit-oq), editing my answer (edit-ma), and editing
others’ answers (edit-oa). We also include two actions related to moderation (the closing, locking,
deleting, moving, etc. of posts) on StackExchange with two actions: voting for moderation activity
(mod-vote) and the actual application of moderation (mod-action).
Once we have dened our action space, we can then begin the session segmentation process.
We start with a chronologically ordered list of all of the actions from the action space taken within
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Table 5.2: The MaxMinKL heuristic for the MDMM behavior model applied to the StackExchange dataset.
Notice the substantial drop when moving from K = 5 to K = 6, indicating redundancy obtained in the set
of new roles. This matches our own visual inspection of the role distributions; hence, we choose K = 5
for the remaining experiments.
Transition MaxMinKL
2→ 3 2.95
3→ 4 3.35
4→ 5 3.30
5→ 6 1.73
6→ 7 1.75
a community, and then partition this list into separate action lists associated with each individual
user. Then, we dene a session as a contiguous chunk of a user’s action list such that the gap
between consecutive actions is less than six hours to roughly capture a day’s worth of activity per
session. The collection of all of these sessions, grouped by community, serves as the MDMM’s
input.
We further decompose the community session lists by segmenting them into month-long
chunks to enable temporal analysis of the behavior compositions over time for our communities.
We dene the “birth” of a community as the timestamp of the very rst action taken in any user
session associated with it, and then use that as the reference point for constructing the monthly
session lists. This gives us 49,768,660 user sessions across 9117 community-month pairs.
5.6.2 Analysis of the Discovered Roles
We start our analysis by examining the usefulness of the discovered roles ϕ1:K . Because the
number of roles, K , is a hyperparameter of our model, it must be chosen in advance of our
investigation into the roles. Our MaxMinKL heuristic suggests a value of K = 5 for our dataset (see
Table 5.2 for the scores for each transition), and manual inspection also indicated role redundancies
found at K > 5. We ran our model on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5820K CPU, and each iteration
takes approximately 20 seconds. We ran the model for 100 total iterations, as we found the output
stopped changing appreciably after about 40 iterations. Each role we discovered at K = 5 is
depicted in Figure 5.2, along with labels constructed from our own interpretation of the roles.
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These results directly help us understand what the “typical” roles assumed by users are in CQA
communities.
“Eager asker” (Figure 5.2a): Users exhibiting this role tend to ask questions, and comment on
others’ answers to their questions.
“Careful asker” (Figure 5.2d): While both this role and the previous role tend to ask questions in
the same proportion within a session, a “careful asker” tends to comment a lot in discussions
on their own question rather than on answers to their question, and they also have a much
higher chance of updating their question when compared to the “eager asker” role. This
subtle dierence in asking behavior types would be lost if we had not carefully subdivided
the commenting action by considering both the type and originator of the parent content of
the comment.
“Answerer” (Figure 5.2c): For the most part, this reects a user that is concerned about their own
answers. They provide their answers, they comment on their answers, and they update
their answers. They may also seek clarication on a question by engaging in the discussion
on that question, but not nearly as much as the next role.
“Clarier” (Figure 5.2e): Users exhibiting this role tend to engage in the discussion on a question
(by far their most frequent action) before answering; they also tend to comment on others’
answers to others’ questions more than any other role.
“Editor/moderator” (Figure 5.2b): This role captures nearly all of the observed moderation
activity, and the most common action is to update someone else’s question.
While it might not be very surprising to see two distinct roles corresponding to primarily
asking questions and primarily answering questions, the model goes beyond discovering such
“obvious” roles to provide further ne distinction of interesting variations of roles for both question
askers and question answerers, which may not be easy to discover otherwise by simply manually
examining their behaviors. Our MDMM behavior model is able to uncover these meaningful user
behavior roles, including those with subtle dierences, in a completely unsupervised way directly
from log data once given an appropriate action space. Note that due to the generality of the
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(a) An asker role we call “eager asker.” In comparison to
Figure 5.2d, we see that when a user exhibiting this role
chooses to comment, they tend to comment on others’
answers to their own question.
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(b) An “editor/moderator” role. This role is the only role
that exhibits moderation behavior, and we see that the
vastmajority of actions a user takeswhen exhibiting this
role are to update others’ questions.
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(c) An “answerer” role. The majority of the time, users
exhibiting this role answer others’ questions, engage in
discussion on their provided answers, and update their
answers accordingly.
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(d) An asker role we call “careful asker.” In comparison to Figure 5.2a, we see that when
a user exhibiting this role chooses to comment, they tend to do so on their own question.
This may indicate engagement with users exhibiting the “clarier” role (see Figure 5.2e)
to improve the question’s quality before obtaining an answer.
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(e) A “clarier” role. The majority of this user’s activity is centered on commenting
behavior, and is predominately engaging in discussion on others’ questions. This is
likely a result of this type of user engaging with others exhibiting the “careful asker”
role (see Figure 5.2d) in order to clarify the question before providing an answer.
Figure 5.2: The role distributions discovered by our MDMM behavior model t to 161 StackExchange communities. The labels given to these roles
reect our own interpretation of the role and are given here to make disambiguating the roles easier in the text. The MDMM behavior model can
uncover subtle distinctions in asking behavior (see Figure 5.2a vs Figure 5.2d) and answering behavior (see Figure 5.2c vs Figure 5.2e).
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MDMM model, we can easily rene action categories to potentially discover even ner-grained
variations of user roles than what we have seen here—in this way, our model naturally supports
multi-resolution analysis of user behavior.
5.6.3 Analysis of Behavior Compositions: Topical Groups
The MDMM behavior model also outputs role proportions θi for each community in the
dataset. These proportions provide an informative summary of the composition of behaviors in a
community, i.e., a behavior prole. This prole provides a representation of a community that can
be further analyzed, as we will discuss in this section.
We start with the following question: are there systematic dierences in role proportions
between groups of communities in our dataset? To answer this question, we grouped each
community in the StackExchange dataset using the taxonomy provided by StackExchange itself6:
(1) Technology, (2) Culture/Recreation, (3) Life/Arts, (4) Science, (5) Professional, and (6) Business.
To allow for a “warm-up” period for the community and to eliminate the issue of noisy proportion
vectors arising due to data sparsity during community launch, we discard the rst 12 months of
role proportion data for each community. We then only consider communities that have at least
12 months of data beyond that warm-up period to allow for computing an average proportion
vector to represent the community over at least one year. After ltering, the “Professional” and
“Business” groups have only ve and four communities, respectively, so we consider only the four
larger groups. “Technology” had 52 communities, “Culture/Recreation” had 36, “Life/Arts” had 20,
and “Science” had 17. We show the group memberships in Table 5.3.
These four groups’ role proportions are visualized in Figure 5.3. Visually, we can see a number
of dierences. First, the “eager asker” role is more prominent in the “Technology” group than all
three others. Both the “Technology” and “Science” groups have higher prominence of the “careful
asker” role when compared against “Culture/Recreation” and “Life/Arts”. We can also see that the
“clarier” role is diminished in the “Technology” compared to the others.
6https://stackexchange.com/sites
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Table 5.3: Communities belonging to each of the four groups we consider from StackExchange’s own
taxonomy.
Group Members
Technology android, apple, arduino, askubuntu, bitcoin, blender, codegolf, codereview, craftcms,
crypto, datascience, dba, drupal, dsp, ebooks, electronics, emacs, expressionengine,
gamedev, gis, ja.stackoverow, joomla, magento, mathematica, networkengineering,
opendata, programmers, pt.stackoverow, raspberrypi, reverseengineering, robotics,
ru.stackoverow, salesforce, security, serverfault, sharepoint, softwarerecs, sound, space,
sqa, stackapps, stackoverow, superuser, tex, tor, tridion, unix, ux, webapps, webmasters,
windowsphone, wordpress
Culture/Recreation anime, beer, bicycles, boardgames, bricks, buddhism, chess, chinese, christianity, ell, en-
glish, french, gaming, german, ham, hermeneutics, hinduism, history, homebrew, islam,
italian, japanese, judaism, martialarts, mechanics, outdoors, poker, politics, puzzling,
rpg, rus, russian, skeptics, spanish, sports, travel
Life/Arts academia, avp, cooking, diy, expatriates, tness, gardening, genealogy, graphicdesign,
lifehacks, money, movies, music, parenting, pets, photo, productivity, sci, sustainability,
worldbuilding
Science astronomy, biology, chemistry, cogsci, cs, cstheory, earthscience, economics, hsm, lin-
guistics, math, matheducators, mathoverow.net, philosophy, physics, scicomp, stats
There are also notable commonalities between groups. The “Culture/Recreation” and “Life/Arts”
groups are quite similar across nearly all of the roles. The “editor/moderator” role prevalence is
similar across all of the groups (with only a slight increase present for the “Culture/Recreation”
group). “Answerer” prevalence is similar across all of the groups (where the reduction in variance
in “Life/Arts” and “Science” likely attributable to there being fewer communities in those groups).
To quantify the statistical signicance of the above observations, we use a Kruskal-Wallis H
test [71] to perform a one-way ANOVA test to determine the existence of a dierence between
a single role proportion across all four groups, for each role proportion. Then, if a statistically
signicant dierence between the groups is reported, we use a post-hoc Conover-Iman test [17] to
determine which of the groups exhibit statistically signicant dierences in that role proportion.
To correct for multiple testing in both cases, we use the Holm-Bonferroni method [54] to correct
the p-values. We report our ndings in Table 5.4. On the whole, we see that the “Technology“
group diers strongly from the other three groups in terms of its proportion of “eager asker”
(where it is higher) and “clarier” roles (where it is lower). We also see that the “careful asker”
role is more prominent in the communities from the “Technology” and “Science” groups and
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(d) Science
Figure 5.3: Letter-value plots of the role proportion vectors for the four largest StackExchange groups
after ltering communities with less than 12months of data after ltering a start-up period of 12months.
less prominent in the “Culture/Recreation” and “Life/Arts” groups. This suggests that the more
technical communities in “Technology” and “Science” require more discussion around questions
than the less technical communities of “Culture/Recreation” and “Life/Arts”.
Thus, we have demonstrated the utility of using the MDMM behavior model for understanding
dierences in user behavior across communities. This is easily facilitated because it learns a role
proportion vector θ1:N that, by design, can be readily interpreted in the context of the discovered
roles ϕ1:K .
5.6.4 Behavior Compositions and their Relationship to Community
Success
As another example of what one can learn by studying the community role compositions
that can be discovered by the MDMM user behavior model, we now ask the following question:
how does the proportion of roles within a community relate to its success? In order to explore
this, we rst need to be able to dene what we mean by “success” in a CQA community. We
have taken a content-focused approach to understanding behavior, so we also choose to dene
the success of a community in terms of its content generation. Borrowing from Dev et al. [24],
we have the following metrics: (1) the ratio of the number of answers Na to the number of
questions Nq , which is a reection of the ability of a community to cope with question load; (2) the
percentage of questions that receive an answer; (3) the percentage of questions that receive an
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Table 5.4: Statistical signicance tests for dierences in role proportions across the four groups. All p-
values are adjusted using the Holm-Bonferroni method. Shown are only those tests that are statistically
signicant at a threshold of 0.05. We notice strongly signicant dierences (p < 1 × 10−5) in role propor-
tions for the “eager asker”, “careful asker”, and “clarier” roles.
Role p-value Group Pair p-value
eag. ask. 3.87 × 10−11
cult. tech. 1.49 × 10−14
life vs. tech. 5.41 × 10−7
sci. vs. tech. 6.63 × 10−7
edit/mod. 1.10 × 10−2 cult. vs. tech. 2.40 × 10−3
care. ask. 7.53 × 10−9
cult. vs. sci. 3.00 × 10−6
cult. vs. tech. 3.41 × 10−9
life vs. sci. 5.80 × 10−5
life vs. tech. 3.07 × 10−6
answerer 1.10 × 10−2 cult. vs. sci. 4.44 × 10−3
clarier 4.41 × 10−8
cult. vs. tech. 5.22 × 10−8
life vs. tech 1.69 × 10−6
sci. vs. tech 2.30 × 10−5
“accepted” answer7, which reects the community’s ability to provide high-quality answers to new
questions; and nally (4) the average time before the arrival of the rst answer8, which measures
the timeliness of the community’s answering capabilities.
Each of these metrics can be computed for each monthly snapshot of a community (by
considering the questions that are asked within that time period). Then, we can average the value
for a metric across all of the months of a community to obtain an overall score for that metric
for that community. We again only consider the communities that, after dropping 12 months of
“warm-up” period data, have at least 12 months of data.
The results are visualized in Figure 5.4. While dierences in these metrics are small, they are
statistically signicant (see Table 5.5). In particular, we notice that the “Culture/Recreation” and
“Life/Arts” groups have a higher ratio of answers to questions (Figure 5.4a) and a higher fraction
of answered questions (Figure 5.4b) when compared to the “Science” and “Technology” groups.
These same pairs exhibit statistically signicantly dierent proportions of the “careful asker” role.
7On StackExchange, the original poster of a question can designate one of the answers provided as being “correct”
by “accepting” that answer.
8We compute this only for questions that did receive an answer.
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Figure 5.4: Health metrics for each of the four groups of StackExchanges considered in Section 5.6.3. Dif-
ferences are small but statistically signicant (see Table 5.5). Na/Nq is higher for “Culture/Recreation” and
“Life/Arts” than for “Science” and “Technology”. Similarly, “Culture/Recreation” and “Life/Arts” enjoy a
higher fraction of answered questions compared to “Science” and “Technology”, and also have faster aver-
age response times (though only “Culture/Recreation” statistically signicantly so). “Culture/Recreation”
also has a higher fraction of questions with an accepted answer compared to the other three groups.
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Table 5.5: Statistical signicance tests for dierences in healthmetrics across the four groups. Allp-values
are adjusted using the Holm-Bonferroni method. Shown are only those tests that are statistically signi-
cant at a threshold of 0.05. We note that, with a single exception (“Science” vs “Technology”), when there
is a statistically signicant dierence in role proportions, there is a statistically signicant dierence
in at least one of the four health metrics we explore. Similarly, groups that do not have dierent role
proportions (“Culture/Recreation” and “Life/Arts”) do not have signicant dierences in health metrics.
Metric p-value Group Pair p-value
Na/Nq 7.08 × 10−7
cult. vs. sci. 4.26 × 10−5
cult. vs. tech. 3.51 × 10−6
life vs. sci. 1.20 × 10−4
life vs. tech. 6.50 × 10−5
% ans. 6.34 × 10−5
cult. vs. sci. 7.44 × 10−5
cult. vs. tech. 4.12 × 10−4
life. vs. sci. 3.16 × 10−3
life. vs. tech. 3.36 × 10−2
% acc. ans. 1.08 × 10−2 cult. vs. sci. 6.68 × 10−3
Resp. time 1.08 × 10−2 cult. vs. sci. 2.31 × 10
−2
cult. vs. tech. 3.34 × 10−2
This provides an interesting insight: groups of communities that have a higher propensity
for the “careful asker” role exhibited lower health metrics across multiple measures. In fact, every
pair of groups that exhibited a statistically signicant dierence in this role proportion also had
statistically signicant dierences present in at least two metrics (with one pair with three and
another with four). Furthermore, notice that groups that do not exhibit dierences in their behavior
proles (namely “Culture/Recreation” and “Life/Arts”) also do not exhibit dierences in any of
our four health metrics. While we cannot say whether this correlation is causal, this opens the
door for more studies into impact of the “careful asker” prole on community health—a question
we could not have raised without rst having a tool like the MDMM behavior model to aid our
eorts to understand user behavior.
5.6.5 Data-driven Clustering Analysis of Behavior Compositions and
Health
An alternative approach to understanding whether there are systematic dierences in role
proportions between communities in our dataset would be to take a data-driven perspective: can
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(a) The rst cluster. This cluster contains 79 commu-
nities.
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(b) The second cluster. This cluster contains 55 com-
munities.
Figure 5.5: Letter-value plots for all communities’ role proportion vectors in each cluster identied via
a k-means clustering. The clustering was performed on each community’s role proportion vector from
our MDMM model which was run on all communities with at least 12 months of data after excluding
12 months of warm-up time. The clusters dier in two aspects: the rst cluster has proportionally more
overall “eager asker” and “careful asker”; the second cluster has amuch stronger presence of the “clarier”
role than the rst.
the role proportion vectors themselves be systematically separated into groups with meaningful
dierences? To do so, we can instead perform k-means clustering on the each community’s role
proportion vector and investigate the uncovered clusters. Following a similar setup to that of
Section 5.6.3, we discard the rst 12 months of role proportion data for each community, and then
only consider communities that have at least 12 months of data beyond that warm-up period to
allow for computing an average proportion vector to represent the community over at least one
year. After performing this ltering, we have 134 communities remaining, which we then cluster
into k groups. To determine the number of clusters to use in our analysis, we use the average
silhouette coecient as a metric, and sweep over k ∈ [2, 10]. We found that the maximum average
silhouette of 0.336 was obtained with k = 2.
The centroids obtained are summarized in Figure 5.5. The most striking dierence is that
the clarier role is much more prominent in the second cluster than in the rst. We also see
proportionally fewer “eager asker” and “careful asker” roles in the second cluster compared to the
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Table 5.6: Statistical signicance tests (unpaired t-tests with unequal variance) for the dierences in role
proportions across the two clusters we identied via k-means. All p-values are adjusted using the Holm-
Bonferroni method. We see that the dierences in the proportions of “eager asker”, “careful asker”, and
“clarier” roles are all strongly statistically signicant (p < 10−12).
Role p-value
eager asker 2.38 × 10−17
editor/moderator 9.89 × 10−2
careful asker 3.55 × 10−13
answerer 6.13 × 10−1
clarier 1.68 × 10−28
rst, perhaps indicative of a lesser load on the users who tend to adopt the “answerer” role.
To quantify the statistical signicance of the dierence between role proportions across the
two clusters (that is, to prove that the clusters identied are in fact signicantly dierent from one
another), we use a similar method to before, but because there are only two groups we use a set of
unpaired t-tests (with unequal variance) with p-values again corrected via the Holm-Bonferroni
method. The results are depicted in Table 5.6. We see that the “eager asker”, “careful asker”
and “clarier” role proportion dierences we identied visually are indeed strongly statistically
signicant (p < 10−12).
Furthermore, the exact membership assignments of all of the communities is given in Table 5.7,
and here we can see that the clusters have managed to capture meaningful topical dierences
between the communities, despite not being trained using any information regarding the textual
content itself. Specically, we see that nearly all communities pertaining to technology (as
identied by StackOverow’s own taxonomy) have been placed into the rst cluster, and the
majority of communities pertaining to Culture/Recreation have been placed into the second cluster.
This supplies more evidence that the way users participate in a CQA community depends on the
topic of that community.
Finally, we also conrm that these dierences in role proportions across the two clusters also
corresponds to signicant dierences in average health metrics across the clusters. Following the
same procedure as before (unpaired t-tests with unequal variance, with p-values adjusted with
the Holm-Bonferroni method), we nd statistical signicance across all metrics at p < 0.05, and
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Table 5.7: Communities belonging to each of the two clusters corresponding to the centroids de-
picted in Figure 5.3. Highlighted in bold are communities belonging to the Technology category on
StackExchange’s taxonomy, and in italics with an underline are communities that belong to the Cul-
ture/Recreation category. Notice that the majority of the Technology communities end up in cluster 1,
and the majority of the Culture/Recreation communities end up in cluster 2.
Cluster Members
Cluster 1 android, anime, apple, arduino, askubuntu, avp, beer , biology, bitcoin, blender, bricks,
buddhism, chemistry, codereview, cogsci, craftcms, cs, datascience, dba, drupal, dsp,
ebooks, economics, emacs, expressionengine, freelancing, gamedev, gardening, ge-
nealogy, gis, graphicdesign, ham, hermeneutics, homebrew, hsm, islam, ja.stackoverow,
joomla, magento, math, mathematica, mechanics, moderators, networkengineering,
opendata, patents, pets, physics, pm, poker , productivity, pt.stackoverow, quant, rasp-
berrypi, reverseengineering, robotics, ru.stackoverow, rus, salesforce, scicomp,
serverfault, sharepoint, softwarerecs, sound, sports, sqa, stackapps, stackoverow,
startups, stats, superuser, tex, tor, tridion, unix, webapps, webmasters, windows-
phone, wordpress
Cluster 2 academia, astronomy, aviation, bicycles, boardgames, chess, chinese, christianity, codegolf,
cooking, crypto, cstheory, diy, earthscience, electronics, ell, english, expatriates, tness,
french, gaming, german, hinduism, history, italian, japanese, judaism, lifehacks, linguistics,
martialarts, matheducators, mathoverow.net, money, movies, music, outdoors, parenting,
philosophy, photo, politics, programmers, puzzling, rpg, russian, sci, security, skeptics,
space, spanish, sustainability, travel, ux, workplace, worldbuilding, writers
Table 5.8: Statistical signicance tests (unpaired t-tests with unequal variance) for the dierences in
health metrics across the two clusters we identied via k-means. All p-values are adjusted using the
Holm-Bonferroni method. We see that there is a statistically signicant dierence in average health for
all metrics at a p < 0.05 signicance level, and for Na/Nq and the percentage of questions with an accepted
answer at a stronger level (p < 0.0001).
Metric p-value
Na/Nq 2.58 × 10−6
% answered 3.17 × 10−3
% with accepted answer 9.09 × 10−5
Average response time 3.17 × 10−3
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for Na/Nq and the percentage of questions with an accepted answer at p < 0.0001 (see Table 5.8).
This signicant dierence is particularly interesting for the last two metrics, the percentage of
questions with an accepted answer and the average time until the rst answer, because the model
does not model the answer acceptance process nor does it model response time. Nevertheless, the
groups discovered have signicant dierences between them along these two dimensions. These
results, and the clusters that underpin them, provide indirect proof that the output of the MDMM
has captured meaningful patterns in user behavior.
5.6.6 Evolution of Behavior Composition
The questions we have explored so far have focused mainly on static snapshots of the CQA com-
munities in our dataset. However, these communities do not exist in a vacuum—they continually
evolve over time as they acquire new users and address new topics. How can we understand how
community behavior changes over time as these communities grow and evolve? Here, we explore
one potential solution using the MDMM behavior model as yet another example application.
Because we segmented the user sessions by month for each community, we have a role
proportion associated with each (community, month) pair. With this information in hand, we can
then plot a collection of time-series for each community by considering the role proportions for
each individual role over the life of the community. This plot can allow us to understand how
role proportions uctuate as the community evolves. In Figure 5.6, we show the evolution of the
top three oldest communities belonging to the “Technology” and “Culture/Recreation” groups,
respectively. We start plotting the time series at the month when the community rst has at least
100 browsing sessions.
We can see a few trends occurring. First, we can see a common trend in Figure 5.6a–5.6c,
where the proportions for the “eager asker” role grow, reach a peak within the rst quarter or
so of the community’s life, and then begin a steady decline over time. We also notice that the
“careful asker” and “clarier” roles tend to increase steadily over time, nearly in tandem. Second,
we can see in Figure 5.6d–5.6f that the role proportions tend to be more consistent over time for
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Figure 5.6: Role proportions over time for the three oldest communities belonging to the “Technology” and “Culture/Recreation” groups. (a)–
(c) belong to the “Technology” group, and (d)–(f) belong to the “Culture/Recreation” group. We can see a common trend in (a)–(c) where the
proportion of the “eager asker” role grows until it peaks, and then declines as the community ages. The “clarier” and “careful asker” roles
increase over time, almost in tandem in this group. However, in (d)–(f) we see that that communities belonging to “Culture/Recreation” tend to
have role proportions that remain more consistent over time (in that they do not demonstrate long-term trends.)
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members of the “Culture/Recreation” group than for “Technology”. Note, however, that the exact
composition that is remaining stable varies between the communities. That is to say, communities
in “Culture/Recreation” appear to be more stable relative to themselves over time, but exhibit
variation in what that stability looks like.
Why does this behavior shift happen in “Technology” while “Culture/Recreation” communities
remain more stable? While we cannot yet provide an answer to this question, we note that without
rst being able to see that this kind of behavior evolution is even taking place (which requires a
model like our MDMM behavior model), we could not even begin to ask such a question. This
shows that the MDMM behavior model opens new interesting research directions in understanding
user behavior in ways we were not able to before.
5.7 Discussion and Limitations
The goal of this work is to contribute a new and general tool for role discovery and analysis
of community role compositions. There are two key ideas in the design of the proposed model.
The rst is the formalization of a shared set of user roles, distributions over user actions, across
communities. This is an expressive representation of a user role as the distribution can vary
to capture subtle dierences between user roles while also allowing us to discover user roles
empirically from the data using sound statistical principles. The second is the direct modeling
of the composition of user roles in a CQA community with another distribution over the user
roles. This second distribution provides a general and exible way to model variations in the
composition of user roles that may exist in dierent communities, and again allows us to use
statistical inference to discover each community’s role composition.
The use of a generative model over user actions to discover user roles and community role
compositions is advantageous in that it allows the model to be very general and applied in a variety
of dierent analysis scenarios without requiring hand-crafted features to be dened in order to
describe user roles. On the other hand, the use of a generative model is not without some cost.
Because statistical inference of such a model is intractable, we must resort to approximate posterior
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inference methods. In this paper, we have used Gibbs sampling to approximate the posterior, but
this comes with some risk—it is dicult to determine whether the sampler has actually converged
to the true posterior, despite there being a theoretical guarantee that it will do so given enough
time. Had we instead opted for a dierent inference method like variational inference which
instead optimizes a variational lower bound, we trade the convergence question for a question
about the quality of the solution found by the optimization because the variational lower bound is
highly non-convex. In practice, we can attempt to mitigate these concerns via multiple runs of
the sampler (or multiple randomly initialized optimizations for variational inference)—we found
multiple runs of the model all converged to nearly identical solutions.
Because the model does not impose an action set upon the user, they are free to specify a
dierent action set for dierent analysis purposes. This again makes the model quite exible,
but also requires some up front work to dene an appropriate action set for the model. Feeding
the model with less meaningful actions can lead to the output of less meaningful role patterns.
Fortunately, in the case of CQA communities, dening an action set based on the content hierarchy
and content ownership semantics is a reasonable choice that should lead to interpretable roles as
demonstrated here for StackExchange. However, a user does need to manually interpret the role
distributions ϕ1:K discovered by the model.
Finally, our model makes a strong assumption that a user only performs one role in a given
session. While this assumption is valid in most cases, there are situations where users potentially
perform more than one role in a given browsing session. In these cases, the model will incorrectly
conate these two roles and this will contribute some “noise actions” to that role.
5.8 Conclusion and Future Work
Computational analysis of user roles on CQA platforms is important not only for the un-
derstanding of users in such a new social network environment, but also for improving their
eciency and utility. To this end, we proposed a general probabilistic model for discovering and
analyzing action-based roles on CQA platforms. The generative model assumes that the observed
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user actions in a single session are samples drawn from the same, but unknown, action distribution
(the role). Individual communities are modeled as mixtures over these role distributions, allowing
for cross-community analysis. Through a comprehensive experiment on all 161 non-meta commu-
nities on the StackExchange CQA platform, we demonstrated that our model is indeed useful for
understanding user behavior on these platforms. We were able to show interesting distinctions
in asking and answering behavior on the platform are captured through our roles, that dierent
groups of communities exhibit statistically signicant dierences in role composition, and those
communities also exhibit statistically signicant dierences in a variety of health measures. Finally,
we were also able to uncover two clear and distinct trends of role compositions over time between
the “Technology” and “Culture/Recreation” groups on StackExchange.
The proposed model is very general and does not require labeled data for training. It can
thus be applied to analyze any CQA platform immediately. Since the denition of actions is
outside the model, analysts can vary the granularity of actions as needed; this exibility allows for
multi-resolution analysis of user actions, behavior, and roles. An interesting future work is to fully
exploit this exibility to further analyze roles with even more rened actions on CQA platforms
as well as to apply the model to other social networks. Another interesting future direction is to
develop tools based on this model for monitoring the “well-being” of those CQA platforms and
helping the community managers to improve the utility and eciency of a community so as to
maximize the utility of all the CQA communities.
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Chapter 6
Behavior Modeling: Two-Layer Hidden
Markov Models
6.1 Temporal Behavior Modeling
In the previous chapter we discussed a model for role discovery that, at its core, discovers
roles as correlated sets of actions that co-occur within individual users’ browsing sessions, but
that ignores the relative order of those actions within the sessions themselves.
Should one consider the relative order of actions within the sessions? In our study of the CQA
networks, the answer was “no” as we were mostly concerned with discovering patterns of activity
in terms of the individual actions themselves, where our attention was mainly on the relative
probability of actions across dierent behavior patterns. However, in the case of investigating
an entire MOOC environment, the answer may very well be “yes” if we suspect that there may
be an interesting distinction between behavior types on the basis of the ordering of the actions in
addition to just the relative probabilities of the actions across the patterns themselves. In this case,
we would need a dierent representation of the behavior pattern that can capture these temporal
relations between the actions themselves.
What’s more, the previous chapter’s model did not explicitly model behavior evolution for
users on each CQA website. While we are indeed able to prove that there is systematic behavior
evolution on the StackExchange CQA platform, we did so in a heuristic way, and the manner in
which we can observe evolution patterns is only in terms of relative proportions of the patterns
plotted over time. What if we instead explicitly model the transitioning behavior between behavior
patterns within a website? Such a model could give insight into whether there is a common
trajectory (or set of trajectories) for users on the platform, something that could be very valuable
for understanding student behavior on a MOOC platform for the purposes of adaptation or
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intervention.
To address this problem, in this chapter1 we propose a student behavior representation method
alongside a method for automatically discovering those student behavior patterns by leveraging
the click log data that can be obtained from the MOOC platform itself. Specically, we propose the
use of a two-layer hidden Markov model (2L-HMM) to extract our desired behavior representation,
and show that patterns extracted by such a 2L-HMM are interpretable and meaningful. We
demonstrate that the proposed 2L-HMM can also be used to extract latent features from student
behavioral data that correlate with educational outcomes.
6.2 Introduction
The proliferation of massive open online courses (MOOCs) has resulted in a profound impact
on education. As more and more students participate in these novel educational environments, it
is of utmost importance that we be able to understand the behavioral patterns students exhibit
in these environments. While we can easily observe the changes in behavior of students in real
classrooms, MOOC environments present some signicant challenges in this regard: the structure
of the course itself is more hands-o in nature than that of the traditional classroom (in most
cases), and thus attracts more students that are full-time workers with irregular learning schedules.
At the same time, this inux of learners turning to MOOC platforms to educate themselves
directly leads to the collection of larger datasets of behavioral data through the platform’s logging.
This presents a unique opportunity: the data present in these logs has the power to aid us in
understanding the behavior of students who take our MOOCs. However, due to the vast scale of
these behavioral logs, student behavior patterns are mostly undetectable for MOOC instructors
and as a result, the rich data available through MOOC logs is highly underutilized today.
What stands in the way? Instructors require intelligent systems to create concise and digestible
summaries of the massive amount of interaction data collected. If we can understand how users
are interacting with our MOOCs, we are much more likely to be able to make changes to these
1The work in this chapter has been previously published in Geigle and Zhai [40].
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(a) Behavior pattern 0 (b) Behavior pattern 1 (c) Transitions between the two behav-
ior patterns to the left.
Figure 6.1: An idealized example of what our behavior representation could capture.
courses that positively impact learners. We view this chapter as attempting to bridge this gap.
How should we represent behavioral patterns, and what does it mean to understand changes in
student behavior with respect to these patterns? These are still very open questions and are active
areas of research [66, 30, 21, 111]. In this chapter, we advocate for a representation of student
behavior patterns as well as behavior transitions that we believe is simultaneously interpretable but
also amenable to unsupervised, automated discovery via statistical means. Specically, we choose
to visualize behavior patterns as labeled directed graphs where a node represents a “behavior
state” (such as watching a lecture video or visiting a forum), a directed edge indicates a transition
from one behavior state to another, node sizes are proportional to steady-state probabilities, and
edge widths are proportional to the probability of leaving a node following that edge. We can
use this same representation for visualizing both the student behavior patterns as well as the
transitioning behavior between them. In Figure 6.1 we show a hypothetical example of the kind of
output our proposed representation could convey. Here we see two dierent behavioral patterns
(6.1a and 6.1b) as well as the transition behavior between these two behavior patterns (6.1c). Such
a visualized state-transition representation is very informative for describing student behavior.
Indeed, we could infer many things from even such a simple example: The rst might be that,
when students are taking quizzes, they tend to either use the forum or the videos for support, but
not both. They also tend to take quizzes in a sort of “cycle” pattern, indicating perhaps that this
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course allows quiz re-takes. Finally, in Figure 6.1c we could conclude that users tend to change
their quiz-taking behavior over time from one that is more video-focused (pattern 0) to one that is
more forum-focused (pattern 1).
Our goal in this chapter is to design a model that can automatically capture student behavior
in this way via unsupervised learning methods applied to large collections of click logs associated
with MOOCs. We view our model as a component of a system that enables collaboration between
the machine and a human instructor to extract knowledge from large collections of MOOC data.
Automatically extracting interpretable patterns from the clickstream data associated with MOOCs
is a necessary step for instructors to identify the hidden knowledge in massive interaction datasets.
Without the availability of a suitable model for identifying behavioral patterns, instructors are not
empowered to use this available data to improve their courses without expending extraordinary
amounts of manual eort (even with which the raw data can still be very hard to interpret).
Our proposed model (as well as the proposed behavior representation) is motivated by the
following observations:
1. Student behavior is complicated and cannot necessarily be captured suciently by rule-
based methods such as those explored by Kizilcec et al. [66] and Davis et al. [21]. We
instead propose to treat student behavior patterns as being characterized (represented) via a
sequence of latent states. This allows us to automatically capture patterns that we might not
have been able to articulate clearly a priori via a series of rules, and allows us to model the
inherent uncertainty in assigning a student’s behavior to a pattern or group.
2. Student behavior can vary over time. Previous models that treat students as exhibiting only
one behavioral pattern over time [30] miss out on the opportunity to understand student
behavior dynamics in a course. We propose a latent space model with latent state transitions
to exibly model the dynamics.
3. Analysis of student behavior can and should be performed at varying levels of granularity.
This requires us to aggregate data over time with dierent levels of resolution; existing models
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tend to come with an assumption about the resolution of time they consider [30, 66, 111].
We propose a model that is agnostic to the time resolution considered, allowing it to be
applied at dierent levels of resolution more naturally.
Thus, what we propose is a latent variable approach for mining student behavior patterns that
is probabilistic for inference and does not force assumptions about time resolutions, making it
exible to model state changes over dierent time resolutions more easily. More specically, we
propose a novel two-layer hidden Markov model (2L-HMM) to discover latent student behavior
patterns via unsupervised learning on large collections of student behavior observation sequences.
Evaluation results on a MOOC data set on Coursera demonstrate that the 2L-HMM can eectively
discover a variety of interesting interpretable student behavior patterns at dierent levels of
resolution, many of which are beyond what existing approaches can discover. We show that the
patterns uncovered by the 2L-HMM capture meaningful behavior by quantitatively showing that
features extracted from a trained 2L-HMM correlate with learning outcomes. Since our proposed
methods are unsupervised, they can potentially be applied to any MOOC data without requiring
manual annotation eort at the level of sequences, thus empowering instructors to use the latent
patterns discovered by the 2L-HMM to further extract knowledge about the behaviors his/her
students exhibit in the MOOC.
6.3 Related Work
Our model is based heavily on the prior art of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [105] for
sequence labeling tasks. As a member of the more general family of probabilistic graphical mod-
els [69], HMMs are widely applicable and have been used for tasks such as speech recognition [56],
part-of-speech tagging [64], and econometrics [49]. A major challenge in applying HMMs and
other graphical models successfully to solve a problem is to design an appropriate architecture of
the model, which always varies according to specic applications.
For example, in part-of-speech tagging [64], the output distributions are categorical (distri-
butions over words from a xed vocabulary) and the latent states represent the part-of-speech
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category for a word. In speech recognition [56], the output distributions might be mixtures of
Gaussians to predict real-valued vectors extracted from short windows of a speech signal. In
the domain of econometrics, Hamilton [49] explores HMMs in the context of “regime-switching.”
In this framing, the goal is to understand how econometric data changes by modeling discrete
changes in “regime” as having an impact on the resulting real-valued vector data observed. The
“regimes” are thus represented with a model that can produce real-valued vector data, such as a
multivariate Gaussian or an auto-regressive model. The analogy with HMMs is that a “regime”
is a latent state, and the characterization of the regime itself is the output distribution for that
latent state. Our model can be seen as such a “regime-switching” model where the output of
the “regimes” that students are switching between are discrete-valued sequences (as opposed to
real numbers, vectors of real numbers, or categorical symbols) and the model used to represent
a specic “regime” is an (observable) Markov chain over the observed student actions. We view
the switching between “regimes” as the rst “layer” of our model, and the transitioning behavior
within a “regime” between the actions a student takes as the second “layer” of our model.
A multi-layered approach to HMM modeling of sequence data has been performed before
in other domains. Zhang et al. [136], for example, explored a two-layer HMM framework for
modeling actions in meetings, but their denition of “two-layer” diers from ours. In their
formulation, the “lower-layer” level is used to label audio-video action sequences into basic events,
and the “upper-layer” is used to label the output of the lower-layer to discover higher-level oce
behavior abstractions. Oliver et al. [97] propose a similar layered HMM approach for modeling
oce activity at multiple dierent levels of time granularity. In their approach, each layer L is
represented as a “bank” of K dierent HMMs that model sequences of some length TL. At the
bottom layer (L = 1), the bank of K HMMs corresponding to that layer is run on some initial
observation data, considering windows of observations of length T1. Then an output is generated
by using the inferential results of these K HMMs to make a prediction: which of the K HMMs was
most likely to produce that sequence of observations? This output is then fed to the next layer
of HMMs, which considers sequences of length T2 and outputs prediction results as to which of
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the K HMMs at layer two were most likely to produce the sequence of outputs produced by the
previous layer, and so on.
Our formulation diers from both Zhang et al. [136] and Oliver et al. [97] in that we do not feed
the labeled sequence of the lower level into the input of the higher level. Instead, our lower level
is treated using a non-hidden Markov model, and the higher level is modeling transitions between
the K dierent non-hidden Markov models we consider. The problem to be solved is similar in
that we wish to predict a “label” for a sequence of actions a student takes as well as understand
the transition behavior between those labels. However, one of the consequences of modeling the
lower layer using a non-hidden Markov model instead of an HMM directly is that the meaning
of the K dierent latent states can be more clearly captured by using our proposed behavior
representation. If we were to use an HMM as our rst layer, the behavior patterns (like from
Figure 6.1) would instead have nodes that represent another set of latent states instead of being
concrete actions themselves. Each of these latent states would then be associated with some other
output distribution over the possible concrete actions to be considered. In order to understand
a single behavior pattern uncovered, one would rst have to understand the dierent output
distributions for the latent states in that pattern to understand the meaning of that latent state.
This further complicates the understanding of higher level patterns because understanding the
higher layer patterns requires understanding the lower layer patterns. By taking a more restrictive
view of the rst layer, we can produce a representation that can be more readily interpreted due
to the states in our rst layer representation having an immediately clear meaning (the concrete
action they represent).
The 2L-HMM model we propose is more closely related to the Hierarchical Hidden Markov
Model (HHMM) detailed in Fine et al. [32]. Here, the “layers” are modeled by having the hidden
Markov model have two kinds of transitions. Horizontal transitions move between states within
a layer, where vertical transitions move between dierent layers. At the bottom layer lie the
“production” states, which output symbols according to some probability distribution. Our specic
model, in this case, can be modeled as an HHMM where the horizontal transitions between nodes
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at the highest layer (including self-loops) must be immediately followed by a vertical transition to
the lower layer. The output probability distributions over symbols in the lower layer “production”
level are forced to emit only one kind of symbol, and vertical transitions are only allowed into the
original higher-layer state that transitioned down into the lower-layer.
Mixtures of hidden Markov models are also conceptually similar to our formulation. Song et al.
[114] explored using a mixture of hidden Markov models in the context of anomaly detection
in the security domain. Ypma and Heskes [133] use mixtures of HMMs to categorize web pages
and cluster users by investigating web log data, which is quite similar to the clickstream log data
we obtain from MOOCs. The major dierence between our approach and a standard mixture of
HMMs is that we also model the transition behavior between the Markov models that make up our
model’s lowest layer, where a standard mixture of HMMs would ignore the potential dependence
of the previous sequence’s latent state on the next sequence’s latent state.
HMMs or similar ideas have been previously applied to model education data [111, 66, 21],
but the previous models are not well tuned toward the student behavior task and thus cannot
adequately address all the aspects of the complexity of student learning behavior. A main technical
contribution of this chapter is to propose a more general HMM that can better adapt to the
variations of student behavior via its variable resolution and nested HMM structure, and thus enable
discovery of more sophisticated behavior patterns and provide a more detailed characterization of
student behavior than the previous models.
For example, Kizilcec et al. [66] assigned students to states following a rule-based approach
based upon when the student submitted the assignment for a particular week in the course. They
investigated how students transitioned between these states as the course progressed, and used
the sequence of states a student exhibited as a representation for performing k-means clustering
of students into related groups. This diers from our method substantially: we assign students
to states using a probabilistic framework to account for uncertainty in this state assignment
and jointly learn representations for these states, which are treated as being latent as opposed to
pre-dened using some rule (or set of rules). Furthermore, our model provides more exibility in
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how the time segments are dened, allowing for both ner (for example, day-by-day) or coarser
(for example, month-by-month) granularity. Shih et al. [111] investigated the use of HMM-based
clustering techniques for automatic discovery of student learning strategies when solving a
problem. This is similar to our approach in that the description of behavior proles is a Markov
model, but cannot further characterize each latent state with another informative HMM. Thus,
their work can be regarded as modeling “micro” behavior, whereas our model can model both
“micro” and “macro” behavior.
Davis et al. [21] investigate frequent student behavior pattern chains with a set of actions
that are dened similarly to ours. However, their method for nding the common behavioral
patterns involves a manual clustering step to identify behavioral “motifs,” which is then followed
by an automatic (rule-based) assignment of all sequences to these motifs. Our method, by contrast,
attempts to do this automatically: the latent state representations obtained by our model attempt
to capture similar meanings to their behavior motifs in a completely automated fashion. They
also automatically generate and investigate Markov models for dierent MOOCs, but do so by
considering all student action sequences as belonging to a single Markov model. In our approach,
we allow each student behavior sequence to belong to one of K dierent Markov models (and
further model the transition probabilities between these latent state Markov models between each
sequence a student generates). Thus, their Markov models presented are a special case of our
model when K = 1.
Faucon et al. [30] proposed a semi-Markov model for simulating MOOC students. They produce
behavior proles that characterize groups of students in the form of semi-Markov models like
our proposed model does, but they assume that a student can belong to only one behavior prole
across the entire course rather than allowing this prole to change over time. Because we do
not have this restriction, our model is also able to learn the transition probabilities between the
dierent behavior proles we discover.
There are a few additional related studies worth mentioning. Bayesian Knowledge Tracing [18]
in its basic form uses a hidden Markov model to model the probability that a learner knows a
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certain skill at a given time. Modications to this algorithm include contextual estimation of the
“slip” and “guess” probabilities of the model [5] and most recently a re-framing as a neural network
problem [102].
6.4 A Two-Layer HMM for MOOC Log Analysis
6.4.1 Basic Idea and Rationale
Our general idea is to use a probabilistic generative model to model the student activities as
recorded in a MOOC log, which means we will assume that all the observed student activities are
samples drawn (i.e., “generated”) from a parameterized probabilistic model. We can then estimate
the parameter values of the probabilistic model by tting the model to a specic MOOC log data
set. The estimated parameter values could then be treated as the latent “knowledge” discovered
from the data. Because such a generative model attempts to t all the data, it enables us to discover
interesting patterns that can explain the overall behavior of a student or the common behavior
patterns shared by many students.
An HMM is a specic probabilistic generative model with a “built-in” state transition system
that would control the data to be generated by the model, thus it is especially suitable for modeling
sequence data [105, 56]. At any moment, the HMM would be in one of k states U = {u1, . . . ,uk},
and at the next moment, the HMM would move to another state stochastically according to a
transition matrix that species the probability p(ui | uj) of going to state ui when the HMM is
currently in state uj . When the HMM is in state u, the HMM can generate an observable data
point x according to an output probabilistic model p(x | u). Thus, if we “run” an HMM for N time
points denoted by t = 1, . . . ,N , the HMM could “generate” a sequence of observations x1 . . . xN ,
where each xi is an output symbol by going through a sequence of hidden states w1 . . .wN where
each wi is a random variable taking a value from the HMM’s state setU . The association of such a
latent sequence of state transitions with the observed symbols makes it possible to use the HMM
to “decode” the latent behavior of students behind the surface behavior we directly observe in the
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log data, allowing for understanding student behavior more deeply than a model with no latent
state variables.
In many ways, the generation process behind an HMM is meant to simulate the actual behavior
of a student. We may say that students transition through dierent “task states” (or “behavior
states”) in the process of study. One such task state may be to learn about a topic by mostly
watching lecture videos, another task state may be to work on quizzes, and yet another may be to
participate in forum discussions. While in each of these dierent states, the student would tend to
exhibit dierent surface “micro” behaviors. For example, in the lecture study state, the student
would tend to have many video-watching related behaviors and occasionally forum activities, while
in the quiz-taking state (to pass each module), the student would tend to show many quiz-related
“micro” activities as well as asking questions or checking discussions on the forum. Note that due
to the complexity of the student behavior, it is very dicult to accurately prescribe the specic
surface “micro” behavior patterns for each state in advance, especially without prior knowledge
about the students. For example, forum activities are likely interleaved with other activities in
every task state and the interleaving pattern can be somewhat irregular with potentially many
variations. The major motivations for using an HMM are that (1) it uses a probabilistic model
(the output probability distribution p(x | u) conditioned on each state) to directly capture the
inevitable uncertainty in the association of surface “micro” activities with their corresponding
latent task/behavior state, which is often our main target to discover and characterize, and (2) it
does not make any assumption about which latent task/behavior state must be associated with
which observed activities or how a student would move from one state to another, but instead
allows our data to “tell” us what kind of associations are most likely, what kind of transitions are
most probable, and which states tend to be more long-lasting for any set of students.
However, if we were to use an ordinary HMM to analyze our data, we would treat each
observed “micro” activity (such as video watching or forum post reading) as an output symbol, and
thus the output distribution p(x | u) for each discovered latent state would be a simple distribution
over all kinds of observable micro activities recorded in our log data (e.g., 50% lecture watching,
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8% quiz taking, 7% quiz submission, 2% course wiki reading, etc.). While such a distribution is
meaningful and can already help us interpret the corresponding latent state, it only gives us a
rather supercial characterization of student behavior.
Ideally, we want p(x | u) to characterize the directly observable “micro” behavior in more
detail to further capture the relations and dependencies of these “micro” activities. To this end, we
would treat an entire sequence of “micro” activities (e.g., one session of activities) as an observed
“symbol” from a latent state, and further model the generation of such a sequence with another
Markov model where we treat each micro activity as an observable state, and model the transitions
between these activity states in very much the same way as the state transitions in an HMM.
Adding this second layer would allow us to characterize a latent task state in much more
detail, as it would reveal not only what activities are most common to a task state, but also the
transition patterns between these “micro” activities (e.g., it can reveal frequent back-and-forth
transitions between quiz-taking and quiz-submission, which would suggest a concentrated period
of taking quizzes). Combining this “surface” Markov model over the “micro” actions with the
“deep” hidden Markov model over the latent task states gives us a general and powerful two-layer
HMM (2L-HMM) that can simultaneously learn “deeply” the latent task/behavior states and their
transitions as well as the corresponding “micro” activity transition patterns associated with each
latent state to facilitate interpretation and analysis of the discovered latent state patterns.
To estimate the parameters of our model, we will use the EM algorithm [23] which allows us
to perform maximum likelihood estimation of the model in the presence of latent (unobserved)
variables. This algorithm, intuitively, works as follows: rst, the model parameters we wish to
estimate are initialized to some random (but valid) starting point. Then, we “guess” what the
latent variable values might be given the current model parameters. We can then use this guess
to re-estimate the model parameters, which will improve their accuracy slightly. We can then
use these newly estimated parameters to again “guess” what the latent variable values might
be, and so on. We repeat this process until the parameter estimates no longer shift by much (or,
equivalently, the log likelihood of the data does not improve by much). The computation for the
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“guessing” of latent variable values is somewhat involved in the case of HMMs (see Section 6.4.3
for the full details), but the general intuition behind the iterative hill-climbing remains valid.
Next, we present this model more formally and discuss how to estimate its parameters to
uncover these latent patterns in an unsupervised manner.
6.4.2 Formal Denition of the 2L-HMM
Given a MOOC log, we can dene a set A of actions that a student can take at any given time.
For example, an action a ∈ Amight be “viewing lecture,” “taking quiz,” or “viewing forum.” For each
student in the course ` ∈ L, we then extract a list of action sequences O` that he or she produced
as observed in the log, where each sequence o ∈ O` is itself a list of actions (a1,a2, . . . ,aT ) with
each ai ∈ A. Each sequence can be divided exibly; in this chapter, we chose to denote the end of
a sequence as occurring when no further actions occur within a 10-hour window of time (and
thus our sequences roughly correspond to one day’s worth of activity). This decision reects our
desire to uncover latent state transition behavior at the granularity of day-to-day behavior. A
dierent segmentation strategy could be used to uncover hour-by-hour behavior or week-by-week
behavior, and this depends entirely on the desired time resolution one wishes to be exhibited in
the transitions between the latent states. Dierent segmentation strategies will result in dierent
underlying training data, and thus dierent meanings behind the patterns that the 2L-HMM will
extract. The exibility of using dierent segmentation strategies is intentional as it allows a user
to adjust the segmentation as needed to obtain patterns at dierent granularity levels.
Each sequence o ∈ O` is associated with a latent state u ∈ {1, . . . ,K} (where K is a xed
constant picked in advance). The actions within the sequence o = (a1,a2, . . . ,aT ) are then modeled
as a rst-order Markov process conditioned upon u where each action is drawn from a distribution
conditioned upon the previous action (except for the rst which is sampled from an initial starting
distribution). We can write the parameters for the rst-order Markov model associated with latent
state u as λ(u) = (pi (u),A(u)) where pi (u) indicates the initial probability vector of length |A| and A(u)
is an |A| × |A| matrix indicating the transition probabilities between each pair of actions from A.
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Thus, the probability of a sequence o of length T given a latent state u is
P(o | λ(u)) = P(a1 | pi (u))
T∏
i=2
P(ai | ai−1,A(u)) (6.1)
where P(a | pi (u)) = pi (u)a is the probability of starting with action a and P(ai | ai−1,A(u)) = A(u)ai−1,ai
is the transition probability of moving from action ai−1 to ai given that the model is currently in
latent state u.
We can compute the likelihood of a list of action sequences O` of length N for a student ` by
marginalizing over all possible latent state sequences (v1, . . . ,vN ) ∈ U as
P(O` | Λ) =
∑
(v1,...,vN )∈U
(
P(v1 | Λ)P(o1 | λ(v1)) ×
N∏
i=2
P(vi | vi−1,Λ)P(oi | λ(vi ))
)
(6.2)
where Λ is the set of all model parameters. In our model, we let Λ = (pi ,A,B) where pi and A
are the parameters of a rst-order Markov model over the latent states and B = (λ(1), . . . , λ(K))
where each λ(i) consists of the parameters for the rst-order Markov model over action sequences
for latent state i . Thus pi (without superscripts) is an initial probability vector of length K and
A (without superscripts) is a K × K transition probability matrix, analogous to the case with
the individual rst-order Markov model parameters λ(i) for each latent state. We have in total
K + K2 + K(|A| + |A|2) parameters to be estimated from our sequence data.
This can be seen as a modication of the traditional hidden Markov model with categorical
outputs [105] where instead of discrete observations (one for each latent state transition) we have
observations that take the form of entire sequences oi = (a1,a2, . . . aT ) whose probabilities are
computed using another (non-hidden) Markov model conditioned upon the latent state ui .
6.4.3 Parameter Estimation
To learn the parameters of our model, we may use maximum likelihood estimation. Unfor-
tunately, a closed-form solution does not exist, so we must appeal to the EM algorithm [23]. In
particular, we propose a minor modication of the Baum-Welch algorithm [105] which is an
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ecient EM algorithm for learning the parameters of hidden Markov models in an unsupervised
setting where the Markovian assumption is exploited to signicantly reduce the computational
complexity of the EM algorithm by avoiding explicit enumeration of all the possible state transi-
tions. In the following sections, we will provide a brief description of the original Baum-Welch
algorithm for unsupervised parameter estimation for categorical valued hidden Markov models,
and then describe our modication to allow for parameter estimation for our 2L-HMM modication
for sequence valued observations.
Baum-Welch for Traditional HMMs
In the traditional HMM formulation with categorical outputs, we have Λ = (pi ,A,B) where
pi is the initial probability distribution over the latent states (of length K), A is a K × K matrix
indicating the latent state transition probabilities, and B = (b1, . . . ,bk) is a length K vector where
each entry bi is a probability distribution over the possible discrete output symbols from A.
The goal of the Baum-Welch algorithm (also called the forward-backward algorithm) is to
learn the values for the parameters Λ from a collection of observed sequences of values from
A. Concretely, our training data D = (o(1), . . . , o(M)) is a collection of M sequences o(k), each of
which consists of Tk symbols (observations) from A. The Baum-Welch algorithm denes two sets
of variables α (o)t (i) called the forward variables and β (o)t (i) called the backward variables [105] for
each sequence o ∈ D.
α (o)t (i) = P(o1, . . . ,ot ,vt = i | Λ) is the probability of generating the sequence of observations
(o1,o2, . . . ,ot ) up to time t and arriving in state i at that time. They are typically dened using the
following recursion:
• α (o)1 (i) = piibi(o1), the probability of starting in state i (pii ) times the probability of generating
the rst observation o1 from state i .
• α (o)t+1(i) = bi(ot+1)
∑K
j=1 α
(o)
t (j)Aji , the probability of generating the observation ot+1 from
state i times the probability that we arrive in state i from any other previous state after
generating all of the other observations.
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Analogously, β (o)t (i) = P(ot+1, . . . ,oT | vt = i,Λ) is the probability of generating the rest of the
sequence given that we are in state i at time t . They are also dened using a recursion:
• β (o)T (i) = 1
• β (o)t (i) =
∑K
j=1 β
(o)
t+1(j)Aijbj(ot+1), the probability of transitioning to any state j and generating
the observation ot+1 times the probability of generating the rest of the sequence given that
we transitioned to state j.
Given the αs and the βs, we can compute γ (o)t (i), the posterior probability of being in a given
state i at time t , and ξ (o)t (i, j), the posterior probability of going through a transition from state i
to state j at time t as
γ (o)t (i) =
α (o)t (i)β (o)t (i)∑K
j=1 α
(o)
t (j)β (o)t (j)
(6.3)
and
ξ (o)t (i, j) =
α (o)t (i)Aijbj(ot+1)β (o)t+1(j)∑K
j=1 α
(o)
t (j)β (o)t (j)
(6.4)
respectively [105]. Computing these variables for each sequence o ∈ D is the E-step of the EM
algorithm.
Given γ (o)t (i) and ξ (o)t (i, j) for each sequence o ∈ D, we can update our model parameters Λ as
pii =
∑
o∈D γ
(o)
1 (i)
|D| , (6.5)
Aij =
∑
o∈D
∑T
t=1 ξ
(o)
t (i, j)∑
o∈D
∑N
j=1
∑T
t=1 ξ
(o)
t (i, j)
, and (6.6)
bi(a) =
∑
o∈D
∑T
t=1,ot=a γ
(o)
t (i)∑
o∈D
∑T
t=1 γ
(o)
t (i)
(6.7)
respectively [105]. This is the M-step of the EM algorithm.
Baum-Welch for HMMs with Sequence Observations
The major deviation of our model from the traditional categorical-valued HMM is that our
observations are themselves sequences of actions from A rather than individual tokens. We again
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denote our parameters as Λ = (pi ,A,B) where pi is the initial probability distribution over the
latent states (of lengthK ),A is aK×K matrix indicating the latent state transition probabilities, but
B = (λ(1), . . . , λ(K)) is now a vector of length K where each element λ(i) consists of the parameters
for a rst-order Markov model over the action space A. Recall that each λ(i) = (pi (i),A(i)) where
pi (i) is an initial action distribution over the |A| available actions, and A(i) is the |A| × |A| transition
matrix between those actions.
The goal of the Baum-Welch algorithm is still to learn the parameters Λ for our model. What
diers from the categorical-valued HMM case is that our data now consists of a collection of lists
of sequences, rather than just a collection of sequences. This means that our observation values
ot are now themselves sequences of values from A, rather than just being a single token from A.
Formally, our training data D = (O(1), . . . ,O(|L|)), where each O(`) = (o1, . . . , oT` ) is itself a list of
sequences. Each sequence ok ∈ O(`) consists of a list of actions (a1, . . . ,aTk ), each of which is a
member of A.
In order to run the forward-backward algorithm for an element O ∈ D to compute the α and
β recursions like before, we must dene bi(ot ) in this setting where ot = (a1, . . . ,aTt ) is now a
sequence instead of a single token. We dene it as follows:
bi(ot ) = P(ot | λ(i)) = P(a1 | pi (i))
Tt∏
k=2
P(ak | ak−1,A(i)) = pi (i)a1
Tt∏
k=2
A(i)ak−1,ak . (6.8)
Fortunately, the recursions for α (O)t (i) and β (O)t (i) remain the same, as do the denitions of γ (O)t (i)
and ξ (O)t (i, j), in the E-step. We can simply substitute the new denition for the output distribution
bi(ot ) in those equations.
The substantial change is in the updating equations in the M-step, where we replace the update
for bi(a) (which used to be a categorical distribution) by a pair of updates for the Markov chain for
state i: one for pi (i)a one for A(i)ab . These updates can be understood as follows. pi
(i)
a is the probability
that a sequence being generated by state i begins with action a. γ (O)t (i) gives the probability of
generating the sequence ot from state i , so we simply aggregate this for all sequences ot where
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Table 6.1: Statistics about the sequences extracted from the two MOOCs.
MOOC Students Sequences Avg. |s|
textretrieval-001 18,941 85,240 7.31
sustain-001 85,240 231,881 15.4
the rst action is a. We then normalize this distribution to sum to 1 across all possible actions
a ∈ A to obtain our new estimate for pi (i)a . A(i)ab is the probability that a sequence being generated
by state i currently at action a ∈ A transitions to action b ∈ A. Thus, we compute the expected
number of times we observe a transition from a to b in a sequence generated by state i , and we
normalize this distribution to sum to 1 across all possible actions b ∈ A. Thus, the two updates
can be written as
pi (i)a =
∑
O∈D
∑
ot ∈O,ot ,1=a γ
(O)
t (i)∑
O∈D
∑
ot ∈O γ
(O)
t (i)
, and (6.9)
A(i)
ab
=
∑
O∈D
∑
ot ∈O
∑|ot |
m=2,ot ,m−1=a∧ot ,m=b γ
(O)
t (i)∑
O∈D
∑
ot ∈O
∑|ot |
m=2,ot ,m−1=a γ
(O)
t (i)
. (6.10)
Our modied EM algorithm for 2L-HMMs is provided as part of the MeTA toolkit [86].
6.5 Experiment Results
As an analysis tool, the 2L-HMM model provides us with the following two patterns to
characterize student behavior: (1) the latent state representations, and (2) the latent state transitions.
Thus, to evaluate the proposed model, we conduct experiments to qualitatively analyze both types
of patterns discovered from empirical MOOC log data.
Specically, we look at the MOOC logs associated with two dierent Coursera MOOCs oered
by UIUC: textretrieval-001 and sustain-001. The textretrieval-001 MOOC represents a highly
technical computer science course, where the sustain-001 MOOC is more representative of a
humanities course. We picked these two MOOCs because of their vastly dierent content domains.
Table 6.1 summarizes the two datasets we extracted from the MOOCs.
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6.5.1 Latent State Representations
The 2L-HMM is meant to be a tool for exploratory analysis of student behavior. As such, the
number of states should be empirically set based on the goal of analysis. A higher number of
states will lead to a ner-grained modeling of student behavior. In our experiments, we explored
using between 2–6 states. First, we t a 6-state 2L-HMM to the textretrieval-001 sequence dataset
and show some of the latent state representations we nd. We used the following ten actions as
our action set A: (1) quiz start, (2) quiz submit, (3) wiki (course material), (4) forum list (view the
list of all forums), (5) forum thread list (view the list of all threads in a specic forum), (6) forum
thread view (view the list of posts within a specic thread), (7) forum search (a search query issued
against the forum), (8) forum post thread (a new thread was posted), (9) forum post reply (a new
post was created within an existing thread), and (10) view lecture (dened as either streaming or
downloading a lecture video).
To visualize these Markov models that represent our latent states, we plot them as a directed
graph where we set the size of a node to be proportional to its personalized Pagerank score [98, 57]
where the personalization vector is the initial state distribution for the Markov model. We let the
thickness of a directed edge (u,v) reect the probability of taking that edge given that a random
walk is currently at noteu (as indicated by the transition matrix)2. In the interest of reproducibility,
the source code for analyzing the MOOC logs we use in this chapter and for producing the gures
themselves is publicly available as open-source software3.
Figure 6.2 includes two such representations we learned. Under our interpretation, the rst
corresponds to a “quiz taking” state (it has higher “quiz: start” and “quiz: submit” state probabilities
than the other ve states) whereas the second corresponds to a “lecture viewing” state. Our
unsupervised method can uncover states that do indeed correspond to student behavior modes
that we would expect to nd a priori.
We also argue that it is important that the latent state representation is a Markov model rather
2We do not plot the transition probabilities directly within the gure to ease readability; we instead will mention
relevant transition probabilities in the text as we discuss the plots. The plots were created using python-igraph:
http://igraph.org/python/.
3https://github.com/skystrife/clickstream-hmm
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(a) An example “quiz taking” state. (b) An example “lecture viewing” state.
Figure 6.2: Two example states found by the 6-state 2L-HMM. (The naming of these states reects our
own interpretation.)
than just a discrete distribution over actions in A (as would be the case for a traditional single-layer
HMM). We can observe why if we take a closer look at each of the two latent state representations
in Figure 6.2 and look at their forum component (bottom right). We can see that the relative
probability of the forum activities is roughly the same between these states, but the transitions are
quite dierent. In Figure 6.2a we have a relatively low probability of walking from the “forum
thread view” action back to the “forum thread list” action (see the bottom rightmost arc; transition
probability p ≈ 0.17), but in Figure 6.2b we actually observe a much stronger link in this direction
(transition probability p ≈ 0.63). This dierence highlights an important distinction between these
two latent states: in the rst you are more likely to visit the forum looking for a post, where in
the second you are more likely to visit the forum to browse existing posts. Thus, capturing the
action transition matrix within a latent state is important for capturing detailed insights involving
bigrams of actions.
We can also use our model for cross-course behavior analysis. In Figure 6.3 we show two
latent state representations learned by a 6-state 2L-HMM, one from textretrieval-001 and one
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(a) A state from textretrieval-001. (b) A state from sustain-001.
Figure 6.3: Two similar example states found by the 6-state 2L-HMM.
from sustain-001. These two states were chosen as they are the most similar between the two
courses. However, if we look at the transitions we can see some important dierences. First,
in the state from textretrieval-001, we can see that the probability of returning to the course
wiki after viewing a lecture (transition probability p ≈ 0.24) is considerably lower than that
probability in the state from sustain-001 (transition probability p ≈ 0.57). We also notice that
the self-loop for staying in a lecture activity in textretrieval-001 (transition probability p ≈ 0.70)
is signicantly higher probability than it is in the state from sustain-001 (transition probability
p ≈ 0.34). This gives us some insight into the lecture viewing behavior of students in these two
MOOCs which might reect the course’s structure (which, as demonstrated in Davis et al. [21],
can dier substantially across dierent MOOCs). In textretrieval-001, students are likely to view
lecture videos in succession directly without rst visiting the course wiki, whereas in sustain-001
students are much more likely to rst return the course wiki before watching the next lecture
video. This observation would be lost if we did not consider the transitions between the actions
within the latent states.
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6.5.2 Varying the Number of Latent States
Our 2L-HMM model has a parameter K that sets the number of latent states to be learned. We
believe that this can allow our model to exibly discover patterns of dierent granularity, and
we can show this by varying K for a course and observing how the latent state representations
evolve.
In Figure 6.4 we see the evolution of the latent state representations found for the textretrieval-
001 MOOC. With K = 2 we uncover a video watching pattern (state 1) and a course material
browsing pattern (state 0). However, we can see that when K = 3 we can uncover a new pattern
involving forum behavior in state 3 (notice the node sizes on the bottom right). As we increase K
to four, we can see that state 1 splits into state 1 and state 3. These states appear quite similar
at a glance, but there are still some key dierences. First, we can see that state 1 now has a
non-negligible forum component, whereas state 3 has hardly any weight on the forum.
We observe similar behavior in Figure 6.5 as we increase K when tting our 2L-HMM on the
sustain-001 MOOC. Again, in the transition between K = 2 and K = 3, we discover forum behavior
patterns as a latent state. However, in the transition between K = 3 to K = 4, we instead see a
rening of that discovered forum state, where state 3 captures asymmetric transition probabilities
between “forum thread view” and “forum thread list”. These states could be seen as redundant, in
which case a setting of K = 3 may be more appropriate for the sustain-001 dataset.
6.5.3 Transitions Between Latent States
A unique property of our model is its ability to capture transitions between the behavior
patterns themselves that are captured by the latent states. In Figure 6.6a we show the latent state
transition diagram for a 4-state 2L-HMM t on textretrieval-001. We can immediately observe
two things: (1) each latent state has a very high “staying” probability, and (2) the prevalence of
each latent state matches our intuition. In particular, we can see that the forum browsing state
(state 2) has relatively lower probability than the other states as we might expect. It also makes
sense that state 0 has a rather high probability as this state likely captures all sequences where a
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State 0 (Wiki) State 1 (Lecture) State 2 (Thread View) State 3 (Lecture/Wiki)
Figure 6.4: The evolution of states for increasing K for the textretrieval-001 MOOC. Each row corresponds to the next value of K , starting from
K = 2. State “names” indicate the highest probability action(s) within the state.
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State 0 (Wiki) State 1 (Lecture/Wiki) State 2 (Thread List) State 3 (Thread View)
Figure 6.5: The evolution of states for increasing K for the sustain-001 MOOC. Each row corresponds to the next value of K , starting from K = 2.
State “names” indicate the highest probability action(s) within a state.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: The latent state transition diagrams for a 4-state 2L-HMM t to textretrieval-001 for all stu-
dents (a) compared to only “perfect” students (b) and only “low” students (c).
student logged in to the platform and then did nothing else (likely checking for updates). If we
look at state 1 and state 3, their relative probabilities match our intuition as well. State 1 seems to
capture a more engaged browsing session, where there is non-negligible probability associated
with dierent activities such as quiz taking and forum browsing and, importantly, these activities
have high probability symmetric edges (so students are taking quizzes one after the other, or
viewing forum threads in succession). By contrast, state 3 seems to capture a more passive student,
with negligible probability mass associated with forum activity (with low symmetry in the edges).
The link between “quiz submit” and “quiz start” (indicating quiz repetition) is also signicantly
lower than state 1.
Thus, we might expect to see students that perform well in the course preferring states 1 and
2 over states 0 and 3. To verify this, we took the model we learned on the full training data and
retrot it to training data consisting only of sequences produced by students in textretrieval-001
that had perfect marks. To prevent the latent state meanings from drifting, we forced the model
parameters associated with their Markov model representations to be xed, in eect only learning
initial and transition probabilities for the top layer of our 2L-HMM. We show the updated latent
state transition diagram in Figure 6.6b. We can clearly see that the probability of state 2 has
increased dramatically, consistent with previous observations of the positive correlation between
forum activity and grades [55], while the probability of states 0 and 3 has decreased. State 1 had
its probability increase, but only very slightly.
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Table 6.2: Average rank for “perfect” and “low” student groups in the ranked lists associated with the
four latent states found by a 2L-HMM. † indicates statistically signicant dierent mean ranks at p < 0.01
according to an unpaired t-test.
State 0 State 1† State 2† State 3 State 2→ 2†
Perfect 975.3 1001.5 999.0 1056.5 939.6
Low 1024.9 816.4 1230.5 1161.2 1187.4
† statistically signicant dierence (p < 0.01)
In Figure 6.6c we plot the latent state transition diagram for a second group of “low” students.
These students were selected so that they attempted all required quizzes in the course, but such
that their average quiz score was ≤ 70%. Here, we see that state 1 has a large increase in size, where
we might have expected state 3 to grow instead. However, there is an alternative explanation
for this phenomenon. Since state 1 seems to indicate a highly engaged student, it is a perfectly
reasonable explanation for the “low” student group as they are going to be working hard to try
to ll in the gaps in their knowledge. By contrast, the “perfect” student group likely has many
members who can take the quiz more passively and get perfect marks, perhaps because they
already know much of the material being presented, or are just naturally strong and do not require
much background review to perform well. This also explains why state 1 did not increase in size
for the “perfect” group like we were anticipating. Kizilcec et al. [67] observe similar phenomena
with the courses they studied where they nd that certicate earning is negatively correlated with
help seeking behavior. Our model lends itself well to discovering this potentially counter-intuitive
insight directly from data.
To quantify this nding, we perform the following experiment. First, we select all students
from textretrieval-001 who completed all of the quizzes Lq ⊂ L. This gives us 1,985 students along
with their average quiz score. We then create a ranked list of the students in Lq by sorting them
by their “preference” for a specic latent state
p`(i) =
∑T
t=1 γ
(o`)
t (i)∑K
j=1
∑T
t=1 γ
(o`)
t (j)
(6.11)
where o` is the list of action sequences for student ` and γ is dened as before and computed
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using the Baum-Welch algorithm. We can now compare the average rank in this list for both
the “perfect” student group and the “low” student group: a useful state for distinguishing the
two groups should result in a ranked list with statistically signicant dierences in average rank
between the two groups. Our results are summarized in Table 6.2. Indeed, we discover that states
1 and 2 are correlated with the “perfect” or “low” groups: state 1 ranks students in the “low” group
signicantly higher than those in the “perfect” group, and state 2 does the opposite and prefers
students in the “perfect” group to those in the “low” group.
Returning to Figure 6.6, we can also see a dierence in the transitions between the latent states.
In particular, look at the transitions in Figure 6.6b and Figure 6.6c that leave state 2. In the “perfect”
group, nearly all this probability mass is allocated for the self-loop (p ≈ 0.93). In the “low” group,
this self-loop is less strong (p ≈ 0.80; most easily seen by noting that the edges leaving state 2 are
darker than for the “perfect” group). We can perform a similar experiment to above by producing
a ranked list of students ` ∈ Lq by their staying probability for state 2 (that is, given that a student
` is already in state 2, how likely are they to remain there in the next action sequence?). This can
be computed as
p`(2, 2) =
∑T−1
t=1 ξ
(o`)
t (2, 2)∑K
i=1
∑T−1
t=1 ξ
(o`)
t (2, i)
(6.12)
where ξ is dened as before and computed using the Baum-Welch algorithm. The last column
of Table 6.2 indicates that this transition feature also correlates with the achievement group and
results in signicant dierences in mean rank.
6.6 Limitations and Potential Drawbacks
There are a few limitations of our model that are important to highlight. First, there are specic
technical limitations due to the statistical nature of the model and the particular methodology we
propose for tting our model parameters. Second, there are limitations in the kinds of patterns
our model is able to discover in its current formulation and the ease with which instructors are
able to extract knowledge from these patterns. We discuss both lines below.
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6.6.1 Technical Limitations and Implementation Challenges
One potential limitation is that the model is complex and has many parameters in order to
truly uncover the relevant patterns in the data. To properly estimate these parameters at training
time, a large amount of data must be available to the training algorithm. The assumption that
we have a large amount of sequence data available for training on should hold for most MOOC
courses, but this assumption may be problematic if attempting to apply our model to smaller
online (or on-campus) courses.
Our model ts its parameters using maximum likelihood estimation using the EM algorithm.
The EM algorithm is a hill climbing algorithm that is optimizing in a highly non-convex parameter
space. Thus, it can only guarantee that we reach a local maximum in practice [23]. This may mean
that the parameters found for the model may not be the “best” parameters in a global sense, which
may lead to suboptimal latent state representations and transition patterns. Empirically, however,
we observed in our experiments that strong patterns tend to always show up if algorithm reaches
a reasonably good local maximum, and the dierences of the results tend to be related to weak
“unstable” patterns which may not be reliable anyway. Since it is far more important and useful to
reveal the strong salient patterns than weak unreliable ones for instructors, the problem might
not necessarily aect the utility of the approach so signicantly. A commonly applied approach
to address the problem of multiple local maxima is to run the model multiple times with dierent
starting points to allow the model to explore a larger portion of the parameter space. One can
then compare the log-likelihood of the data between the models that were started from dierent
initialization points and select the one that has the highest value. This still does not guarantee
that we nd a global maximum, but it does help alleviate the potential for nding a particularly
bad local maximum. In practice, we have found that our model can be t to the data quickly on
commodity hardware, so running it multiple times to address this concern is not computationally
unfeasible.
A further complication in blindly applying the EM algorithm to our model is the fact that
the observation probabilities will be incredibly small. The probability that a specic sequence is
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generated by a specic Markov chain (one of our latent states) will decrease exponentially with
its length. While there are general approaches to avoiding numerical underow in hidden Markov
models, applying the “scaling” method proposed by Rabiner [105] will still result in numeric
stability issues in our case due to the incredibly small sequence-generation probabilities. We
address this in our open-source implementation by computing the trellises in log-space and using
the log-sum-exp trick when we need to take summations, which exploits the identity
log
n∑
i=1
exi = a + log
n∑
i=1
exi−a (6.13)
where a is typically set to maxi xi to improve stability. We did not encounter further stability
issues once we applied these two tricks.
As is the case with traditional hidden Markov models, it is often important to smooth the
underlying model’s distributions to ensure that there is a non-zero probability of generating the
observations. We employed a simple additive smoothing in our implementation with a small
additive constant (10−6) for all our transition matrices to avoid this problem.
6.6.2 Limitations of Discovered Patterns
The proposed behavior representation is most suitable for representing recurring behavior
patterns, which presumably are most interesting to extract from the data, but may not cover all the
interesting patterns in the data. It would be interesting to explore other complementary models
such as time series models, which may help capture non-recurring patterns.
Our proposed model is exible in the patterns it can discover in two main ways. The rst
is that the granularity of the patterns can be adjusted by changing the segmentation strategy
one uses to divide the user action stream into discrete “sessions.” The other is the number of
latent states K that are used to describe the segmented action sequences. One drawback of these
two lines of exibility is that there is not necessarily a clear answer as to the “correct” approach
for both in any given scenario. Varying the segmentation strategy changes the granularity of
the patterns the latent states explain, which will change their meaning. Varying the number of
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latent states increases the exibility of the model, but also may result in latent states that are not
substantially dierent from the other latent states and/or latent states with very low probability.
This exibility forces a user of our model to make some assumptions about the patterns they wish
to nd (granularity, diversity), and the model itself does not necessarily provide clear guidance as
to what the best approach is.
Furthermore, we have made an implicit assumption that the segmentation strategy is applied as
a pre-processing step (and is most obviously a deterministic process). The proposed segmentation
strategies in this chapter do not specically allow for the transitioning between the dierent latent
behavior patterns to occur over dierent windows of time for dierent users: we have made a
strong assumption that transitions between latent states only occur at action sequence boundaries.
One can model how much time a user stays in each state in terms of the number of sessions they
remain there before transitioning, but it may be better to directly model the amount of time we
expect a user to stay in the given state. In other words, a more powerful model might be one in
which the segmentation and the latent behavior pattern discovery are jointly modeled in a single
probabilistic framework rather than being separate pieces as we investigate in this work.
While the model can discover patterns in the data in a fully automated way, there is still clearly
a burden on the user of our model to interpret the patterns it has discovered to create actionable
knowledge about the MOOC from which the data was extracted. Extracting the patterns is a
necessary step towards the creation of knowledge, and we view our model as a component in
a collaborative system which leverages the machine to perform statistical modeling to extract
patterns which then enable a human actor to extract knowledge and take actions on the basis of the
data. The pattern discovery is an important and absolutely necessary component, without which
it would be very dicult, if not impossible, for humans to directly digest the student behavior
buried in the large amount of data. Of course, pattern discovery is only a means to help humans
obtain knowledge, not the end of the knowledge discovery process.
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6.7 Conclusions and Future Work
As a tool to help instructors and education researchers better understand the behavior of
MOOC students, we proposed a two-layer hidden Markov model to automatically extract student
activity patterns in the form of behavior state-transition graphs from large amounts of MOOC
log data. This model is dierent from existing methods in that it treats behavior patterns as a
sequence of latent states, rather than assigning these states in a rule-based manner. It captures the
variable behaviors of students over time and allows analysis at dierent levels of granularity.
We showed that such a model does, in fact, capture meaningful behavior patterns and produces
descriptions of these behavior patterns that are easy to interpret. We argued that it is important
to capture student behavior patterns with more sophisticated models than simple discrete distri-
butions over actions to capture information present in bigrams of actions (or larger sequences).
By varying the number of latent states inferred, we showed that the model is exible and can
capture patterns of diering levels of specicity in this way. Finally, we investigated whether we
can detect dierences in student behavior patterns as they correlate with course performance.
Specically, we demonstrated that high-performing students produce substantially dierent HMM
transition diagrams that tend to show longer concentration span in quiz-taking and more active
forum participation as compared with the average students. These results show the great potential
of the proposed model for serving as a tool to help humans discover knowledge about student
behaviors.
There are a number of interesting directions to further extend our work in the future. First, the
proposed model is completely general and can thus be easily applied to analyze the log of many
other courses to enable deep understanding of student behaviors as well as the correlations of
such behaviors and other variables such as grades. To realize these benets, it would be useful to
develop a MOOC log analysis system based on the proposed model to facilitate education research
and help instructors improve course design.
Second, our model can empower many new comparative analyses. For example, we could
now look at how behavior patterns change between dierent oerings of the same MOOC to
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understand how changes in course structure or materials inuence student behavior. Individual
students can now also be compared against each other or against groups. For example, by decoding
the latent state sequences for each student, we can measure how “surprising” their latent state
transition sequence is relative to the average we would expect according to the model, or to the
average “perfect” student, etc. We can now investigate how certain behavioral patterns correlate
with properties of a student (e.g., demographics, prior aptitude, etc.). After decoding the students’
latent state sequences, we could also correlate course-wide drifts in these latent states with events
in a course. For example, we might be able to automatically discover dicult or confusing parts of
a course by noticing spikes in the distribution of students over latent states over time.
Third, there is more recent work on better learning algorithms for mixtures of Markov mod-
els [48]. It would be worth exploring whether the advances proposed in this and similar work can
be applied to our model to address some of the concerns surrounding our use of the EM algorithm
for our parameter estimation.
Finally, the proposed model can be extended in several ways. For example, although our model
does not explicitly model drop-out like Kizilcec et al. [66], doing so is an obvious extension. Our
model would be able to provide predictions of when a student is “at risk” for dropping out under
such an extension. Also, currently, the model learns a transition matrix over the latent states
that is shared across all students. It would be interesting to instead learn a dierent latent state
transition matrix for each individual student, but keep the second-level Markov models shared.
This would provide the model with more exibility which may be desirable itself, but would
also naturally result in a description of a student (via his or her HMM transitions) that could be
incorporated into existing supervised learning techniques that try to predict student outcomes for
understanding which of the latent behavior patterns discovered by 2L-HMM are most predictive
of the performance of student learning. One could also relax this somewhat and posit that groups
of students transition between the lower layer patterns identied by our method in distinct ways;
this way, we can do a soft clustering of students into K2 groups based on the similarity of their
transitioning behavior between the higher-level behaviors we can identify.
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The models presented in the previous chapter and this chapter are general tools that can be
used to provide an intelligent assistant to help instructors “see” patterns of student behavior that
they would otherwise be unable to due to the massive scale of the data. Being able to discover these
patterns organically from data can enable personalization through adaptation of instructional
strategies dynamically based on the discovered patterns. In order to perform this personalization,
however, these patterns need to be directly surfaced to instructors for interpretation to form an
action plan—the model itself is not enough if the instructor cannot easily use it. To that end, in
the next chapter we describe a novel tool that operationalizes the generative behavior modeling
techniques we have described thus far into an easy-to-use system for mining behavioral patterns.
This “closes the loop” in the sense that it provides an end-to-end system for behavior pattern
discovery that utilizes the models we have discussed thus far.
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Chapter 7
Behavior Modeling: The Piazza
Educational Role Mining System
While many sophisticated behavior modeling techniques have been developed that have
potential to be applied to the educational domain (including those discussed in the previous
two chapters), all too often the techniques go underutilized due to the diculty associated with
untrained instructors utilizing the research-quality code underpinning the models. Insights
into behavior data generated in large scale courses remain undiscovered due to the lack of an
easy-to-use interface for instructors to leverage these behavior models.
In this chapter, we detail an open-source web-based system called the Piazza Educational
Role Mining System (PERM) that we developed to enable the use of our MDMM behavior model
from Chapter 5 on Piazza1 forum data. Our system enables instructors of Piazza courses to easily
crawl their course to obtain every action that occurred on the forum. Once a course is crawled,
instructors can easily run many analyses using the MDMM behavior model while adjusting the
session gap length, the number of roles, and smoothing parameters exibly through a web-based
form. Analyses provide instructors with insight into the common user behavior patterns (roles)
uncovered by plotting their action distributions in a browser. PERM enables instructors to perform
deep-dives into an individual role by viewing the concrete sessions that have been assigned a
specic role by the model, along with each session’s individual actions and associated content.
This allows instructors to exibly combine data-driven statistical inference (through the MDMM
behavior model) with a qualitative understanding of the behavior within a role. Finally, PERM
develops a model of individual users as mixtures over the discovered roles, which instructors can
also deep-dive into to explore exactly what individual users were doing on the platform. The
1https://www.piazza.com
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source code for PERM is available under the MIT license and is freely available on GitHub2.
7.1 Related Work
Because our MDMM behavior model maintains a strong analogy with statistical topic models
like LDA [10], it is important to understand the work that has been done to visualize statistical
topic models in the past. Under our analogy with models like LDA, a word is analogous to an
action, and a topic (a distribution over words) is analogous to a role (a distribution over actions).
Similarly, a document in LDA is analogous to a browsing session in the MDMM model, but
there are dierences in how proportions are modeled. In LDA, topic proportions are modeled
for each document separately, meaning documents are mixtures over the topics found by the
model. By contrast, in the MDMM model individual sessions are assumed to have just a single
role, and role proportions are instead measured at some higher level. In the case of PERM, we
model role proportions for each user as opposed to each community because PERM takes a class-
specic analysis approach which is likely more aligned with an instructor’s use case scenario than
cross-course analysis might be.
Thus, it is reasonable to consider LDA visualization strategies as a starting point for developing
a usable visual system for analyzing the output of the MDMM behavior model. Many researchers
have attempted to tackle the problem of visualizing the output of statistical topic models, which
served as a strong inspiration for the MDMM behavior model. Early models for visualizing the
output of topic models like LDA took a very “topic-focused” approach and de-emphasized the
documents themselves [94, 39, 46].
Chaney and Blei [14] instead argued for a more visual approach and designed a visual web-
based topic browser that allows users to explore the topic-document space by exploring both
the topics themselves as well as the topic proportions within documents. The ability to explore
both “sides” of the topic model is an important property we wish to retain in any system that
allows the exploration of user behavior models as it allows for a mixture of statistical inference
2https://github.com/skystrife/piazza-roles
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based pattern matching with qualitative human judgments, which is important for enhancing the
interpretability of the results.
Recent work in visualizing topic models has seen the development of new measures for topic
relevance or saliency [16, 112] in order to re-order the terms associated with a discovered topic
to make the topics more informative. In our case, because the action space available to users on
Piazza is much smaller than that of the vocabulary of a text corpus, we do not struggle as much
with nding salient actions as traditional topic models do with nding salient words.
Very recently, there has been work on developing web-based systems for understanding
behavior data in educational contexts. Fratamico et al. [36] developed a system called Tempr to
enable instructors to explore the data collected from an interactive online learning environment
(their case study was a physics virtual lab). Their system enabled instructors to form data-driven
hypotheses by associating actions from the user logs of the learning environment with learning
outcomes, and further to understand how those actions change over time for dierent learners.
Our goal is to make a system that can similarly support such a “deep dive” into a system’s behavior
content, but to do so with the assistance of a particular statistical behavior model to help guide
these analyses3.
7.2 Behavior Modeling on Piazza
7.2.1 Dening the Action Space
As discussed in Chapter 5, a prerequisite for employing the MDMM behavior model on a
new system is to dene the action space for that system. We start by understanding the content
hierarchy on Piazza, and we can dene the action space allowed to users by relating an individual
action with a piece of content in the hierarchy.
Piazza has three kinds of “root” content: questions, notes, and polls. Notes are like questions
3In our specic case, we do not have associated learning outcomes, but we feel that our system can enable
instructors to perform such analyses by combining the data we help visualize with their own private data about
student performance, for example.
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question
students’ answer
instructors’ answer
followup*
feedback*
note or poll
followup*
feedback*
Figure 7.1: A visual representation of the content dependency on Piazza networks. A * indicates that there
can be arbitrarily many of that content type.
that do not require answers, and polls are like notes that have embedding polling. We will focus
on the question root content for describing content dependencies on Piazza because it has the
most possible child content types; without loss of generality, things that apply to questions (except
for answers) apply to notes and polls.
Three dierent types of immediate children can be beneath a question on Piazza: the students’
answer, the instructors’ answer, and followups. A key dierence between Piazza and other CQA
platforms is that on Piazza there is a single answer that all students can collaboratively edit, and
a single instructor answer that can be collaboratively edited by instructors, but not students.
Followup discussions (of which there can be arbitrarily many) nest beneath the root question and
serve as a commenting facility. Beneath followups can nest arbitrarily many “feedback” comments.
Figure 7.1 shows this content dependency for Piazza networks visually.
Finally, actions on Piazza can be performed anonymously to classmates or instructors. Unfor-
tunately, actions that are anonymous to instructors cannot be tied to a session by any particular
user, so these actions cannot be utilized by the behavior model. Actions that are anonymous to
only students, however, can be associated to user accounts by instructor-level users on Piazza.
Thus, for every action we consider in our action space, we will need two kinds: one for when the
action is performed non-anonymously (which we will use the “NAME” sux to denote), and one
for when the action is performed anonymously (which we will use the “ANON” sux to denote).
Posting anonymously to instructors is a setting that can be disabled for Piazza courses should
instructors wish to be able to run these models without discarding any user behavior data.
With the content dependency diagram in mind, we can begin to dene the action space for
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our Piazza behavior modeling task. Each of these types of content can be created, so we dene
a “POST” action for each. For a root question content, then, we have actions “Q_POST_ANON”
and “Q_POST_NAME” to denote creation (“POST”) of a question (“Q”) (non-)anonymously. For
non-root content such as answers, we distinguish between an answer to a question belonging to
the user, or belonging to a dierent user with actions such as “SR_POST_MQ_ANON” denoting a
post of a student answer (“SR” for student response) to their own question (“MQ”) anonymously.
Feedback actions can be distinguished in two ways: is the feedback comment on a followup owned
by the posting user (“MF”) or by a dierent user (“OF”), and then is the root content (question,
note, or poll) owned by the posting user (e.g. “MQ”) or a dierent user (e.g. “OQ”).
Piazza tracks edit histories for root content and instructor/student responses4, so “EDIT”
actions are dened for these content types. We distinguish between editing actions based on
the owner of the content that is being edited: “M” for content that is owned by the editor (“my”
content) or “O” for content that is owned by another user (“others’ content”), arriving at actions
such as “QUESTION_EDIT_MQ” for an edit action taking place on a question owned by that user.
For answer content, we further subdivide edit actions based on whether the answer is owned by
the editor (“MA”) or not (“OA”), and then by whether the root content was posted by the editor
(“MQ”) or not (“OQ”) to arrive at actions like “SR_EDIT_MA_OQ” for an edit action taking place
on an answer originally posted by this user (“MA”) to someone else’s question (“OQ”). Because
we are mostly interested in student behavior, we limit the number of action types for instructor
answers to just three: “IR_POST”, “IR_EDIT_MA”, and “IR_EDIT_MQ”.
The entire action space is summarized in Figure 7.2.
7.2.2 Modeling Role Proportions
In Chapter 5, our goal was to discover behavior pattern dierences between the dierent
websites using the StackExchange platform, so we used the MDMM to model role mixtures on
the basis of an entire community at once, and our training data was the entire collection of all
4They do not, however, track edits to followups or feedback comments.
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Figure 7.2: A visual representation of the entire action space considered by PERM on Piazza. A full action
name is dened by joining the labels of the nodes with “_” while tracing a path from a root to a leaf. Notes
and polls are not shown as they are identical to questions from an action-space perspective.
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StackExchange websites.
This is dierent from our goal in PERM, where instructors are more likely to focus on an
individual course. Thus, we use a slightly dierent setting for dividing the sessions for the MDMM
used in PERM: here, we group the sessions by users, rather than by communities. What this means
is that we will learn a separate MDMM for each Piazza course to be analyzed, and model each
user within a specic Piazza course as a mixture of course-specic action distributions (roles).
This further demonstrates the exibility of the MDMM behavior model, as a simple regrouping of
sessions can allow the same model to be used for dierent analysis purposes.
7.3 System Design
There are two distinct areas within PERM’s web-based user interface. The rst is for performing
crawls of an instructor’s Piazza course data, and the second is for performing analyses. We discuss
both in detail below.
To log in to the entire PERM system, an instructor simply provides their Piazza user credentials.
For added security, PERM does not store these credentials in any database—they are simply used
to make a Piazza API call to authenticate the user against the Piazza API to obtain their list of
classes. All information about the Piazza login is stored client-side as a cookie in the browser:
PERM itself has no persistent storage of user credentials.
7.3.1 Crawling Interface
Once an instructor logs in to PERM, he/she is presented with a list of his/her classes, sorted
from most recent to least recent. Each course is shown with a badge that indicates whether the
course has already been crawled (blue), has not been crawled (grey), or is currently being crawled
(grey with progress percentage displayed). An example view is shown in Figure 7.3.
By clicking on a class from this list, the instructor navigates to the class view, where information
about the class itself and any existing analyses is presented. Figure 7.4 shows what this looks like
for a class that has not yet been crawled, and Figure 7.5 shows an example of a class that has been
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Figure 7.3: The class list view of PERM. Here, an instructor is shown a list of all of his/her classes, along
with information about whether or not they have been crawled. If a course is currently being crawled,
the progress is reported in the list.
Figure 7.4: The class view for an uncrawled class. Instructors can initiate a crawl by clicking the “Start a
crawl” button; creating analyses is disabled until a course has been crawled.
crawled with analyses already created.
If a class has already been crawled, statistics about the crawl will be presented in the left hand
pane along with options to re-crawl the course and to create new analyses. If the course has not
yet been crawled, instructors must click “Start a crawl” to initiate a crawl for the course. If they do
so, they will see a form for starting the crawl, shown in Figure 7.6. If the course has already been
crawled, they will see a dierent form for initiating a re-crawl of the course. Because an analysis is
tied to the data obtained by a crawl, re-crawling a course requires deleting all associated analyses.
If there were errors during the crawl, they will be displayed to the user on this page (see Figure 7.7
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Figure 7.5: The class view for a crawled class. In the left pane, instructors can see statistics about the
crawl, can initiate a re-crawl of the course, or create a new analysis. Existing or in-progress analyses are
shown in the right pane, with information about their conguration to allow for distinguishing between
dierent analyses.
for an example).
When a crawl is created, the user is sent to a crawl progress page, shown in Figure 7.8. The
progress bar on this page updates in real time as the crawl progresses by using websockets. When
the crawl is completed, the bar turns green and a button to navigate to the course page is presented
so the user can then go on to create analyses.
7.3.2 Analysis Interface
Now we will discuss the analysis interface of PERM. There are four major components to
discuss: creating an analysis, viewing the summary results of an analysis, viewing a deep-dive
into a specic role, and viewing a deep-dive into a specic user.
Creating an Analysis
To create a new analylsis, an instructor can click the “Create a new analysis” link in the left
pane on a crawled course’s course page, as shown in Figure 7.5. This will present them with a form
to create a new analysis, which is demonstrated in Figure 7.9. Should there be errors associated
with the crawl, they are displayed to the user at the top of the page so they are immediately made
aware of any potential integrity issues with their analysis. If users posted using full anonymity,
the number of such actions that were dropped is displayed to the instructor so they can understand
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Figure 7.6: The form for starting a new crawl. For technical reasons, the instructor must re-log in to
initiate the crawl—this allows for multiple crawls to be performed at once.
Figure 7.7: The form for re-starting a crawl. If there were errors with the crawl, they will be displayed to
the user here. Re-crawling a course requires the deletion of all associated analyses, so the user is warned
of this as well.
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Figure 7.8: The crawling progress page. The progress bar updates in real-time during this potentially long
running background job by using websockets.
the extent of the data loss incurred by this feature. In our experience, this varies considerably
based on the course.
Every hyperparameter of the MDMM behavior model can be set before the analysis is created.
These are presented to the user with sensible defaults chosen automatically, and a detailed
description of the specic parameter given below the input form for selecting it.
Session gap length (hours): the maximum allowed time dierence between subsequent
actions that can be seen before a new browsing session is assumed to have started
Number of roles: K in the MDMM model, the number of roles to discover
Number of iterations: the maximum iteration count for the sampler
Proportion smoothing: The amount of smoothing to apply to the user-specic role propor-
tion distributions
Role smoothing: The amount of smoothing to apply to the action distribution for each role
Once an analysis is created, the user is presented with another progress page (Figure 7.10)
where they can monitor the progress of the dierent steps of the analysis: (1) session extraction,
(2) training data construction, (3) role inference, and (4) persisting results to the database. Once
an analysis has been completed, a button that directs the user to the analysis’ summary view is
displayed.
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Figure 7.9: The form for creating a new analysis for a course on PERM. Errors encountered during the
crawl are shown again to the user here to make them aware of any potential data loss. If students per-
formed actions using full anonymity, the number of actions that had to be dropped is displayed to the
instructor so they canmake an informed decision about potential integrity issues with their analysis. All
relevant parameters for running an MDMM are presented in the analysis form, with sensible defaults
presented automatically.
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Figure 7.10: The view of an in-progress analysis. Progress bars for each of the four phases of the analysis
are updated in real-time using websockets.
Summary View
In the summary view, the instructor is presented with a display of the parameters used for the
analysis, and a set of summary statistics about the sessions that were extracted for the analysis.
Below that, each of the K roles that were discovered by the MDMM behavior model are displayed
as bar charts. The extents of each of the charts on the page is xed to be the same so as to enable
comparative analysis between the roles on this page. Actions are only displayed in the bar chart
for each role if the probability of that action is more than 0.001 to reduce wasted whitespace
and increase the information density of the charts. Because of the large action space associated
with the Piazza analysis, action names are associated with a tooltip that provides a plain Engish
description of what the action type means. Individual bars have a tooltip indicating the exact
numerical value of each.
The percentage of sessions in the analysis that were assigned to a specic role is displayed in
the header for that role. On the right is a button that directs the user to the “deep-dive” page for a
specic role.
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Figure 7.11: The summary view for a completed analysis. At the top, the parameters for the analysis and
a number of statistics about the sessions that were extracted for it are displayed. Beneath, each role is
plotted using d3 as a bar chart; careful attention has been paid to ensure that the extents of each of the
plotted role distributions are the same to enable comparison between roles on this page (only one role
is shown in the screenshot for brevity). Only actions with greater than 0.001 probability are shown to
increase the information density of the plot by eliminating whitespace from unused actions.
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Figure 7.12: The list of the top users associated with a particular role appears on the role’s deep-dive page.
The table can be sorted according to the dierent columns, and links are provided to individual users’
deep-dive pages. (The user ids in this image are faked for anonymity.)
Role Deep-dive
At the top of the role deep-dive page, the role is again plotted as a bar chart as a visual reminder
of the role being investigated. Below that is a list of the users that the sampler identied as having
the highest posterior probability of exhibiting that role, shown in Figure 7.12. From this table, an
instructor can navigate to an individual user’s deep-dive page.
Below the top users section is a list of all sessions that were assigned to this particular role
by the sampler. These are ordered so that sessions from users with higher estimated posterior
probabilities of exhibiting this role appear rst. By clicking on a particular session, a box expands
to show all actions in that session (again with tooltips to explain their meaning in plain English).
Each individual action is associated with the content that was created/changed by that action,
which can be viewed by clicking on the action’s button. This allows instructors to do a ne-grained
exploration of their course’s data, guided by the output of the MDMM behavior model. An example
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of this view is given in Figure 7.13. Each session is associated with a user, and a link is provided to
launch the user-specic deep-dive view.
User Deep-dive
The nal analysis view is the user deep-dive page, shown in Figure 7.14. Here, an instructor
can inspect a particular user’s mixing distribution over the K roles discovered by the MDMM.
Below that is a similar session listing to the one displayed on the role deep-dive page. Here, the
sessions are all ones created by this user, and each is shown with its associated role as assigned by
the sampler. Like the role deep-dive page, the sessions can be individually expanded, and within
each session the content associated with an action can be displayed by clicking on an action’s
button.
7.4 System Implementation
The source code for PERM is publicly available on GitHub5 and is licensed under the MIT
license. The web application itself is written using the Flask framework6 in Python, with the front-
end designed using Bootstrap7 and plotting facilities covered by d38. The MDMM behavior model
is implemented in C++ using the pybind11 Python binding library9 and the MeTA toolkit [86] as a
support library. The interface with Piazza is accomplished using a slightly customized version of
a reverse-engineered implementation of the Piazza internal API in Python10.
There are two long-running task types that need to be facilitated by PERM: one for crawling,
and one for running analyses. To accomplish this, we use the Python celery task queue library11
to run these jobs in the background o of the main web application server process. Job progress is
5https://github.com/skystrife/piazza-roles
6http://flask.pocoo.org/
7https://getbootstrap.com
8https://d3js.org
9https://github.com/pybind/pybind11
10https://github.com/skystrife/piazza-api is our modied fork of the original at https://github.com/
hfaran/piazza-api
11http://celeryproject.org
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Figure 7.13: The list of all sessions assigned to a particular role by the sampler as it appears on the role’s
deep-dive page. Each session can be expanded by clicking on it; each session’s actions appear as buttons
that can be clicked to reveal the content associated with each action. Tooltips are used to provide plain
English explanations of each action type.
Figure 7.14: The user deep-dive page displayed when an instructor clicks a link to a user page. At the top,
the user’s mixing distribution over the discovered roles is displayed, and at the bottom is a list of all of
their sessions and the role that session was given by the sampler.
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communicated using a combination of Redis12 and websockets13 so that users of PERM can be
updated in real time as their crawls and analyses progress.
To make deployment of PERM as simple as possible, it is bundled with integration with Docker
Compose14. This allows all of the individual services associated with an instance of PERM to be
launched in a reproducible way by leveraging Docker containers. We hope that this will make
adoption of PERM signicantly easier.
7.5 Limitations and Future Work
There are some important limitations still present in PERM that should be addressed. First,
because we are captive to the system we are analyzing, we cannot do anything to address the issue
of fully anonymous user posting—this information is irreparably lost by our crawler. Fortunately,
should instructors so desire, the feature can be disabled in a Piazza’s course settings, and anecdotally
we have found disabling this setting is popular among instructors of large courses.
Second, because PERM uses the MDMM behavior model and not the 2L-HMM discussed in
Chapter 6, temporal behavior patterns are not explored here. In the future, we would like to
extend PERM to support analyses using the 2L-HMM, as there is nothing technically preventing
the deployment of the more sophisticated model in this setting.
Finally, PERM should be extended to be “*ERM” to support educational role mining as a general
task on many dierent educational platforms. Doing so is challenging, however, due to the vast
array of educational platforms in use today and their often disparate data formats. Nevertheless,
we believe it to be an important future direction to pursue to maximize the potential impact of
these behavioral models for instructors.
12https://redis.io
13https://flask-socketio.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ as a backend, https://socket.io for the frontend
14https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Introduction
In this thesis, we addressed the quality-scalability trade-o—a phenomenon whereby traditional
educational methods are often forced to sacrice quality for scalability—by applying advanced
computational techniques to both scale traditionally non-scalable educational experiences as
well as to begin the process of extracting quality from scale through user behavior modeling.
Addressing this trade-o is one of the most important challenges we must face as we attempt to
provide high quality, scalable education for all people. If left unaddressed, the quality-scalability
trade-o will ensure that we continue to provide truly high quality education to only a very
privileged few, while highly scalable online education is permanently relegated to a lower quality
“one-size-ts-all” model by necessity. This thesis represents a small step towards a greater vision—
one where machine learning, data mining, and other advanced computational techniques are
uniquely leveraged to change, improve, and even create brand new educational experiences that
break free of the scalability challenges faced by traditional education and provide high quality
educational experiences at massive scale.
Specically, in Chapters 3 and 4 we address the problem of scaling traditional experiences—
how can we take an educational experience that currently works well (that is, it has high quality)
but is only feasible for low scale scenarios and leverage computational techniques to break the
scalability barrier? By contrast, in Chapters 5–7 we focus on extracting quality from scale by
presenting the rst steps towards understanding user behavior patterns in large-scale educational
contexts with an eye towards providing the ground work for personalization on the basis of those
discovered behavior patterns. These two perspectives together move us in a direction where we
do not have to sacrice quality to scale, and moreover where scale in and of itself can help us
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achieve higher quality than could be attainable traditionally. All of the models and techniques
employed in this thesis are available as liberally licensed open source software.1 We hope that
this can help with reproducing our results as well as providing a springboard for future research
that extends or improves upon the work presented in this thesis.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 8.2 we summarize the
concrete contributions of our research. In Section 8.3 we discuss potential improvements to the
techniques and models we have proposed in this research. Finally, in Section 8.4 we discuss
promising directions for future work in the general area of high quality, scalable education that
are inspired by the work conducted in this thesis.
8.2 Research Summary
The work in this thesis can be separated into two groups: automated assessment, which focuses
on scaling up high quality educational experiences that can only currently be oered at low scale,
and behavior modeling, which focuses on taking the rst steps towards extracting quality from
large scale educational environments by leveraging the rich interaction log data collected on such
platforms.
8.2.1 Automated Assessment: Scaling Existing Experiences
To help scale educational experiences, in Chapter 3 we conducted the rst study of utilizing
machine learning techniques for automated assessment of more a complex form of assignment
designed to teach critical thinking through a case study in the domain of veterinary medicine. We
described three classes of features that can be readily extracted from assignments of this outline-
based form: (1) token features, (2) similarity features, and (3) selection features. This feasibility
study informed a re-framing of automated grading tasks in this and other domains from that of
an ordinal regression problem to instead a ranking problem. This reformulation allowed for the
development of a sensible solution that optimizes machine-instructor interactions by leveraging
1Please see the related chapters for specic links.
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an active learning-to-rank approach for automated grading to ensure that the instructor grading
eort undertaken for training such a model provides the largest benet to its overall quality. We
further discussed how to best evaluate grading systems under this reformulation, suggesting that
the NDPM evaluation metric may make the most sense in such contexts due to its robustness in
the presence of ties. The reformulation technique we described in this chapter shows promise for
allowing the use of more complex assignments to teach critical thinking to veterinary medicine
students at much larger scale than what was previously attainable, and we believe that these
insights should generalize well to other domains.
In Chapter 4, we developed and deployed a Cloud-based Lab for Data Science (CLaDS) for
delivering hands-on assignments on real-world data sets for the domain of data science education.
CLaDS provides a general solution for “big data” education at massive scale that does not fall
prey to the typical “toy data” compromise utilized by most assignments of this type today. Indeed,
CLaDS provides a general infrastructure to enable any instructor to conveniently deliver any
hands-on data science assignment using large real-world data sets to thousands of learners at
a minimal overall cost. Our deployment of CLaDS at UIUC for providing seven major text
data assignments for students in multiple courses spanning online and on-campus achieved an
amortized cost per student of just $7.40 (USD).
8.2.2 Behavior Modeling: Extracting Quality From Scale
As a rst step towards enabling large-scale adaptive education, we explored the domain of
probabilistic user behavior models. Understanding user behavior is essential for being able to
improve quality—after all, any attempt to provide adaptivity or personalization must have some
basis for the changes based on such a behavioral understanding of the learner. In general, we
focused on addressing the problem of understanding user behavior in large-scale educational
environments rather than simply capturing it; as a result we designed models whose output can be
readily understood by instructors. By focusing on probabilistic generative user behavior models,
we ensured that the desired behavioral pattern output took the form of intuitive probability
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distributions that are directly inferred from the data (bypassing practitioner bias in the pattern
discovery) in a principled way by appealing to scalable statistical inference techniques. The
models we proposed were applied to educational data, but are themselves general and thus can be
potentially used in a variety of dierent application scenarios beyond just the educational domain.
In Chapter 5 we proposed the MDMM behavior model to allow for action-based role discovery
on CQA networks. Through applying this model to all available StackExchange websites, we
discovered distinctions within CQA communities in question-asking behavior (where two distinct
types of askers can be identied) and answering behavior (where two distinct roles surrounding
answers emerge). Second, we found statistically signicant dierences in behavior compositions
across topical groups of communities on StackExchange, and that those groups that had statistically
signicant dierences in health metrics also had statistically signicant dierences in behavior
compositions, suggesting a relationship between behavior composition and health. Furthermore,
we showed that if one instead were to cluster communities based on behavior composition vectors
alone, the clusters discovered have interesting topical dierences as well as statistically signicant
dierences in mean health, suggesting that the model can both be used to analyze ad-hoc groupings
of communities as well as provide a data-driven way to derive sensible community groups. Finally,
we showed that the MDMM behavior model can be used to demonstrate similar but distinct
evolutionary patterns between topical groups.
In Chapter 6, we proposed a student behavior representation capable of capturing temporal
user behavior patterns and an unsupervised model capable of capturing such temporal patterns
from clickstream data available from most online educational platforms. Such a model allowed
for the direct modeling of the ordering of actions within a user browsing session (which can be
informative for understanding the meaning of a behavior pattern in an educational setting) as
well as for explicit modeling of transitioning behavior between behavior patterns (i.e., behavior
trajectories), giving an orthogonal temporal perspective compared to the MDMM behavior model.
Specically, we proposed the use of a two-layer hidden Markov model (2L-HMM) to extract
our desired behavior representation, and showed that patterns extracted by such a 2L-HMM are
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interpretable, meaningful, and unique. We demonstrated that features extracted from a trained
2L-HMM can be shown to correlate with educational outcomes.
In Chapter 7, we demonstrated the great potential for the development of applications of our
models by developing the Piazza Educational Role Mining (PERM) system to enable instructors to
leverage the MDMM behavior model to discover user behavior patterns in Piazza course data. Our
system provides instructors with an easy-to-use web-based user interface for both crawling Piazza
courses and running subsequent MDMM behavior analyses on them. Analyses provide instructors
with insight into the common user behavior patterns (roles) uncovered by plotting their action
distributions in a browser. PERM enables instructors to perform deep-dives into an individual
role by viewing the concrete sessions that have been assigned a specic role by the model, along
with each session’s individual actions and associated content. This allows instructors to exibly
combine data-driven statistical inference (through the MDMM behavior model) with a qualitative
understanding of the behavior within a role. Finally, PERM develops a model of individual users
as mixtures over the discovered roles, which instructors can also deep-dive into to explore exactly
what individual users were doing on the platform.
8.3 Potential Improvements
There are a number of models, techniques, and systems described in this thesis, all of which
have a number of potential future directions for improving upon the existing work. We discuss
what we feel are the most promising in this section.
8.3.1 Automated Assessment of Complex Assignments
Our case study in Chapter 3 was in a very narrow domain, but we focused on ensuring
that our features and results were presented at a very general level that could be replicated for
many dierent domains that may share a similar assignment structure. That being said, if we
were to attempt to completely “solve” the problem of automated assessment for the veterinary
medicine domain (or any other specic domain), there is great room for the development of much
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more domain-specic feature types that can better capture the institutional knowledge that the
assignment is attempting to test and convey to the students. Much of this work would, by necessity,
be very domain specic, and unlikely to generalize across all kinds of assignments. However, this
raises an interesting question about the generalizability of dierent feature sets across domains:
how similar must some other domain be for the features designed for one to be applicable to the
other?
In our study, we also used a relatively rudimentary machine learning model in the end: a linear
support vector machine (SVM). There have been many advances in machine learning, particularly
in the area of deep learning and representation learning, that could be applicable to this problem
and may have the potential to outperform a simple SVM with hand-crafted features. It is worth
exploring the degree to which more complex models themselves can improve performance on the
problem even with the same inputs. To what degree does the active learning-to-rank formulation
apply to much more complex models?
Finally, our proposed technique requires more eort in order to be actively deployed in a
real-world setting. Understanding the optimal way of presenting the material to be judged to
individual annotators is crucial for such a system to be eective. How can the user interface allow
the instructor to know when to stop? How should a revision to the ranked list be visualized upon
a labeled example? How might this interface interact with student annotators by, for example,
estimating annotation correctness condence intervals for individuals? These are all important
questions that would need to be explored for such a system to have maximal real-world impact.
All of these questions are able to be explored immediately by adapting, extending, and building
systems that leverage the techniques discussed in Chapter 3.
8.3.2 Cloud-based Labs for Data Science
In Chapter 4, CLaDS was deployed and used for several courses at UIUC, though these all were
in the information retrieval and text mining domains. CLaDS is general, however, and should
be applicable for a wide variety of machine learning, data mining, data visualization, and other
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domains within the broader scope of data science. By oering CLaDS as open-source software,
we hope that others will be encouraged to utilize the system and develop new assignments for it
in dierent domains of data science to maximize its impact. What’s more, we believe that CLaDS
as an architecture could be useful for not only data science, but computer science education in
general, and are hopeful that assignments teaching core computer science can be developed as
well. The system can also be generalized to be used for supporting privacy-preserving big data
research on data sets that are required to be protected, though some conguration changes and
security hardening would be required to provide hard privacy guarantees. CLaDS could also be
extended to be leveraged for providing shared tasks, where the leaderboard accompanied with
the exact source code used to generate the results for a specic leaderboard entry can lead to
much more readily reproducible results on common shared task datasets and improve researcher
productivity.
In terms of the system itself, CLaDS’s main pitfall is that of latency. Minimizing cost often
results in there being no available build machines at the time of a student’s code submission,
resulting in a noticeable delay before their code is run to produce the output or update the
leaderboard as the system must rst create and properly initialize a build worker virtual machine.
This problem is shared, in general, by distributed systems that attempt to employ some form of
auto-scaling: there is always some amount of latency incurred by the scaling if it is reactionary.
However, non-reactionary scaling is not as cost-eective. Thus, an interesting direction to extend
CLaDS would be to investigate how latency can be minimized through architectural changes. For
example, a single larger build machine might be shareable across a few students, if certain security
guarantees can be provided. This may cause a single machine to be leveraged more frequently
and reduce the number of machines that need to be spawned overall, which can improve latency.
The scaling algorithm could be incorporated with a predictive algorithm to estimate when more
machines will be necessary. As we saw in our deployment, demand for build jobs spikes predictably
around deadlines, so a simple solution might be to provide a setting for instructors to specify
assignment deadline dates and leverage that information to preemptively scale the build worker
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cluster to meet demand as it arrives, rather than taking some time to react to the increase rst.
Because CLaDS is built entirely with open source software, all of these directions can be
immediately explored.
8.3.3 Behavior Modeling
In Chapters 5–7, we discussed two dierent probabilistic generative user behavior models,
and one concrete analysis application built using such models. These kinds of models, at least as
presented here, have some aws that could be addressed in future extensions.
Being entirely data-driven can be an advantage when wanting to discover potentially surprising
roles or behavior patterns, but may also result in the model not discovering what a system provider
may expect it to nd. In such a case, the ability for the system provider to utilize the model for
comparisons may be inhibited. Fortunately, such models can be readily adapted to these sorts
of expectations through the careful utilization of prior distributions placed upon the parameters
that need “guiding” towards a particular desired outcome. Designing an intuitive way for users of
these models to specify these expectations and transform those into appropriate prior distribution
specications is an interesting extension of these models that may improve their utility.
The models discussed in this thesis will generally nd patterns that have high “support” in the
data—that is, they will likely nd behavior patterns or roles that are exhibited the most frequently
in the collection of behavior logs. This may be desirable when trying to understand user behavior
in a general sense, as is the case in the problems we investigated in this thesis, but it may be a
detriment when one wishes to model more rare behaviors. These, too, may be interesting, but are
much harder to properly discover. There has been work in the topic modeling sub-domain of text
mining that focuses on addressing skew and bias in topic discovery—this work, when brought
to bear on behavior data, should be an improvement that allows these model to nd more rare
behaviors than they can now.
The PERM system discussed in Chapter 7 can be easily extended and improved in a number of
ways. The rst, most obvious extension would be to add support for the 2L-HMM discussed in
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Chapter 6—the database of actions in PERM itself should be sucient for creating the temporal
training data needed for utilizing such a model. Additionally, analyses in the system are currently
treated as entirely standalone, but it is reasonable to expect there to be recurring patterns between
courses, or across years for the same course. Allowing instructors to “name” the roles discovered
by the model can potentially enable a crowd-sourced role annotation engine to be developed.
Similar action distributions can be discovered in the existing database and suggested names for a
new action distribution can be presented to ease the interpretability of the results for a new class.
Finally, there remains work to be done to convert the knowledge discovered by such statistical
behavior pattern mining methods like the MDMM behavior model or the 2L-HMM into an action
plan for instructors to make changes to their courses. How can we provide these kinds of insights
to instructors in real-time so they can course-correct in their own classes? A sort of “meta-analysis”
approach, where information from multiple classes is combined in order to make some assessment
about the current running class, might be promising in order to deliver actionable insights on the
basis of these patterns. Imagine, for example, a system that could notify instructors about the
specic dierences in behavior between the current class and some previous one. This could allow
instructors to adapt to a dierence in the behavioral composition of the learner body compared to
a prior course oering. Another potential angle would be to monitor the “expected” behavioral
makeup of users within a class (either based on previous oerings or based on other similar
courses), and provide diagnostic information to instructors on a week-to-week basis if and when
that behavioral expectation shifts outside of a specic range. This could allow, for example,
early detection of students suddenly adopting maladaptive behaviors to allow for an instructor
intervention to improve, for example, study habits or peer communication patterns.
8.4 Future Work and Open Problems
There are a number of promising directions for future work that are opened or suggested
by the research presented in this thesis that are not immediate extensions or improvements to
existing models or techniques discussed therein. We conclude this thesis with a brief discussion
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of some of the most interesting and challenging of these open questions.
8.4.1 Generalizable Machine-learned Notions of Critical Thinking
In Chapter 3, we attempted to narrowly solve a problem related to assessing critical thinking
capabilities of individuals in the specic domain of veterinary medicine. However, this study raises
a number of interesting, open questions surrounding the automated assessment of domain-specic
critical thinking ability in general. While there are many results surrounding assessments for
general critical thinking (typically through some form of standardized test), it is not clear exactly
how to generalize these results to very domain-specic situations like medicine or engineering.
We feel the notion of allowing students to demonstrate critical thinking capabilities through
in-domain exercises that mirror the real-world scenarios they will experience in their careers
is a good one—the computational question is whether (and if so, how) one can identify concrete
demonstrations of critical thinking in student generated output. If the output is free text, this
problem can be thought of as a sentence or phrase-level coding task, but again this raises questions
about what optimal features might look like for capturing these demonstrations in a general way.
Can these features generalize outside of their domain? If so, how far?
If the output is not constrained to be free text, this raises another interesting computational
question: what might be the “optimal form” for the output of a critical thinking assessment that can
be most useful from the perspective of a computational assessment of that thinking strategy? Is
this a graph? A tree? Are the nodes and edges typed? Can one compute the “optimality” of such an
argumentation construction? These are interesting questions because they take a vastly dierent
perspective on the assignment—rather than designing them to be gradable by a human instructor,
how can assignments be designed to be more amenable to machine grading in general? That is,
rather than trying to solve the two problems of divining a “critical thinking representation” directly
from free text, and then trying to develop a model to “grade” that representation, what if we
instead tried to get the learners themselves to specify the desired “critical thinking representation”
and then directly use that for assessment?
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Assessing domain-specic critical thinking, in general, is incredibly important and still largely
remains unsolved, especially not in a highly scalable way. Our work in Chapter 3 is a baby step in
this direction, but there are many more exciting problems that remain to be solved.
8.4.2 Automated Feedback vs. Automated Assessment
A recurring theme in our discussion of scaling educational experiences via semi-automated
assessment frameworks is that of the distinction between assessment and feedback. In automated
assessment, our assumed goal is simply to provide a score (or a grade) to a particular assignment
or student. However, this is ultimately an incomplete picture for a learner—a score alone is not
a roadmap for how to improve. Imagine if our peer reviewing system was only an assessment.
At the end of a long submission review process, your only response from the review committee
would be a series of numbers! How could you improve the research on that basis alone? It should
be clear, then, that mere assessment is insucient for claiming that we have solved the scalability
challenge for providing an assignment. Rather, we should instead aim for providing automated or
semi-automated feedback—the reviewer comments in the research paper analogy.
How do we solve the feedback problem? This is an incredibly dicult challenge, as doing so
entirely automatically would seem to imply designing a general intelligence system, for under-
standing not only the score of an assignment but also providing a dialogue about how to improve
would require a much deeper understanding of language than computers currently are capable of.
However, there is still hope for performing feedback in a semi-automated way. One of the pitfalls
with peer grading is calibrating their score output, but what if we already trust the score output
for an automated assessment system? We could then treat the problem as a crowd-sourcing issue:
can individual students, given the output of a machine learning powered grading system, generate
feedback that is consistent with the predicted scores? How does this compare with having peers
grade from scratch? Can the machine learning grading system be leveraged to provide “hints” to
the student feedback providers about where to focus their attention? What would an end-to-end
system for this feedback solicitation look like?
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It seems dicult, but there may be reason to believe that a machine could identify “generalizable”
comments on old assignments that could be applicable to new assignments that are similar in
specic ways. This would require work to identify what a “generalizable” comment looks like
(for example, it should not mention a specic passage in the text, paragraph numbers, etc.) and
whether it applies to a new assignment. This may involve intelligently linking comments directly
back to the text to which they refer. Could such data be crowd-sourced through a peer reviewing
process? Imagine if students were required to select the text that their individual comments refer
to (ranging in length from entire paragraphs and sections to individual words or phrases)—could
a machine learn to do this linking of comments to passages? In this case, comments from old
assignments could be fed through this machine learning based linking application, and then
selected for an assignment if the linking probability with some passage in the new assignment
exceeds some threshold.
While this problem may at rst seem insurmountable, it seems clear to me that there are a
number of potential directions one could take to begin solving this highly important problem.
8.4.3 Psychology-inuenced Models of User Behavior
The models discussed in Chapters 5–7 are all based upon statistical pattern recognition in
order to dene user behavior types or categories of behavior. This is a reasonable place to start in
order to describe what is actually occurring in the data in terms of statistical patterns, but what
they lack is a more theoretical approach to behavior understanding.
There are a few interesting questions one could ask here. How can we understand a student’s
state of mind, in a psychological sense, on the basis of a statistical user behavior model? Is such a
thing possible, or does it warrant the design of entirely new models on the basis of theories from
(educational) psychology? How does one apply an (educational) psychology theory of behavior or
learning to design a computational model for mining that behavior? This is a rich, and relatively
unexplored, area of research that ought to be able to provide much deeper and nuanced insights
into behavior in online learning environments than what is currently possible with the purely
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statistical machine learning techniques that have been most popularly applied in this context.
What’s more, it may be the case that we can actually work together with (educational) psy-
chologists to develop entirely new theories of behavior or models of that behavior. After all, these
platforms provide such a rich collection of behavioral data that could not have been collected
before (or, at the very least, not at the same scale)—this should allow researchers to conrm or
improve existing theories, or design and test brand new theories of behavior of learners in certain
contexts. In a sense, these online learning environments can allow machine learning and psychol-
ogy research to mutually enhance one another and develop deeper, and—critically—reproducible
understandings of user behavior.
8.4.4 Real-time Adaptive MOOCs
While Chapters 5–7 begin to provide tool for developing an understanding of user behavior
in large-scale educational environments, they do not yet suggest directly how to personalize the
educational environment. Certainly such decisions will hinge upon a deep understanding of
behavior and its relation to dierent metrics of success, but optimizing when and how to adapt a
course is an interesting general and mostly unsolved challenge. While there has been some work
toward adaptivity in the MOOC setting (see for example Pardos et al. [99]), it has largely been
shallow and not on the basis of individual behavior patterns.
Here is an example of a potential challenge for adaptive MOOCs. Suppose we have a behavior
pattern that we know correlates with better success than some other similar, but slightly dierent
pattern. Suppose, furthermore, that we have demonstrated reason to believe that this inuence
is causal through some other lab experiment. How do you get people to change their behavior
from the lower-success pattern to the higher-success pattern? What should that intervention look
like? Which learners should see that intervention, and when? How, ethically, do we provide some
guarantees that there is no harm inicted by the intervention upon the students who see it (or
who do not see it)?
Another challenge: suppose we are able to, through some behavior model, estimate the
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probability that a user has a specic intent when taking a MOOC (e.g., some people intend to take
it like a regular course, whereas others may treat it more like a PBS special). When should we
alter the course material to compensate for these dierent user intents? Should we at all? How
do we alter the course, and who does the work of that content adaptation? Again, how do we
perform this adaptation and ethically guarantee no harm is being inicted by the adaptation (or
the lack thereof) for dierent users?
A further complication: how do we do all of these things at the scale of millions of learners?
It should be immediately apparent that even if we had completely solved the behavior modeling
problem and related problems surrounding prediction on the basis of these behavior represen-
tations, we would not immediately be in a position to actively begin improving the educational
experience for millions of users at once. There are many serious challenges that need to be
addressed for these models to have maximal impact that span from the computational to the
sociological—all of which are equally important as they are all challenges that must be solved in
order to achieve the vision of perfectly adaptive online education at massive scale.
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